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(ABSTRACT) 

Composite durability can be influenced by varying the properties of the fiber/matrix 

interphase region. One method to modify the properties of this interphase is through the 

application of a sizing to the carbon fiber. Recent work at Virginia Tech has shown that 

polymer-modified interphases can lead to increases by as much as two orders of magnitude 

in notched fatigue lifetime. In the present work, an apparatus was constructed to 

uniformly coat carbon fiber tow with water-soluble and dispersible polymers. Few such 

devices have been developed for use in academic settings because of the processing 

complexities presented by the aqueous coating system. Due to the high surface tensions 

of the aqueous solutions, fiber clumping and heterogeneous sizing deposition were major 

bottlenecks. Our novel process utilizes high tensions, high spreading, and low line speeds 

to accomplish the sizing step. Each processing independent variable can be continuously 

monitored and controlled which allowed for statistical correlation to the sizing level and 

uniformity. The sizing process was shown to satisfy three criteria for quality.



1. The average sizing level or weight percent on the final fiber can be readily 
controlled to achieve typical target values. 
2. Filament clumping as a result of cohesion between corresponding filaments is 

kept to a minimum. 

3. The sizing process must produce fiber with a consistent level of polymer sizing. 

In addition, characterization techniques for the sized fiber were developed. 

Pyrolysis in a high temperature nitrogen furnace was developed as a precise technique to 

ascertain the quantitative sizing level on the carbon fiber. SEM and ESCA were utilized 

to determine fiber clumping and sizing homogeneity. 

The sizing process along with the statistical process model and the characterization 

techniques allow for the precise development of optimal interphase materials that are 

tailored to meet the performance requirements of the composite consumer.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter is organized according to the following sections. 

e 1.1 Overview 

e 1.1.1 The Reinforcing Fiber 

e 1.1.1.1 The Production of Carbon Fiber 

e 1.1.2 The Matrix Materials 

e 1.1.2.1 Thermoset Matrix Materials 

e 1.1.2.2 Thermoplastic Matrix Materials 

e 1.1.3 The Interphase Constituent 

e 1.2 Objective for the Current Work 

e 1.3 References 

1.1 Overview 

A composite is a material that consists of two or more constituents whose 

individual properties are synergistically affected by the presence of the others. 

resulting composite has properties far superior to those of the individual constituents. The 

advantage in utilizing a composite material over a homogeneous material is the 

composite’s high strength and low weight properties (Table 1.01). 

Traditionally, a modern composite consists of two materials; (1) a reinforcing high 

strength-low weight fiber and (2) a matrix material. Recent research has identified a third 
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Table 1.01 Comparison of mechanical properties of composites and metals [1]. 

  

  

    

Material Density Tensile Strength Young’s modulus o/p_ E/p 
9 (g/cm’) o (GN/m’) E (GN/m’) 

Composite 
E glass 2.1 1.1 45 0.5 20 

HS carbon 2.0 1.5 140 1.0 90 

HM carbon 1.5 1.1 220 0.7 130 

Aramid 1.4 1.4 75 1.0 50 

Metal 

Steel 7.8 1.3 200 0.2 26 

Aluminum 2.8 0.3 73 0.1 26 

Titanium 4.0 0.4 100 0.1 25 
“60% volume unidirectional 
reinforcement 
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constituent, the (3) interphase, that also drastically effects the performance of the final 

composite [2]. These three constituents are discussed in more detail in the following 

sections. 

1.1.1 The Reinforcing Fiber 

The purpose of the high strength - low weight reinforcing fiber is to carry the bulk 

of the load applied to the composite [3]. There are six main reinforcing fiber types 

presently utilized for composite production; (1) carbon fiber, (2) glass fiber, (3) Kevlar 

fiber, (4) Spectra fiber, (5) liquid crystalline in-situ fiber, and (6) PVA. For military 

applications, the carbon fiber is the dominant material utilized for the reinforcing fiber. At 

present, the costs associated with carbon fiber composites prevent the application of this 

composite in automobile and most civilian applications. However, carbon fiber reinforced 

composites are the only realistic alternatives to the metal currently utilized in the 

automobile industry [4]. The processing method utilized to produce carbon fiber is 

presented in the next section. The glass reinforcing fiber is a cheaper alternative to carbon 

fiber. However, the mechanical properties associated with this fiber are much inferior to 

the ones available from carbon fiber composites (Table 1.01). The liquid crystalline 

polymer reinforcing fiber is generated in-situ which means the reinforcement is generated 

during the processing step [5]. This offers the advantage of recyclability and ease of 

recovering the reinforcing material for reprocessing. The other fiber types are difficult to 
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recycle because of the difficulties in recovering the fiber intact from the matrix materials. 

In the section 1.1.2, the various matrix types are discussed. 

1.1.1.1 The Production of Carbon Fiber 

Carbon fiber is processed in the form of tow. The combination of numerous 

microscopic filaments into a single bundle of fiber is called a tow. Carbon fiber is usually 

given the designation 12K, 48K,.. etc which corresponds to 12000, 48000, ... etc filaments 

per tow bundle. 

The carbon fiber process consists of four main steps [6] (Figure 1.01): (1) Low 

temperature oxidation, (2) high temperature carbonization, (3) surface treatment, and (4) 

sizing. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) tow is oxidized in a low temperature oxidation step. The 

tow enters this step as a white fiber and leaves as an expanded black tow. The fiber then 

enters a high temperature nitrogen oven where carbonization occurs. The tow contracts 

and is graphitized. The tow is then washed and surface treated in an aqueous electrolyte 

bath. The surface treatment etches the carbon fiber and places acid and base 

functionalities on the surface which results in a somewhat hydrophilic tow surface 

chemistry. Finally, a sizing is applied to the carbon fiber surface. The polymer sizing can 

be dissolved in either water or an organic solvent. It is generally accepted that all future 

industrial sizing operations will be performed with aqueous sizing solutions for 

environmental reasons. The wet fiber tow is then dried and the sizing is left on the fiber 

surface in amounts from 0.5 to 2.0 wt%. The purpose of the sizing is multifold: (1) the 
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Figure 1.01 Schematic of carbon fiber production line [6]. 
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sizing protects the brittle carbon fiber from future processing steps and (2) the sizing 

modifies the fiber/matrix interphase region as will be discussed later. The resulting fiber 

is usually 7 um and diameter and consists of approximately 95% carbon [6]. 

1.1.2 The Matrix Materials 

The purpose of the matrix is to protect the brittle reinforcing fiber and to transfer 

the load to the fiber. The matrix is usually a polymer but can be other materials such as 

ceramic, metal, and carbon [7]. The polymer matrices can be divided into two categories: 

(1) thermosets and (2) thermoplastics. 

1.1.2.1 Thermoset Matrix Materials 

The thermoset matrix is the most commonly used type of polymer matrix [8]. The 

relatively easy processability of these systems has led to their popularity as the matrix of 

choice for the composites industry. Prepregging techniques or the combination of matrix 

and reinforcing fiber are well known for these materials. A thermoset is a polymer with 

reactive functionalities that allows the material to cure and form a three dimensional 

network. The common thermoset matrix materials are epoxies, unsaturated polyesters, 

and polyimides [8]. There are several limitations associated with the use of thermosetting 

matrix materials. (1) These materials are generally brittle and lack toughness. This is a 

result of the crosslinked three-dimensional network discussed previously. (2) These 
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materials have a limited shelf-life. Since these materials are reactive, even at low 

temperatures the crosslinking reaction will take place and thus make the polymer 

unprocessable after a period of time. (3) These materials are not recyclable. Since these 

materials crosslink, they cannot be reprocessed or recovered. (4) These materials are 

susceptible to moisture [8]. Because of these limitations, research has focused on another 

class of polymers, thermoplastics, that eliminate some of the problems associated with 

thermosets. These are discussed in the next section. 

1.1.2.2 Thermoplastic Matrix Materials 

Thermoplastic materials can be divided into two categories: (1) amorphous and (2) 

semicrystalline. An amorphous material is characterized by a glass transition temperature. 

Semicrystalline materials are characterized by both a glass transition temperature and a 

melting temperature. Crystallinity usually imparts solvent resistance. Common 

thermoplastic matrix materials are PPS (thermoplastic), PEEK (thermoplastic), and PEKK 

(thermoplastic). Thermoplastic matrix materials offer several advantages over 

thermosetting matrix materials: (1) higher toughness, (2) recyclability, (3) infinite shelf 

life. However, several disadvantages are also associated with the use of thermoplastic 

materials: (1) lower strength and modulus (2) prepregging difficulties (3) generally 

greater expense. The prepregging difficulties arise from the fact that the melt viscosities 

of the thermoplastic matrices are very high leading to fiber breakage and incomplete fiber 

wetting. 
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1.1.3. The Interphase Constituent 

The fiber/matrix interface is defined as the boundary between the reinforcing fiber 

and the matrix material. This boundary contains no mass and represents a point of 

discontinuity in physical properties. The fiber/matrix interface has long been known to 

be an important factor in determining the final composite’s mechanical properties [9,10]. 

Stress concentrations at the fiber/matrix interface initiate micro cracks that lead to 

premature composite failure. These stress concentrations are created at the interface due 

to a mismatch in coefficients of thermal expansion and mismatches in mechanical 

properties of the fiber and the matrix [11]. The fiber/matrix interface has been shown to 

determine off-axis composite mechanical properties. These off-axis properties include 

flexural/torsional fatigue lifetime, interlaminar shear strength, and transverse strength. It 

has been postulated that the fiber/matrix interface nomenclature discussed above should be 

replaced with a more appropriate descriptor of the cause for the phenomena. This new 

nomenclature is the fiber/matrix interphase. 

In addition to the fiber and the matrix, a composite material has a third constituent 

called the interphase (Figure 1.02) that is fundamentally different than the interface. This 

interphase layer has a finite thickness and contains a finite amount of mass. The 

interphase has gradients in mechanical and physical properties across its thickness that 

drastically effect the performance of the composite. A modification of the fiber/matrix 

interface directly results in changes in the fiber/matrix interphase region and vice-versa. 

Because of the importance of this interphase region, much research has focused on 
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Figure 1.02 Schematic of carbon fiber, matrix, and the interphase [12] 
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identifying, defining, altering, modeling, and optimizing this interphase region. 

One method to modify the fiber/matrix interphase is through the application of a 

sizing to the fiber surface. A sizing is usually a polymer that couples with the fiber either 

by covalent bonds or by physical adsorption and is placed on the surface of the fiber in 

amounts from 0.5 to 2.0 wt%. Traditionally, sizings have been olaced on carbon fibers to 

protect them and prevent damage in subsequent processing steps. Recently, sizings have 

been shown to dramatically effect the final composite mechanical properties [13]. In 

particular, increases in fatigue lifetime have been demonstrated for certain thermoplastic 

sizings such as polyvinylpyrollidone, PVP. The sizing chemistry can be tailored to be 

either reactive, unreactive, miscible, or immiscible with the polymer matrix and an optimal 

interphase material for a particular composite application realized. As will be discussed in 

Chapter 2, no such study to obtain an optimal interphase has ever been conducted for 

water-soluble sizing materials. 

1.2 Objectives for the Current Work 

Before optimal interphase materials can be developed, a process to coat carbon 

fibers with these sizing agents needs to be developed. Since these sizing agents must be 

tailored for eventual application in industry, the process must be environmentally friendly. 

As such, the process to coat carbon fibers with these sizing agents must be completed 

using aqueous solutions. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, the literature was found to be 
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void of any past work in the processing of carbon fiber tow with polymer sizing agents via 

aqueous solutions. 

After the fiber has been produced by the sizing apparatus, the fiber then must be 

evaluated to determine the sizing amount on the surface. As will be discovered in Chapter 

2, no step by step procedure for the determination of sizing level on carbon fibers was 

discovered in the academically published literature. 

After the fiber sizing process and the sizing level determination technique have 

been developed, a quantitative relationship relating sizing level to the process variables 

needs to be developed. This will allow the optimization of the sizing amount in addition 

to the actual sizing material and hence a truly optimal interphase. 

In addition, the fiber needs to be characterized for sizing homogeneity and fiber 

clumping. Fiber clumping results when the sizing deposits in a manner that creates 

bridging of multiple filaments together. The clumped fiber lowers the permeability of the 

fiber and prevents efficient prepregging at a later stage. 

With this knowledge the objectives for this project can be clearly stated. 

1. Develop a sizing process for coating carbon fiber tow with aqueous water dispersible 
polymer interphase agents, focusing on PVP as a test system. 

2. Develop an analytical technique to precisely measure the sizing level present on the 
carbon fiber. 

3. Develop a quantitative process model, based on a statistical design technique, that 

shows the effects of critical process variables on the sizing level. 

4. Prove that the sizing apparatus produces fiber of equal to or greater quality than the 

fiber sized with PVP: produced by Zoltek or Courtaulds Incorporated. 
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The completion of these objectives is discussed in the following Chapters. In the next 

Chapter, a literature review on the general area of interphase modification is presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction 

The literature concerning the fiber/matrix interface and interphase phenomena is 

reviewed in this chapter for the purpose of justifying the experimental program in this 

research. This chapter is organized according to the following sections. 

Section 2.1 Methods for Modifying the Interface 

e Section 2.1.1 Physical Roughening 

e Section 2.1.2 Chemical Modification of Carbon Fibers 

Section 2.2 Methods for Sizing Carbon Fibers 

e Section 2.2.1 Solvent Based Sizing Systems 

e Section 2.2.2 Aqueous Based Sizing Systems 

e Section 2.2.3 Electrodeposition of Sizing Agents on Carbon Fiber 

e Section 2.2.4 In-situ Sizing of Carbon Fibers 

Section 2.3 Sizing Agents and Their Effects on the Mechanical Properties 

e Section 2.3.1 Inorganic Sizing Agents 

e Section 2.3.2 Organic Sizing Agents 

e Section 2.3.2.1 Thermoset Agents 

e Section 2.3.2.2 Thermoplastic Agents 

Section 2.4 Sizing Characterization Methods 

Section 2.5 References 

2.1 Methods for Modifying the Interface 

With the importance of the interface having been outlined in Chapter 1, methods 

presently being utilized for interface modification will be presented. The first such method 
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to be reviewed will be Physical Roughening. The final method to be reviewed will be 

Chemical Modification. 

2.1.1 Physical Roughening 

Physical roughening is the process by which mechanical interlocking of the 

reinforcing fibers is promoted and maximized [1]. This mechanical interlocking has the 

competing effects of improving the fiber/matrix interface strength while decreasing the 

strength of the fiber. The reduction in fiber strength and hence adversely lowering the 

composite properties can be attributed to the physical degradation caused by the Physical 

roughening. 

2.1.2 Chemical Modification of Carbon Fibers 

Chemical modification falls into two categories. The first category is the 

modification of the fiber/matrix interface through modification of the carbon fiber surface 

chemistry. The second category is the chemical modification of the fiber/matrix interface 

through application of a coating on the carbon fiber surface which ultimately forms a part 

of the interphase. This coating has been called a sizing or a coupling agent. The process 

by which a sizing or coupling agent is applied to a carbon fiber is referred to as sizing. 

The former method will be briefly reviewed first followed by a review of the latter method. 
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The direct modification of the surface chemistry of carbon fibers is called surface 

treatment. By changing this surface chemistry, the fiber/matrix adhesion can be altered 

depending upon the treatment [2]. In this section, a brief review of the literature involving 

the surface treatment of carbon fibers is presented. A more comprehensive review can be 

found elsewhere [3,4,5]. 

Bucher and co-workers at VPI used continuous plasma treatment of carbon fibers 

to elucidate its effects on the fiber/matrix interface and the final composite mechanical 

properties [6]. These researchers discovered that additional plasma treatment increased 

the surface oxygen content of the carbon fibers which resulted in corresponding increases 

in Iosipescu shear and transverse flexural strengths of the final PEKK thermoplastic 

composites. However, the corresponding moduli decreased with increasing oxygen 

content or surface treatment level. 

Drzal and co-worker used heat treatment to lower the surface oxygen content for 

Hercules AS-4 carbon fiber and determine its effect on the interfacial shear strength [7]. 

Depending upon the degree of heat treatment, the amount of remaining surface oxygen 

varied. The resulting interfacial shear strengths of the heat treated fiber were lower than 

the corresponding untreated AS-4. The interfacial shear strength of the fiber was found to 

decrease with increasing temperature of heat treatment or decreasing surface oxygen 

content. After a 750 °C heat treatment, the surface oxygen content of the Hercules AS-4 

was found to be similar to the Hercules AU-4, the unsurface treated equivalent to 

Hercules AS-4. However, the interfacial shear strength of the treated Hercules AS-4 (heat 
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treated at 750 °C) was found to be higher than the corresponding Hercules AU-4 which 

contained the same amount of surface oxygen. The researchers concluded that the surface 

treatment step not only altered the surface chemistry of the fiber but also removed a weak 

outer layer of the carbon fiber. 

Blackketter and co-workers studied the effects of industrially available surface 

treated fiber on the mechanical properties of a combined Epon 828 epoxy and a LCP 

composite [8]. Two fiber types with and without surface treatment were compared. 

Grafil XA and Hercules AS-4 with and without surface treatment were tested for the 

effect of surface treatment on composite performance. The surface treatment in both 

cases was found to increase longitudinal and transverse tensile strength. The short beam 

shear strength and transverse flexural strength were also increased. 

2.2 Methods for Sizing Carbon Fibers with Coupling 

Agents 

In a sizing operation, a sizing or coupling agent is applied to the surface of the 

carbon fiber. As was discussed in Chapter 1, the sizing agent can drastically effect the 

performance of a composite material. 

In industrial practice, sizing agents are applied after the surface treatment steps. 

The sizing agent, usually a polymer, is dissolved in an appropriate solvent and the fibers 

are subsequently dipped in the solution. The fibers are then dried and the polymer is 

deposited on the fiber surface in amounts usually from 0.5 to 2.0 wt%. The literature on 
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processing of sizings can be divided into two categories characteristic of the processing 

solvent: (1) solvent based sizing systems and (2) aqueous based sizing systems. 

2.2.1 Solvent Based Sizing Systems 

Jenkins and co-workers developed a solvent based sizing apparatus for 12K carbon 

fiber tows [9]. The sizing system consisted of an unwind spool, a dip bath, a drying 

tunnel, and a wind-up device. The system utilized rollers but no information about 

number or size was given. The typical line speeds utilized by this system were 5.3 ft/min. 

These resulted in a drying unit residence time of approximately 30 seconds. The drying 

tunnel was capable of attaining temperatures in excess of 200 °C. These high 

temperatures were needed since these researchers were utilizing NMP as the solvent 

(Boiling Point = 202 °C). The drying tunnel utilized a hot air gun for the needed heating 

and forced convection. The researchers commented that their apparatus produced high 

quality sized fiber with the size uniformly distributed on the individual filaments as 

opposed to deposition around the exterior fibers. The researchers did not specify the 

amount of fiber spread attainable from their system. They also failed to mention the 

amount of line tension utilized or if this process variable was controllable. It is doubtful 

whether their system could successfully size carbon fibers via an aqueous process because 

of their inability to control fiber tension and fiber spreading. These variables have been 

identified in the present work as important processing parameters for any aqueous sizing 
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system. In addition, the researchers used very dilute sizing bath concentrations (0.063- 

0.13 % wt/vol) should correspond to a very light final sizing level (<O.1 wt%). The 

researchers did not report a final sizing level. The sizing agents utilized are discussed 

further in section 2.3.2. 

Thomas and coworkers developed a sizing apparatus for coating carbon fibers 

from solvents [10]. The sizing process consisted of an unwind roller, a dip bath, a drying 

section, and a winder. The system typically operated using methylene dichloride as the 

solvent and the sizing concentration was typically 0.75 wt%. The drying temperature was 

50 °C and the drying time was 17.5 seconds. These researchers studied the effects of 

dryer temperature on the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) and found that with increasing 

dryer temperature the ILSS increased by 20%. The sizings utilized by these researchers 

are discussed further in section 2.3.2. 

2.2.2 Aqueous Based Sizing Systems 

Tryson and Kardos developed an aqueous sizing apparatus to coat fiber glass with 

various coupling agents [11]. These researchers utilized both 5-mil monofilaments and 

one-mil 22-filament fiber glass fibers in their system. Both of these systems were 

successfully sized with various coupling agents. Their system consisted of the following 

sections. First, an unwind section allowed fiber to be removed from the spool. This 

unwind roller had a servo motor that set the tension in the system. Second, a roller system 
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with a specific geometry was used to determine the line tension. Third, the fibers were 

preheated to remove excess moisture. Fourth, the fiber was pulled over a roller with a 

small groove. The aqueous solution was allowed to flow over this roller and in the 

groove. The excess solution was trapped in a container situated below the grooved roller. 

Fifth, the wet fibers were pulled through four six foot drying sections that were heated by 

hot air blowers. The typical temperatures used in these drying sections were from 150 to 

264 °C. Finally, the fiber was placed on a spool utilized a motorized roller with a roving 

arm. This motorized roller was used to control line speed. This system operated at line 

speeds of 32 ft/min and line tension of 25 grams. The researchers concluded that their 

system could successfully control coating thickness’ of 1 to 2 microns with a standard 

error of 5%. While this system utilized aqueous solutions to successfully coat fiber glass 

with coupling agents, it is important to note that these researchers were using large 

diameter and small filament number tows. It is doubtful that their system could 

successfully size carbon fiber tow with nominal diameters of 7 microns and filament 

numbers in excess of 12,000. The reason for this conclusion is that their system has no 

equipment to spread the fibers. When dealing with large filaments spreading is 

unimportant, but spreading becomes increasingly important as filament radius decreases 

and filament number increases. The sizings utilized by these researchers are discussed 

later in section 2.3.2. 
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2.2.3. Electrodeposition of Sizing Agents on Carbon 

Fibers 

Since carbon fibers are electrically conductive, electrodeposition of sizing agents 

on carbon fiber is possible [12]. There are two classes of electrodeposition: (1) anodic 

and (2) cathodic. In anodic, the carbon fibers are the anode while the aqueous sizing 

solutions are the cathode. The sizing agents usually contain acid or acid anhydride 

functionalities that are partially neutralized with a base to form a soluble salt. The 

electrical current ionizes these salts and allows the migration of the polymer anions to the 

positively charged carbon fiber surface. This coating method should produce high degrees 

of uniformity since uncoated areas of the carbon fiber surface should be more highly 

charged than the sized areas thus favoring coating of the uncoated areas. 

Subramanian and co-workers [12] deposited approximately 3 wt% poly(butadiene- 

co-maleic anhydride) (BMA) on the carbon fiber surface. The coated fiber showed a large 

amount of heterogeneous coating being applied to the fiber surface. The effects of 

current, solution pH, and time were on sizing deposition were studied. In addition, 

composite panels produced from these electrodeposited fibers were shown to have inferior 

properties to the same fiber and sizing commercially available. The researchers explained 

these inferior properties to changes in sizing and interphase chemistry as a result of the 

electrodeposition step. 
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2.2.4 In-situ Sizing of Carbon Fibers 

Gonzalez and co-workers [13] used sizing agents as a binder dispersant for various 

thermoplastic matrices in a suspension prepregging operation. The sizing was generated 

in-situ or during the processing/prepregging step. The prepregging aqueous solution 

consisted of the thermoplastic matrix material stabilized with the sizing agent. Upon 

drying the carbon fiber wetted with this solution, the sizing agent is left as an interphase 

material. It is still unclear what percentage of the sizing agent actual ends up on the 

surface and not distributed in the bulk thermoplastic matrix. 

2.3 Sizing Agents and Their Effects on Mechanical 

Properties 

2.3.1 Inorganic Sizing Agents 

Drzal and Drown investigated the effects of silane coupling agents on the 

mechanical properties of E-glass reinforced epoxy matrix composites [14]. They noted 

that the reactivity of the silane coupling with the epoxy created a brittle fiber/matrix 

interface that increased interfacial shear strength. This translated into a final composite 

with a 12.4% higher interlaminar shear strength and a 35% increase in 90 degree flexural 

strength. However, the brittle interface had the detrimental effect of lowering composite 

toughness. While no mechanical tests were conducted to ascertain the lifetime 
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performance of these sizing agents, the brittle interface would almost certainly lead to a 

lower lifetime fatigue. 

2.3.2 Organic Sizing Agents 

2.3.2.1 Thermoset Agents 

Tryson and Kardos utilized their aqueous sizing system to coat fiber glass 

monofilaments with ductile unreacted epoxies [11]. These researchers used two different 

sizing materials but did not specifically identify the two materials used. Their results 

indicate that both ductile epoxy sizes had the following effects on mechanical properties of 

the final composite. First, the transverse tensile strength showed a 67% increase over the 

unsized material. Second, the torsional fatigue life increased by 1000%. Third, the 

interlaminar shear strength increased by 40% for the ductile epoxy sized material. Finally, 

the sized material also increased the composites resistance to moisture initiated 

degradation. These researchers concluded that the sizing had the following effects. 

1. The sizing provided a ‘rubber bumper’ at the interface to muffle stress 

concentrations. 

2. The sizing acts a spacer which eliminates the near infinite stress created by 

fiber/fiber contact. 
3. The sizing heals critical flaws present in the virgin fiber. 

Chang and co-workers at VPI experimented with the effects of unreacted epoxy 

sizes on the mechanical properties of amorphous thermoplastic composites using carbon 

fiber reinforcement [15]. These researchers compared various mechanical properties of J2 
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thermoplastic matrix composites using unsized/non-surface treated, unsized/surface 

treated, and sized/surface treated fibers for reinforcement. The surface treatment method 

was proprietary to the manufacturer and the sizing material was known to be an unreacted 

epoxy. The interface shear strength was 23% greater for the two systems with interface 

modification. However, the two strengths for the unsized/surface treated and the 

sized/surface treated were identical. The longitudinal stiffness and failure properties were 

found to be insensitive to the interface characteristics. Even though the longitudinal 

properties were shown to be insensitive to fiber/matrix interface modification, the 

photomicrographs showed that the failure modes were different in the unsized/non-surface 

treated and the interface modified system. 

The transverse properties were also tested. The strain to failure in the 

unsized/surface treated system showed a 100% increase while the sized/surface treated 

system showed no increase in strain to failure. The flexural strength of the two interface 

modified systems were equivalent but were notably higher than their unsized/non-surface 

treated counterpart. The micro-graphs of failed surfaces showed that the unsized/non- 

surface treated system showed delamination at the fiber matrix interface while the interface 

modified systems showed random delamination. The transverse tensile strengths of the 

interface modified systems were greater than their untreated counterpart but the 

magnitude was dependent upon the surface treatment present. The unsized/surface treated 

transverse strength was shown to be 1.6/1.3 times greater than the transverse strength of 

the sized/surface treated fibers. 
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The shear properties were also investigated. While the moduli for all systems 

were equivalent, the tensile in-plane shear strength was 68% greater and the losipescu 

shear strength was 83% greater for the two systems with interphase modification. The 

sized-surface treated fibers and the unsized-surface treated fibers showed no differences 

with respect to properties in shear. 

Finally, [+-45/902], laminates in tension were tested to determine the interphase 

effect. It was noted that the behavior of the two interface modified systems were 

equivalent. Unfortunately, no experiments were conducted on the lifetime fatigue or 

toughness of the final composite. The researchers concluded that the unreacted epoxy 

size had little effect on the overall composite mechanical static properties for the 

thermoplastic matrix. However, the researchers correctly noted that this sizing system and 

surface treatment were developed for epoxy matrices and not thermoplastics. With an 

epoxy matrix, this sizing system and surface treatment lead to more pronounced increases 

in interlaminar shear strength which translated into a more significant improvement in 

composite static performance. Therefore, it can be concluded that interface modification 

must be specifically tailored for the particular matrix material utilized. The same can be 

said about tailoring the interface modification for the particular fiber reinforcement used in 

the composite system. 
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2.3.2.2 Thermoplastic Agents 

As discussed previously, the main source of failure in composite systems with 

thermoset sizes is the brittle interface. It has been suggested that the use of a more ductile 

or rubbery interphase could increase the toughness of the final composite [16,11]. 

Thermoplastic sizes have thus been identified as possible remedies to a brittle interface 

because of their ductile nature. These thermoplastic sizes should have the advantage of 

increasing interface toughness but adversely lower composite strength due to a lower 

interphase shear modulus. 

Jenkins and co-workers at ICI experimented with three thermoplastic sizing agents 

that possessed end groups that were reactive with the thermosetting matrix PMR-15 [9]. 

The reinforcing fiber utilized in these experiments were carbon fibers obtained from 

various manufacturers. The three sizing agents were a polyisoimide, a polyarylsulphone, 

and an imidized polyarylsulphone. All three sizing agents were synthesized with end 

groups that were reactive with the PMR-15. Unfortunately, these researcher’s data were 

difficult to interpret because of their inability to obtain unsized fiber from the 

manufacturers. They used this previously sized material in their sizing operation and thus 

coated the fibers with two distinct interlayers. It was difficult to elucidate the effects of 

the thermoplastic size because of the presence of the commercial size. The only justifiable 

conclusion was that these sizing agents did have an effect on the carbon/fiber interface. 

There was also evidence that these sizings improved the transverse flexural strength of the 

composite. 
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Lesko et al. compared mechanical properties of composites constructed from an 

epoxy matrix and carbon fiber sized with two different agents [17]. The first sizing agent 

was a Bisphenol-A epoxy. The second was K17 PVP, a thermoplastic sizing. They 

compared a multitude of mechanical properties at two different sizing levels. The first 

mechanical test completed was a meso-indentation test that identifies interphase strength 

in compression and determines the strain to failure in shear. Their results indicate that 

there was negligible differences in strength between the Bisphenol-A and K17 PVP sized 

fibers at the lower level of sizing. However, the K17 PVP sized fibers showed a 15% 

greater strain to failure. This seemed to indicate that the K17 PVP interphase was more 

ductile than the cross-linking epoxy. In compression, the K17 PVP sized fiber showed a 

drastic 51% increase in strength over the Bisphenol-A sized fiber. A 62% increase in 

failure strain was also seen with the K17 PVP sizing at the lower level of sizing. Most 

importantly, these researchers evaluated these systems dynamic performance. The K17 

PVP sized fiber showed an increase in fatigue life by a factor of 100 over the Bisphenol-A 

sized fiber. These researchers concluded that a resistance to “micro-buckling” resulted in 

an increase in fatigue life. 

Thomas and co-workers utilized different difunctional chemical coupling agents in 

acrylic matrix composites cured by electron beam irradiation [10]. These researchers 

varied the chemistry of the coupling agent to have different affinities for the fiber. The 

coupling agents were reactive with the acrylic matrix. Their results indicated that all the 

sizing agents tested improved the fiber/matrix adhesion beyond that observed for the 
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unsized or commercially sized materials. When the sizing agent was synthesized to not be 

reactive with the fiber, the resulting IFSS was 50% lower than the reactive sizing. 

Gonzalez and co-workers at VPI [13] studied the effects of polyimide interphases 

generated in-situ on the mechanical properties of thermoplastic matrix composites [13]. 

In impact test on same composite systems, PEEK-Polyimide case shows a 30% reduction 

in damage area growth rate compared to APC-2. These results were attributed to a 

polyimide rich interphase deposited in-situ or during the prepregging step. 

2.4 Sizing Characterization Methods 

The characterization of the sizing involves the quantitative determination of the 

sizing level and the determination of sizing uniformity. Tryson and co-workers analyzed 

their sized fiber through a staining technique and subsequently viewing this staining under 

SEM [11]. This analysis was performed on E-glass fibers with sizing layers having 

thicknesses of 1 to 2 micron. Therefore, it is apparent that this technique could not be 

used for our 10 nanometer sizing thicknesses. 

Thomas and co-workers analyzed the sizing level of their difunctional coupling 

agents via Soxhlet extraction for 24 hours in methylethylketone [10]. The researchers did 

not comment on the accuracy of this technique. 

Thomas and co-workers in a different paper analyzed their acrylic-isocyanate 

compound sizing agents with both Soxhlet extraction and pyrolysis in a nitrogen 
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atmosphere [18]. They made no statement of the quality of the two methods and gave no 

reason for why the two methods were utilized. 

In conclusion, the literature showed a lack of research in the following areas. 

1. Processing of carbon fiber tow with aqueous based sizing agents. 
2. The characterization of the polymer sizing on the carbon fiber surface. 

Therefore, research will be conducted in these areas as stated in Chapter 1. In the next 

Chapter, the development of the sizing process is presented. 
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Chapter 3 

Design of the Sizing Apparatus 

3.0 Introduction 

The major objective enumerated in the previous chapter was to design and 

construct an apparatus to coat carbon fiber tow with water-soluble thermoplastic sizings. 

This objective can be considered accomplished when the quality of the sized fiber is 

equivalent or superior to the corresponding sized fiber from Zoltek Incorporated. Quality 

of sizing is defined as the following. 

1. The average sizing level or weight percent on the final fiber can be readily 

controlled to achieve typical target values. 

2. Filament clumping as a result of cohesion between corresponding filaments is 

kept to a minimum. 
3. The sizing process must produce fiber with a sufficiently consistent or uniform 
level of polymer sizing. 

This definition of “quality” allows one to better understand the outcome desired for fiber 

produced by the sizing apparatus and also motivates the design presented in this chapter. 

e 3.1 Preliminary Sizing Study 

- This section discusses the results obtained from a preliminary sizing 
apparatus. 

e 3.2 Fiber Clumping and Fiber Spreading 
- This section discusses the physics behind fiber clumping. A discussion 

on ways to increase fiber spreading and prevent fiber clumping is 

presented. The following subsections are presented. 
e 3.2.1 Physics of Wet Fiber Clumping 

- This subsection presents the physics behind wet fiber clumping. 

e 3.2.2 Processing Methods to Prevent Wet Fiber Clumping 
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- This subsection concerns the prevention of clumping and 

promotion of fiber spreading. 

e 3.2.2.1 Spreading Fiber with Rollers 

e 3.2.2.2 Spreading Fiber with an Air Spreader 

e 3.3 Equipment Utilized by the Sizing Apparatus 

This section presents the equipment utilized by the sizing apparatus. 

3.3.1 Design of the Steel Mounting Plate 

3.3.2 Design of the Fiber Unwinder 

3.3.3 Design of the Guide Bar Box 

3.3.4 The Design of the Rollers 

3.3.5 Design of the Sizing Dip Bath 

3.3.6 Design of the Tension Sensing Roller 

3.3.7 Design of the Tension Producing System 

3.3.8 Design of the Nip Roller Section 

3.3.9 Motor Puller Design 

3.3.10 The Design of the Control and Power Systems 

e 3.3.10.1 Power Requirements for the System’s 

Components 

e 3.3.10.2 Controllers Utilized by the Sizing Apparatus 

e 3.4 Fiber Winder 

- This section discusses the modification of the Leesona 959 

rewinder. 

e 3.5 References 

3.1 Preliminary Sizing Study 

A prototype sizing apparatus was constructed to determine the critical factors 

needed for a robust sizing process. It was originally hoped that the apparatus would 

produce fiber of sufficient quality to allow immediate investigation of different sizing 

materials. The prototype consisted of an unwind roller, a dip bath, a drying section, and a 

rewinder. The unwind roller consisted of a roller with an air bearing mounted in one end. 

The tension off the spool could be controlled by controlling the flow rate of air to the 
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bearing, The sizing bath was designed by Mr. Slade Gardner. The dryer consisted of 

sixteen 250 watt infrared drying lamps mounted on a wood frame. The voltage delivered 

to the lamps was controlled by variac transformers. The dryer was enclosed within tin and 

a hot air gun was used to supplement drying. The resulting drying section effectively dried 

the carbon fiber that was tested. The winder was loaned by Professor Alfred Loos of the 

Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics and could operate at line speeds 

between 10 and 100 feet per minute at line tensions below 2 pounds. 

Aqueous solutions of 1.0 weight % K25 polyvinylpyrollidone (PVP) were used in 

the dip bath. The carbon fiber used in these experiments was Hercules AS-4 12K unsized 

but surface treated. The resulting sized fibers were estimated to have a sizing level of 

approximately 0.5 wt%. This was estimated by weighing the wet fiber that exited the 

sizing bath and reweighing these fibers after drying. The approximate moisture content 

was estimated to be 33 wt% water on the fiber and the resulting sizing mass fraction was 

calculated based on this moisture content. These fibers displayed unacceptable clumping 

and were so stiff as to be unusable for prepregging (Figure 3.01). The individual filaments 

could not be distinguished as a result of fiber clumping. It was concluded based on these 

observations that the prototype sizing apparatus could not adequately satisfy criterion (2) 

for quality listed in the introduction of this chapter. 

Another problem associated with the prototype was the inability to spread the 

fibers. The sizing bath contained 12 rollers to spread the fiber before and after the wet 

stage. The bath was designed without the inclusion of bearings which rendered the 12 
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Figure 3.01 Photograph of AS-4 12K fiber produced by preliminary sizing apparatus at 

an estimated level of 0.5 wt%. 
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rollers ineffective. The rollers did not turn which caused the line tension to raise to the 

extent that the winder could not take up the fiber. In addition, the rollers were 1” in 

diameter which caused a large degree of fiber breakage. 

Another problem with the prototype was the extremely high temperatures needed 

in the dryer section to dry the fiber. This was a direct result of the high winding speeds 

utilized by the winder. Typical industrial operations operate well below the minimum ten 

feet per minute that is achievable with the present winder. The winder speed should be 

slower to allow lower dryer temperatures to be utilized. In addition, the winder could not 

wind the fiber if the upstream line tension was greater than approximately 4 pounds. 

Typical industrial operations utilize line tensions from eight to fourteen pounds. 

Based on these observed problems with the prototype, a second apparatus was 

developed that would eliminate the problems discussed above. Fiber clumping was the 

major problem discovered with the preliminary apparatus. After the wet fibers exited the 

sizing bath, they would clump into a rod-like structure which was then dried. The 

polymer sizing left behind adhered the various filaments together into a stiff, unusable rod- 

like structure. Most of the polymer was deposited on the exterior of the fiber bundle. 

The fibers need to be spread while drying is taking place to minimize clumping and 

fiber/fiber adhesion. In the next section, methods to prevent fiber clumping are presented. 
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3.2 Fiber Clumping and Fiber Spreading 

In this section, several processing solutions to the fiber clumping problem are 

developed. The physics behind the clumping of a wet carbon fiber is discussed first. 

Methods to prevent fiber clumping and promote fiber spreading are then presented. 

3.2.1 Physics of Wet Fiber Clumping 

The clumping observed at the exit of the sizing dip bath can be explained by the 

extremely high surface tension of the aqueous solutions utilized by the dip bath. The high 

surface tension is a direct result of the hydrogen bonding occurring in the water which 

results in a strong film present at the water/air interface that resists spreading. Surface 

tension values for water are almost four times those of solvents commonly utilized in 

sizing operations. Typical surface tension values for common solvents are given in Table 

3.01. 

The interfacial free energy of the carbon fiber/water interface, the carbon fiber/air 

interface, the water/air interface control the wetting characteristics of the aqueous 

solutions. Materials typically exhibit three behaviors at a liquid/solid interface. First, the 

liquid can completely spread over the surface of the solid. This happens when the 

interfacial free energy of the solid/liquid interface is larger than the difference between the 

interfacial free energy of the solid/gas and the liquid/gas. Second, the liquid can partially 

spread over the surface of the solid. This occurs when the interfacial free energy of the 
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Table 3.01 Table of Surface Tension values for common solvents at 20 °C [1]. 

  

  

Solvent Surface Tension (mN/m) 

Water 72.8 

Benzene 28.9 

Acetic Acid 27.6 

Acetone 23.7 

CCl, 26.8 

Ethanol 22.3 

n-Octanol 27.5 

n-Hexane 18.4 

n-Octane 21.8 
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liquid/gas interface is greater than the difference between the interfacial free energy of the 

solid/liquid and the solid/gas interface. Finally, a non-wetting surface can occur. This 

occurs when the interfacial free energy of the liquid/gas interface is equal to the difference 

between interfacial free energy of the solid/liquid and the solid/gas interface. Another way 

to characterize the wetting characteristics of a solid and a liquid is through a contact 

angle. The contact angle can be calculated from the Young-Dupree equation [1]. 

COS B = (Ysotid - Yeoliditiquid)/Ytiquid (3.01) 

Where: 

8 = Contact angle of the liquid with the solid 

Ysotia = Surface free energy of the solid 

Ysolidtiquia = Surface free energy of the solid/liquid interface 
Viiquia = Surface free energy of the liquid 

For a non-wetting surface, the contact angle is greater than 90°. For a partially wetting 

surface, the contact angle is less than 90°. For complete wetting, the contact angle must 

be equal to or less than 0°. 

The values for the various interfacial free energies of the carbon fiber and water 

are shown (Table 3.02). The literature value for the contact angle of water with Hercules 

unsized AS-4 was found to be approximately 30° [3]. Assuming the solution contains no 

sizing, the mode of contact was identified as a partially wetting liquid. This was confirmed 

by inspection of the wet tow exiting the sizing bath. The tow wetted easily with deionized 

water. As discussed later in Chapter 6, this contact angle results in a strong capillary 
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Table 3.02 Interfacial free energies of carbon fiber [2] and water [1]. 

  

  

  

  

Component vsPenive (dyne/em) | P° (dyne/em) | y""!"€ (dyne/cm) 

Hercules AS-4 12K 46.0 7.0 0.0 

Water 21.8 0.0 51.0           
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pressure that drives the wetting of the tow with the sizing solution. 

Since the minimum amount of water/air surface and water/fiber surface is formed 

when the tow are clumped into a compact rod, minimization of free energy governs that 

the tow conform to this geometry. Clumping would be expected in any system regardless 

of the solvent utilized. However, the aqueous solutions exaggerate and complicate the 

problem. Since we want to take advantage of the environmentally friendly characteristics 

of the aqueous system, it became imperative to design an apparatus that could counteract 

the high degree of clumping associated with this system. In the next section, several 

processing solutions to wet carbon fiber clumping will be presented. 

3.2.2 Processing Methods to Prevent Wet Fiber 
Clumping 

The surface tension force discussed previously can be viewed as a contracting 

force that constricts the fiber. In order to counteract this constricting force, a spreading 

force needed to be developed. A process that spreads the wet fiber to a maximum and 

allows the fiber to dry in that spread configuration will produce fiber with the highest 

quality. Methods to enhance spreading and prevent fiber clumping will be discussed in this 

section. In the next section, the application of rollers to the wet carbon fiber to produce 

spreading is discussed. 
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3.2.2.1 Spreading Fiber with Rollers 

Rollers were chosen as the best means to spread the wet carbon fiber coming from 

the sizing bath. The surface of a roller compresses the bundle into a flat tape (Figure 

3.02). Once the fibers are off the roller surface, this roller and the adjacent roller prevents 

the collapse of the spread fiber tape under the contracting forces of surface tension. These 

two results of roller application to wet carbon fiber are discussed further within this 

section. 

As the wet fiber passes over the roller surface, the fibers are compressed by normal 

forces (normal to roller surface) which force the individual filaments into a flat or spread 

configuration (Figure 3.03). The forces of surface tension and friction between the roller 

and the wet carbon fiber surface resists this spreading. The resistance to spreading can be 

minimized by lowering the surface tension and the friction factor between the roller 

surface and the fiber. The maximum spread achievable through the application of rollers is 

the following. 

Smaximum = N-Déiter (3.02) 

Where, 

Smaximum = Maximum spread attainable through application of rollers 
N = Number of filament per bundle 

Déiter = Diameter of carbon fiber filament; 7 im 

The maximum spread achievable for AS-4 and Panex are 8.4 and 33.6 cm respectively. 

As stated above, normal forces in the fiber effects the spread achieved during the 
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Figure 3.02 Schematic of Fiber on Roller Surface. 
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Figure 3.03 Schematic of fully spread carbon fiber as a result of the application of rollers. 
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roller application. If the normal forces are increased, then the spread will correspondingly 

increase. The normal force is controlled by two process variables. The first variable is the 

line tension. The second variable is the fiber contact angle (Figure 3.02). The normal 

force is related to the line tension and fiber contact angle through the following relation. 

Fyormal = 2T cosa (3.03) 

Where, 

Fyormal = Normal force in tow bundle 

T = Line Tension 
@ = Fiber contact angle 

Therefore, spreading can be increased by increasing line tension or decreasing the fiber 

contact angle. From a processing perspective, the latter point can be realized by aligning 

the rollers in a zigzag pattern (Figure 3.04). 

Fiber spreading can be enhanced by lowering the coefficient of friction between the 

wet carbon fiber and the roller surface. This friction factor can be controlled by two 

different means. First, the material of construction for the roller surface can control the 

friction factor. Second, the mode of contact between the roller surface and the carbon 

fiber also can effect the friction factor. If there is no slip between the fiber and the roller 

which corresponds to a turning roller, then the friction 1s controlled by the coefficient of 

static friction. If the wet fibers slide over the roller surface which corresponds to a non- 

turning roller, then the friction is controlled by the coefficient of dynamic friction. The 

coefficient of dynamic friction is lower than the coefficient of static friction for all 

surfaces. However, the sliding action results in a large increase in tension as opposed to a 
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turning/dynamic roller application. Therefore, in a static roller application, the spreading 

per roller is higher but the number of rollers is limited. In a turning/dynamic roller 

application, the spreading per roller is lower but the number of rollers is unlimited. From 

this observation, it becomes apparent that the type of roller application needed is 

dependent upon the number of rollers to be utilized in the process. If the number of 

rollers is to be small, then it is advisable to use a static roller application. If the number of 

rollers is to be large, then it is advisable to use a dynamic roller application. 

As discussed above, the rollers also serve the purpose of preventing collapse of a 

spread carbon fiber bundle under the forces of surface tension. The fiber is spread on the 

first roller surface to a width equal to 6. However, after leaving this roller surface, the wet 

fiber will attempt to contract under the force of surface tension. If the fiber is allowed to 

contract back to its original shape before entering the first roller, then the maximum 

spread achievable by the second roller in the series would again be 5. However, if the 

fiber is prevented from returning to its original clumped position, then the next roller 

would effectively spread the fiber to an amount greater than 6. This would apply to every 

roller in the series and the spread would be maximized when the fibers finally reach the 

drying unit. The collapse can be prevented by utilizing the line tension associated with the 

process. Performing a force balance (x-direction) at point P on an idealized two filament 

geometry (Figure 3.05) gives the following relation for percent spread retained, 

@ = 100{1 - (F,-d/8)/(4T? - F,’)°?} (3.04) 

Where, 
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Figure 3.05 Schematic of Fiber Clumping Between Two Adjacent Rollers 
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© = Percent spread retained 

F, = Contracting surface tension force 

d = Separation between two adjacent roller surfaces 
T = Line tension 

From this relation, it can be seen that a larger spread will result when the surface tension 

forces are lowered, the distance between the rollers is lowered, and the line tension is 

increased. This relation has assumed that the spread on the second roller is the same as 

on the first. The spread in actuality will be greater on the second that the first but the 

qualitative results obtained from equation 3.04 will still be valid. In addition, the 

contracting force would be applied over the entire fiber span and would be a function of 

position. This would result in a final geometry in the filaments resembling a parabola. 

Again, the qualitative significance of the model is retained even with this assumption. 

In addition, the contact time the fibers spend on each roller will influence the 

spread achieved. A longer contact time will result in more spreading and vice versa. The 

following summarizes ways to increase the fiber spread achieved by applying rollers. 

Increase the number of rollers. 
Increase the contact time on each roller. 

Decrease distance between adjacent rollers. 

Decrease friction factor between roller surface and wet carbon fiber. 

Minimize fiber contact angle. 

Increase line tension. 

Decrease surface tension. I
A
W
 

W
N
 

The information contained above was utilized in the design of the rollers that will 

be discussed in sections 3.3. In the next section, another way to process spread fiber is 

discussed. 
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3.2.2.2 Spreading Fiber with an Air Spreader 

Another way to spread wet carbon fiber is to spread the fiber before it is wet. The 

line tension and rollers will keep the fibers spread once they are wetted. Rollers alone do 

not spread dry carbon fiber. The friction factor between the dry carbon fiber and the roller 

is too high to allow efficient spreading. If the tension were increased high enough to allow 

the spreading of a dry carbon fiber through the use of rollers, significant fiber damage 

would occur. 

Bucher and co-workers [4] at VPI recently developed a dry carbon fiber spreader 

that utilizes air as the spreading force (Figure 3.06). Thin slits in the spreader box force 

the air to exit vertically upward. The upwardly moving air hits the top of the adjustable 

spreader top and is forced through the sides of the spreader gap. The carbon fiber in the 

spreader gap is therefore in contact with this high velocity air and spreading of the 

filaments occurs. This method for spreading fiber is efficient in spreading but does tend to 

break and entangle the filaments. A spreader built for the new sizing apparatus confirmed 

this point. For this reason, the air spreader was not used in the sizing apparatus. 

3.3 Equipment Utilized by the Sizing Apparatus 

The previous section outlined the important independent variables in controlling 

fiber spreading/fiber clumping determined from the preliminary study. This information 

was utilized to develop a design for a new sizing apparatus. This design will be discussed 
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Figure 3.06 Schematic of air spreader utilized by Bucher and co-workers. 
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next. 

As discussed previously, fiber tension, roller positioning, roller construction, and 

roller number should control fiber spreading and prevent fiber clumping. Clumping can be 

lowered by increasing the amount of spreading prior to and during the drying step. A high 

quality sized fiber will be produced from an apparatus that dries the wet fiber in a spread 

configuration. A key factor in designing the sizing apparatus was to therefore focus upon 

spreading the carbon fiber and keeping it spread during the drying step. The general plan 

for producing high quality sized fiber was as follows: 

Dry fiber is handled as little as possible before the sizing bath. 

High line tension is applied immediately preceding the sizing bath. 

Rollers are utilized extensively after the sizing bath and during the drying step. 

Rollers are positioned and designed in such a manner to take advantage of the 

conclusions drawn in the previous sections; equations (3.02, 3.03, and 3.04). 

Expanding further, handling of dry fiber should be kept to a minimum before reaching the 

sizing bath due to fiber breakage occurring without any significant spreading. It is 

desirable to have the line tension applied before the fibers become wet and hence tension 

should be applied before the sizing bath. Also, tension should not be removed until the 

fibers are sufficiently dry. The equipment designs that follow will put this general 

processing plan into a functional apparatus. 

The following processing parameters and values were set as design criterion. 

e Line tensions must be monitored and controlled between 0.0 and 25.0 pounds. 

e Line speeds must be monitored and controlled between 1.0 and 10.0 feet per 
minute which is practical for lab scale work. 
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The previous section outlined the general processing methodology for processing 

carbon fibers with sizings, the next few sections discuss the individual components of the 

sizing apparatus (Figure 3.07). The only component not to be discussed in this chapter is 

the drying section given its complexity. The design of the drying section is presented in 

Chapter 4. 

3.3.1 Design of the Steel Mounting Plate 

The purpose of the steel mounting plate is to support equipment discussed 

subsequent sections. The plate has to be sufficiently rigid and extremely strong to support 

the various pieces of equipment. Therefore, the plate is constructed of 1/2” steel rather 

than aluminum. 

The size of the plate is four feet in length by three feet in height. This size is large 

enough to support all the equipment needed to process carbon fiber while being small 

enough to be relatively mobile. The plate is mounted on another piece of 1/2” steel that is 

used to support the main plate in a vertical position. This secondary plate has four high 

strength wheels to make the entire unit mobile. 

In order to insure proper alignment of the various pieces of equipment, the plate is 

precisely ground flat. The plate is perforated with 1/4 inch holes placed on 1 inch centers. 

These holes serve as the attachment points for the various pieces of equipment. 

The resulting mounting plate provided strong structural support, flexibility 
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Figure 3.07 Photograph of final sizing apparatus. 
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in reconfiguring equipment, and high mobility (Figure 3.08). 

In subsequent sections, the equipment mounted on this steel plate are discussed. 

3.3.2 Design of the Fiber Unwinder 

Carbon fiber tow to be processed in this work is supplied in the form of a spool. 

The standard spool sizes are approximately 3.25 inches in diameter and 11 inches long. 

Spool defects generally result in a final spool length and diameter with somewhat variable 

specifications. An unwinder that is designed to allow the use of various spools is 

presented in this section. 

The final design utilizes the geometric flexibility of two cones to provide the spool 

support. The cones are mounted on a shaft that had low friction bearings mounted on 

them (Figure 3.09). The shaft is threaded to allow it to be attached to a standard threaded 

rod. The threaded rod is mounted to a circular mount with four 1/4” holes positioned on 

1” centers. This threaded rod is then easily mounted to the perforated plate discussed 

previously. The final assembly provides an unwind unit that can utilize spool diameters 

from 0.9 inches to 4.0 inches and lengths from 4.0 inches to 24.0 inches while allowing the 

fiber to unwind with negligible friction. 

3.3.3 Design of the Guide Bar Box 

The fiber that is delivered from the unwind section is delivered in a continuously 
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Figure 3.08 Photograph of Steel Mounting Plate. 
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Figure 3.09 Photograph of Fiber Unwinder. 
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roving pattern as a result of the fibers diamond pattern on the manufacturers spool. This 

results in a fiber with varying axial position being fed to the rollers. It is highly desirable 

to feed fiber to the rollers with a constant axial positioning. A guide bar box is utilized to 

convert the continuously varying axial position into a fiber with a constant axial position. 

The guide bar box utilizes two rollers mounted into a box (Figure 3.10). The rollers 

utilize ball bearings to minimize fiber tension as a result of contact friction. In the next 

section, the design of the rollers utilized throughout the process is presented. 

3.3.4 The Design of the Rollers 

In the following section, the design of the individual rollers utilized in the bulk 

system will be discussed (Figure 3.11). The roller design was a crucial factor in 

determining the overall effectiveness of the apparatus. The mode of operation for the 

rollers had to be specified before the design could be completed. 

Since the main processing components of the sizing apparatus must fit on the 

mounting plate discussed earlier, it was apparent that a large number of rollers are going 

to be needed to direct the fiber through the various components. The minimum number of 

rollers beyond the exit of the sizing bath is four. As will be discussed later, the dryer has 

seventeen additional rollers. Based on these numbers, it is apparent that a dynamic roller 

application must be utilized since the number of rollers is so large and a large tension 

build-up for a static roller application would be expected. 
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Figure 3.10 Photograph of Guide Bar Box. 
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Figure 3.11 Photograph of Rollers utilized by the Sizing Apparatus. 
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The design specifications for the main system rollers are as follows. 

' (i) The rollers need to be 8 inches in width and 4 inches in diameter. 

(ii) The rollers have low rolling friction. 

(iii) The roller shells are chrome plated. 

(iv) The mounting of the rollers is flexible and also must provide physical support 

for high line tensions. 

The rollers are 8 inches in width to accommodate a high degree of spread. It was 

unknown apriori what spread would be needed to achieve high quality sized fiber. 

The rollers have a diameter of 4”. This diameter gives several advantages over a 

smaller diameter. First, the larger diameter allows for more contact area to be present 

which should enhance spreading. Second, the larger diameter will lower fiber breakage as 

a result of the minimized change in fiber direction. Third, high torque will be achieved 

which should allow the shell to roll efficiently. Finally, the bearings used in the rollers of 

this diameter are easy to obtain and inexpensive. 

All seventeen rollers were constructed with low friction bearings (McGill 

Company, Roller bearing, Part no. MR-20, MI-16) to allow an effective dynamic roller 

action as discussed previously. The rollers upstream of the sizing bath also need to be 

dynamic to prevent fiber breakage and excessive tension buildup. 

The roller shells need to be chrome plated for two reasons. First, the chrome 

plating has a much lower coefficient of friction than the polished steel shells. Second, the 

chrome plating protects both the fiber and the roller shell from mechanical wear and 

abrasion. 
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The rollers have to be easily mounted. This is accomplished through the use of a 

single face mount that could be easily attached to the perforated plate of steel. 

With positioning of the rollers easily attained because of the mounting plate, the 

previously developed models are utilized to optimally position the fourteen rollers to 

insure maximum spreading. As discussed previously, spreading will be maximized when 

the rollers are positioned in a manner that minimizes the contact angle between the 

filament and the apex of the roller (Figure 3.04). The geometric position of the rollers is 

selected based on the zig zag pattern and the general processing requirements (Figure 

3.12). A large space is left vacant between rollers number one and two to allow for the 

addition of an air spreader if one is needed in the future. An air spreader was constructed 

for the sizing apparatus but was not used for reasons outlined earlier. Rollers number 

eight and nine are to be immersed in the sizing bath as is discussed in the next section. 

3.3.5 Design of the Sizing Dip Bath 

Rollers number eight and nine are structurally stable enough to allow the bath to be 

directly mounted to their shafts. A fiberglass pan coated with rubber is modified to allow 

it to be mounted to the roller bars (Figure 3.13). The bath can be easily removed and 

cleaned as desired without disturbing the two rollers. The bath can successfully operate 

with solution volumes from 0.25 to 1 liter. In the next section, the design of the tension 

sensing roller is presented. 
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_ Figure 3.12 Photograph of Rollers Mounted on Sizing Plate. 
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Figure 3.13 Photograph of Sizing Bath on Plate. 
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3.3.6 Design of the Tension Sensing Roller 

The importance of line tension on the overall quality of sized fibers was discussed 

earlier. This section describes the equipment utilized to measure the line tension upstream 

of the dryer. 

Tension can be measured by displacing a tow by a certain distance and measuring 

the force required to accomplish this displacement. Viewing the tow geometry (Figure 

3.14), the tension is obtained by completing a force balance on the tow. The resulting 

tension T is determined from the following equation. 

T = {Fy/(2h)}(h? + 17/4)” (3.05) 

Where, 

Fy = Normal Force that must be read 

h = Length of displacement 
1 = Span over which fibers run 

Since h and | are geometric parameters set by the system, only Fy needs to be determined 

during processing. A load cell (Omega Engineering, LCA Platform Load Cell Model # 

LCA 20) is positioned on a specially designed roller to accomplish the displacement and 

normal force reading (Figure 3.15). 
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Figure 3.14 Schematic of Fiber Tow Tension Measured by Tow Displacement. 
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Figure 3.15 Tension Sensing Roller plus load cell. 
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3.3.7 Design of the Tension Producing System 

In industrial sizing operations, tension is applied to carbon fiber tow through 

application of two sets of motorized rollers. Tension can be controlled by allowing the 

two motors to operate at different armature speeds. The motor further downstream is 

usually a nip roller and operates at a speed greater than that of the upstream motor. 

Tension can be increased by increasing the speed of the upstream motor or decreasing the 

speed of the motor downstream. 

Since tension control is key to producing high quality sized fiber, the system was 

designed to monitor and control tension continuously. Originally, plans called for utilizing 

the two motor system discussed previously. However, several difficulties arise from this. 

First, motor speed is difficult to continuously control and monitor. Automatic speed 

controllers are extremely expensive and were beyond the budget of this project. Second, 

motor speeds are approximately 1725 rpm for most commercially available models. In 

order to achieve the low line speeds utilized in a sizing operation, the motor needs to be 

geared down by a factor of approximately 100. This resulted in output torque from the 

motor being geared up by the same factor. The expected output torque from a geared 

down motor is approximately 2000 pound-inches. Since line tensions were expected to be 

below 25 pounds, the corresponding speed difference between two motors that would be 

needed to develop the necessary 50 pound-inches of maximum torque is extremely small. 

The speed difference needed to develop this line tension is approximately 2.5%. This 
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difference would have been very difficult to accurately control. Therefore, another 

method to apply tension to our system had to be developed. 

It was decided that the best way to apply tension to carbon fiber tows in our small 

scale operation would be through the application of a brake. The system utilizes a high 

torque motor downstream to pull the fibers through the system at a controlled rate while a 

brake upstream supplies torque to a roller which creates tension. The motorized puller 

utilizes a nip roller attached to a high torque motor. The design of the motorized nip 

roller is discussed in a later section. 

The brake is applied to an upstream roller. Since the braking is acting on the 

roller, the tension will not be developed if the fiber were to slip on the roller surface. 

Thus, a nip roller was utilized to prevent slippage. The nip roll portion of the braking nip 

roller is discussed in a later section. 

The brake had to supply enough force to develop a maximum of 25 pounds of 

tension. The brake also had to be flexible enough to allow easy and continuous 

adjustment of the tensile force below 25 pounds. This corresponded to controlling torque 

on our 4 inch rollers below approximately 50 pound-inches. The corresponding roller 

rpm’s are approximately 1 rpm to 10 rpm. 

Considering the high torque and low speed requirements, several braking options 

were considered but were ultimately dismissed. The brake that was finally selected was a 

magnetic particle brake (Kanematsu, Ogura Particle Brake OPB 30N). This magnetic 

particle brake can be used for low speed, high torque applications. The braking torque 
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from these brakes can be controlled by varying the supply voltage. The voltage can be 

varied from 0 to 24 volts of DC current. The resulting braking torque is linear with 

respect to input voltage. 

Even with this brake being designed for low speed applications, the line speeds 

below 5 feet per minute were too low for the magnetic particle brake to work effectively. 

In order to have the magnetic particle brake work effectively, the output rpm of the 

particle brake shaft had to be above 5 rpm. This required gearing up the rotation rate of 

our braking roller by a factor of five. This is accomplished through the application of a 

sprocket assembly. The sprocket assembly was attached to the braking nip roller assembly 

and the magnetic particle brake that is attached to the main steel plate (Figure 3.16). The 

resulting system delivered 0 to 25 pounds of tension at line speeds varying from 0 to 10 

feet per minute. 

3.3.8 Design of the Nip Roller Section 

The design of the nip rollers is crucial to the success of the sizing apparatus. 

These rollers develop the needed line tension and line speed utilized throughout the entire 

process. The nip roller design that follows is utilized by both the tensioning system 

discussed previously and the motorized puller to be discussed later. 

The nip roller section consisted of three independent rollers (Figure 3.17). The 

first is a rubber coated roller that supplies the gripping force to prevent fiber slippage. If 

the fibers were to slip, then consistent line tension and speed control would be impossible. 
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Figure 3.16 Photograph of Magnetic Particle Brake, Sprocket Assembly, and Mounting 
Plate. 
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Figure 3.17 Photograph of Nip Roller Section. Unit shown is utilized for the Puller 

Device. 
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The compression device develops the normal force through the use of two springs. The 

normal force is controlled by varying the adjustment knobs. Tightening the knobs results 

in a displacement of the springs which compress the upper nip roller onto the drive roller. 

The normal force can also be increased to a higher level by changing the spring located 

beneath the adjustment knobs. 

The upper roller transfers the normal force to the fibers. The upper roller must 

also grip the fiber and prevent slippage. This is typically accomplished by coating the 

upper roller with a high strength and high hardness silicone rubber or polyurethane. The 

nip rollers in this work were coated with a polyurethane (Kastalon Inc, 60-70 Shore “A” 

Lt. Green polyurethane) by the company. This coating had a 60-70 shore A durometer 

rating. The coating was applied to two of the six rollers discussed previously. This 

coating worked very effectively in the nip application. 

The drive roller was located beneath the nip roller. This drive roller was modified 

to allow the attachment of a sprocket to the shell. The sprocket then easily attached to 

either the magnetic particle brake discussed previously or to the puller motor discussed 

later. 

The support roller was utilized to support the framework for the nip roller and 

compression system. A series of high strength bars supplied the structural support for the 

nip roller. Two threaded rods attached to the cross bar of these high strength bars formed 

the mechanical components of the compression system discussed above. Nip rollers 

resulting from the above design worked effectively in providing a no slip mechanism for 
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braking or pulling carbon fibers. In the next section, the motorized puller that utilizes one 

set of the nip rollers discussed above 1s presented. 

3.3.9 Motor Puller Design 

The motorized nip roller is used to set the line speed in the system and also to provide 

the driving force for the formation of line tension. The motorized nip roller is designed to 

accommodate line speeds from 1 to 10 feet per minute and line tensions from 0 to 25 pounds. 

Design calculations for the motor are presented in the following section. 

Standard DC motors are available in a wide range of power outputs. The speed of the 

motors are usually less diverse and have standard full output speeds of 1750 revolutions per 

minute. Since the angular velocity requirements of the 4” drive roller would be from 1 to 10 

rpm, it was obvious that major reductions in motor speed were needed. 

Motor speed controllers are capable of controlling a motor’s speed output within the 

range of 10 to 100%. Thus, an electrical motor controller could not sufficiently lower the 

speed. Therefore, speed reduction was accomplished by application of worm gears and 

sprocket assemblies. 

In order to properly design the size and number of the reduction units, some simple 

theory on gears must be presented. In order to calculate the output angular velocity and torque 

from a gear reduction system, a simple equilibrium force balance on a twin sprocket assembly is 
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performed (Figure 3.18). A force balance on the sprocket system gives the following value for 

torque on sprocket number 2. 

Feprocket 2 = Feprocket 1 = 2T sprocket 2 /d2 = 2T sprocket /dy 

Tprocket 2 = Tsprocket i(d2/ dj) 

Where, 

Fprocket 1 = Force on sprocket number 1. 
Fprocket 2 = Force on sprocket number 2. 

T sprocket 1 = Torque on sprocket number 1. 
T sprocket 2 = Torque on sprocket number 2. 

d, = Diameter of sprocket number 1. 

d. = Diameter of sprocket number 2. 

_ Calculating the output velocity of the sprockets gives the following. 

Veprocket 1 = Vaprocket 2 = TWsprocket 1deprocket 1 = TOsprocket 2sprocket 2 

sprocket 1/ Caprocket 2 = Cxprocket 2/Wsprocket 1 

T sprocket 1 = T sprocket 2( Osprocket 2/ sprocket 1) 

Where, 

Vsprocket 1 = Velocity of the outside of sprocket number 1. 
Veprocket2 = Welocity of the outside of sprocket number 2. 
® sprocket 1 = Angular velocity of sprocket number 1 (Revolutions per time). 

Wsprocket 2 = Angular velocity of sprocket number 2 (Revolutions per time). 

(3.06) 

(3.07) 

(3.08) 

(3.09) 

(3.10) 

The torque requirements on the 4” drive roller are from 0 to 50 pound-inches. A 

standard 1/2 HP motor develops a maximum of 20 pound-inches of torque on its 3/8” shaft. 

Since the output angular velocity of this motor is 1750 rpm, a speed reduction of 175:1 is 
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Figure 3.18 Schematic of Two Sprocket System. 
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needed to reach the necessary 10 maximum rpm on the drive roller. This corresponds to an 

output torque of approximately 3500 pound-inches of torque being available from the motor 

after the reduction. This torque is more than sufficient to develop our needed line tension and 

is high enough to prevent the motor speed from varying at different torque values. Based on 

these calculations, a 1/2 HP DC motor is utilized to drive the motorized nip roller. 

The gear reduction system needed to accomplish a 175:1 reduction in motor speed. 

The largest single stage gear that was available was a 60:1 worm gear (Toledo Gear Company, 

Right Angle Worm Gear Speed Reducer, Part # 6474K49). This gear was placed on the 

output of the motor shaft. The output shaft of the gear had an angular velocity of 29 rpm. 

The output shaft was connected to a 3:1 reduction sprocket assembly that was connected to 

the drive roller (Figure 3.19). This resulted in an output angular velocity of approximately 9.7 

rpm on the drive roll. In addition to the maximum obtainable from this reduction system (3500 

pound-inches and 10 rpm), the DC motor (Leesona Corp., 1/2 HP TENV DC motor, Part # 

6215K34) had an electronic controller capable of 30:1 reductions in motor speed without 

reducing torque. Therefore, the lowest line speed achievable was 0.35 feet per minute with the 

same maximum torque of 3500 pound-inches. 

3.3.10 The Design of the Control and Power Systems 

The sizing apparatus contains numerous mechanical and electrical parts that need 

to be controlled and supplied with electrical current. A 24” by 12” by 10” electrical box 

was used as the housing for the electrical components. The box was air tight which 
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Figure 3.19 Photograph of Motorized Puller used to set line speed. 
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prevented carbon fiber dust from accumulating on the components. Components with 

digital readouts (Temperature controller and tension readout) were positioned on top of 

the box to allow the operator to view them easily (Figure 3.20). 

3.3.10.1 Power Requirements for the System’s 

Components 

All the electrical components of the sizing system that are housed in the central 

location operate on 120 VAC. The current requirements of the various pieces of 

equipment on the sizing apparatus are shown in Table 3.03. Three isolated 20 amp outlets 

were utilized to supply the panel with the needed current. This minimized cost and 

maximized mobility of the apparatus. The two IR heating panels (Chapter 4) were 

isolated on their own 20 amp circuits and the remaining items were connected to the third 

20 amp circuit. As a safety precaution, two shut-off switches were located remote from 

the central electrical box. These switches shut off power to the controllers located in the 

electrical box. When the controllers are not energized, no power is supplied to the various 

system components and all equipment stops operation. One switch is located beside the 

motorized nip roller and the other is located at the braking nip roller. If a hand or a piece 

of clothing get caught in the nip rollers, then the operator simply trips one of the shutoff 

switches. 
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Figure 3.20 Photograph of the Centrally Located Electrical Control Box. 
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Table 3.03 Current Requirements for various pieces of equipment on sizing apparatus 

(120 VAC) 

  

  

  

Item Maximum Current (Amps) 

Particle Brake <1.0 

1/2 HP Motor <4.0 

Temperature Controller <1.0 

Motor Controller <1.0 

Tension Controller < 1.0 

2 Infrared Panels (Chapter 4) < 24.0 Total < 12.0 Each 

Total < 32.0       
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3.3.10.2 Controllers Utilized by the Sizing Apparatus 

There are three controllers housed in the main electrical box (Figure 3.20): a PID 

temperature controller, a motor speed controller, and a PID particle brake controller. 

The IR heating panel’s (Chapter 4) emitter surface temperatures are controlled by 

one PID controller (Omega Engineering, Temperature Controller, Part # CN9121A) that 

cycled two separate solid state relays (Omega Engineering, Solid State DC/AC Relay, 

Part # SSR45). The two 45 amp solid state relays (SSR) are mounted on the wiring board 

located inside the main electrical box. The input temperature to the controller is the 

emitter surface temperature of one panel. Since the two IR heating panels are identical in 

type and size, the output from the panels should be equivalent. 

The control panel is arranged such that a second PID controller can be easily 

added so that the second panel can be operated at temperatures different than the first. 

With the present configuration, the two panels cannot be operated at different 

temperatures since the one controller controls both panels. The controls for the 1/2 HP 

electrical motor utilized by the puller were mounted within this electrical box. A DC 

motor controller (Electrol Co. Inc., DC Motor Controller, Part # 7536K66) was used to 

set the speed of this motor. The controller included a main electrical board, two separate 

on/off switches, a potentiometer, and an indicator light. The main board was mounted to 

the wiring board located within the electrical box. The indicator lights, switches, and 

potentiometer are mounted on top of the electrical box to allow for easy access by the 

operator. 
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The tension controller was also housed within the electrical box. This controller 

was designed by Mr. Riley Chan. The controller received input from the tension sensing 

load cell and compared the tension with the set point dialed in with a potentiometer. The 

potentiometer dial graduations are 1/10 of a pound. Therefore, a potentiometer setting at 

100, corresponded to a tension setpoint of 10 pounds. A calibration was performed that 

allowed the relation between tension and load cell reading to be programmed into the 

electronics of the control board. After comparing the load cell calculated tension and the 

setpoint tension, the difference is sent to a PID control board where an output DC voltage 

is calculated and sent to the magnetic particle brake. This arrangement led to precise 

control of line tension. 

3.4 Fiber Winder 

The final piece of equipment to be discussed in this chapter is the fiber winder. 

The carbon fiber produced by the sizing apparatus needs to be collected in some manner 

for further processing steps (can be either uni-directional or cross-ply depending upon 

design specifications). A Leessona model 959 winder was used for this purpose. The 

winder was kindly donated by Zoltek Corporation, St. Louis. 

The winder initially had operating speeds from approximately 100 - 700 feet per 

minute. The speed range utilized by the sizing apparatus had to be 1 to 10 feet per 

minute. The Leesona winder was modified using a 28:1 speed reduction gear and a series 
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of 4:1 speed reduction timing belt sprockets. The modified winder operates effectively at 

line speeds from approximately 0.5 to 7.0 feet per minute (Figure 3.21). 

This concludes the discussion of the sizing apparatus design. The design of the 

drying tower is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.21 Photograph of Modified Leesona Winder. Speed Reduction Modification 
shown. 
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Chapter 4 

Design of the Drying Section 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the design of the drying tower will be discussed. The objective of 

the drying tower was to sufficiently dry the fiber without thermally degrading the polymer. 

Because of the large radiative emissivity of the carbon fiber, approximately 0.9 [1], 

infrared radiative drying was utilized. This combined with a large convective drying 

component enabled effective drying of the carbon fiber. Infrared heating panels and a hot 

air blower were utilized by the drying tower. The design and installation of these items 

will be discussed in this chapter. This chapter is organized in the following sections. 

e 4.1 Construction of the Drying Tower 

-This section discusses the construction of the drying tower. 
e 4.2 Model used to Size the IR Heating Panels 

-This section discusses the numerical simulation of the drying section and utilizes 

the model to design the appropriately sized infrared heating panels. This section is 

divided into several subsections. 
e 4.2.1 Mass Transfer Model 

-This subsection derives the equations governing mass transfer during 

drying. 
e 4.2.2 Heat Transfer Model 

-This subsection derives the equations governing heat transfer during 
drying. 

e 4.2.3 Constitutive Relations 

-This subsection utilizes various correlations for the calculation of mass 

and heat transfer fluxes. The heat and mass transfer coefficients are also 

derived in this subsection. 

e 4.2.4 Numerical Solution Using FORTRAN 
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-This subsection presents and discusses the development of the 

FORTRAN program utilized to solve the mass and heat transfer 

equations generated in the previous sections and describes its use. 

e 4.2.5 Numerical Results for Dryer Simulation 

-This subsection presents and discusses the results obtained from 

the numerical simulation. 
e 43 Installation of the Heating Panels 

-This section discusses the installation of the heating panels sized in 
accordance with the numerical results obtained previously. 

e 44 References 

4.1 Construction of the Dryer Body 

The construction of the drying tower is presented in this section (Figure 4.01). 

The physical dimensions had to be determined before any further design could be 

undertaken. It was desired to have a tower with the longest possible length since longer 

residence times permitted lower temperatures and hence lesser likelihood for thermally 

degrading the polymer sizing. The length was set as six feet since longer sections would 

have created problems for the machine shop handling the construction. The width and 

height were set as eight inches for both dimensions. The material used for the entire 

drying tower body was aluminum. Two of the side panels were constructed of 3/8” 

aluminum and the other two were constructed of 1/4” aluminum. In order to keep the 

fibers spread while drying was taking place, 1” diameter stainless steel (SS) rollers were 

positioned at 4” intervals throughout the entire dryer length (Figure 4.02). The rollers 

were positioned without staggering them in the center of the dryer. The rollers needed to 

roll with little if any friction. This was accomplished through the use of high temperature 
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Figure 4.01 Photograph of the Drying Tower. 
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Figure 4.02 Photograph of the Stainless Steel Rollers mounted inside the Drying Tower. 
One 3/8” aluminum side plate has been removed to allow viewing of the rollers. 
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Rulon sleeve bearings (McMaster-Carr, Part # 6371K302. These bearings were a 

composite material constructed of Nylon and Teflon. The continuous use temperature 

rating for these low friction bearings was 250 °C . The bearing had a bore diameter of 

1/4”, an outside diameter of 3/8”, and a length of 3/8”. The bearings were mounted in the 

3/8” aluminum side plates. The bearing mount holes were drilled only 5/16” into the 3/8” 

plates (Figure 4.03). This left an aluminum flange that prevented the bearing from moving 

axially away from the drying tower. This also left 1/16” of the Rulon bearing surface 

extended beyond the bearing mount which prevented the roller from moving axially and 

also provided a low friction spacer between the SS rods and the aluminum side plates. 

The ends of the SS rollers were precisely machined down to 1/4” to allow insertion into 

the bearings and the length of these were set at 1/8” less than the exact separation between 

two facing bearings (Figure 4.04). The resulting rollers rotated with little friction and 

were temperature resistant. 

The four side panels were connected with angle iron (Figure 4.05). This allowed 

for the drying tower to be easily disassembled. The angle iron construction resulted in a 

final flow channel dimension of 6’ long x 8” wide x 6” tall. The drying tower was 

designed to operate with the six foot dimension extending vertically. This economized 

space while preventing heterogeneous coating as a result of gravity induced flow that 

would have been present in a horizontal drying tower. An 18 amp hot air blower was 

attached to the top of the tower (Master Appliance, Master Flow, Part # AH-751). The 

attachment of the blower to the tower was accomplished through use of a mounting plate 
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Figure 4.03 CAD drawing of the bearing flange used to mount Rulon sleeve bearings into 

the walls of the Drying Tower. 
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Figure 4.04 Photograph of the Stainless Steel rollers utilized in the Drying Tower. 
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Figure 4.05 Photograph of Drying Tower. Entrance slot shown. 
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(Figure 4.06). Entrance and exit slots were cut into the appropriate side panels. External 

rollers similar in construction and operation to the ones discussed above were precisely 

mounted to direct the fiber into the entrance slot and out of the exit slot just discussed 

(Figure 4.07). Finally, four sets of 4” diameter holes were cut into the side panels to allow 

for the mounting of infrared panels that will be discussed later in this section. The holes 

not used for mounting infrared panels provided access ports into the tower. 

4.2 Model Used to Size the IR Heating Panels 

An optimal temperature time cycle must be utilized in the dryer section to insure 

adequate drying without overheating. Overheating will occur when the surface 

temperature of the carbon fiber exceeds a certain value. This temperature will vary for the 

particular polymeric sizing system being utilized. In order to insure adequate drying, the 

IR heating panels to be utilized by the dryer had to be appropriately sized. To insure that 

the appropriate panels were ordered, a mathematical model was developed to predict the 

temperature and moisture profile in the dryer as a function of the processing variables. 

The model was developed for a dryer similar in construction to the one discussed in 

Section 4.1 except the effect of the stainless steel rollers was neglected. It was assumed 

that the dryer would consist of two IR heating panels facing each other and with a length 

for the mounting of infrared heating panels that will be discussed later in this section. The 

<6 feet. The model development consisted of several parts (Figure 4.08). The first step 

to completing the model development was to define the input processing variables. The 
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Figure 4.06 Photograph of Master Flow heat blower. 
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Figure 4.07 Photographs of Drying Tower showing the entrance and exit slots. The 

rollers directing the fiber into the dryer are also shown. 
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Figure 4.08 Flowchart of Drying Tower Model Development 
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input processing variables were as follows: 

1. Inlet air: temperature, flow rate, and relative humidity. 

2. Inlet fiber: temperature, line speed, moisture content, spread, and denier (fiber 

weight per unit length). 
3. Drying tower: width, length, and height. 
4. Panel surface: temperature, separation (of the two panels), and width. 

The range of values for the categories listed above were all set prior to model 

development (Table 4.01). The range of these variables will be discussed in the following 

paragraph. 

The hot air blower discussed previously defined most of the variables listed in 

category 1. The air temperature was set as either ambient or 400 °C since the blower 

operates in on/off heating mode only. The air flow rate was 60 cubic feet per minute at 

STP. The range of some of the variables listed in category 2 were set by equipment 

discussed previously. The line speed in the model varies from 1 to 12 feet per minute 

(fpm). However, 5 fpm will be the maximum line speed useable by the system since the 

winders cannot operate above this speed. The observed spread varies from 1/8” to 3/8” 

for 12K and 3/8” to 3/4” for 48K fiber tows. The rest of the variables listed in category 2 

were uncontrolled. The inlet fiber temperature was set as the ambient air temperature. 

The moisture content of the fiber was estimated to be approximately 35 weight percent as 

discussed later. The denier was fiber specific and was specified by the fiber manufacturer. 

The drying tower physical dimensions in category 3 were discussed previously. 

All but one of the items listed in category four were set by the dryer physical 

construction and the IR panel operating specifications. The separation between the two 
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Table 4.01 Input Variable Ranges Utilized by Dryer Tower Model. 

  

Variable Name Controlled ? Range of Values Source of Values 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Inlet air temperature Yes ambient or 400 °C Manufacturer 

Inlet air flow rate No 60 cfm at STP Manufacturer 

Inlet air relative humidity No 0.0to1000% | We 

Inlet fiber temperature No ambient air fee 

Fiber line speed Yes 1.0 to 5.0 fpm Chapter 3 

Inlet fiber moisture content No 0.0 to 100.0 % Experimentally Observed 

Inlet fiber spread AS-4 12K Yes 1/8” to 3/8” Experimentally Observed 

Inlet fiber spread Panex 48K Yes 3/8” to 3/4” Experimentally Observed 

Fiber denier AS-4 12K Preset 4.829 E-05 lb/ft Hercules Inc. 

Fiber denier Panex 48K Preset = 1.9 E-04 lb/ft Estimated 

PVP concentration in bath Preset 0.0to100wtI% |} — — == 

Drying tower width Preset 6.0 inches Chapter 4 

Drying tower length Preset 72.0 inches Chapter 4 

Drying tower height Preset = 6.0 inches Estimated 

Panel surface temperature Yes 500 °C Watlow Inc. 

Panel surface separation Preset = 4.0 inches Estimated 

Panel surface width Preset 4.0 inches Chapter 4           
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facing plates was set by the panel thickness and side wall separation. Since it was desired 

to utilized Model 1180 IR heating panels (Watlow, St. Louis Missouri) with a nominal 

thickness of 1”, the resulting panel separation would be approximately 4”. The width of 

the panels was also set at 6” to allow full coverage of the fibers while still allowing the 

panels to fit within the 8” wide aluminum frame. The emitter surface temperature was set 

as the maximum obtainable from the given panels for continuous operation. This surface 

temperature was approximately 500°C for the 1180 panels. The optimal length was 

determined by the model to be discussed in the following sections. This information was 

then used to order the appropriately sized IR heating panels. 

The model development consisted of two main parts. A mass transfer portion and 

a heat transfer portion. The mass transfer portion of this model will now be discussed. 

4.2.1 Mass Transfer Model 

A mole balance performed on the differential element gave the following expression for 

the outlet mole fraction of water in the air in a cocurrent tower (Figure 4.09). 

Fas (Y water”) - Fas (Y water) = 2NwaterAz-S (4.01) 

Fas? = Faid(1-Y vate”) (4.02) 

F ait Y water / (1- water) ~ Fair Y water / (- water ) = 2NwaterAZ: Ss (4.03) 

or, after rearranging 

Vovater? = (Fait wate” + 2NwateAz:S(1-Y wate) Fair + 2NwaterAZ:‘S(1-Ywates”)) (4.04) 
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Figure 4.09 Differential Section utilized in Dryer Model for Cocurrent Operation 
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Where, 

as = Total gas flow rate at z (mole/time) 
as = Total gas flow rate at z + Az (mole/time) 

Zz water = Mole fraction of water in the vapor at position z in the drying tower 

water = Mole fraction of water in the vapor at position z + Az in the drying tower 
air = Molar flow rate of air; this is a constant across the drying tower 

Nyater = Molar flux of water out of fiber as a result of water vaporization 

Az = Differential length in drying tower 

S = Amount of spread achieved by the carbon fiber tows. 

H
e
o
 

mn
 

If countercurrent simulation is desired, simply replace the above flux with the negative of the 

flux. A cocurrent operation is converted into a countercurrent operation by switching the flow 

direction of the gas flow while keeping the liquid flow in the same direction. This is done in the 

actual programming discussed later to allow for simulation of either cocurrent or 

countercurrent operation. 

A mass balance completed on the fiber gave the following. 

Fiiquid’ (Xwater ) ~ Fiiguid” CXwater””) = 2N water MW water! 1000-Az:S (4.05) 

Fiiquid” = (Fiber + Feizing/(1-Xwater ) (4.06) 

(Fiver + Feizing) Xwater (1 - Xwater’) - (Fiver + Feizing) XwaterM(1-Xwater”) = 

2Nwater MWwater! 1000-Az:S (4.07) 

or, after rearranging 

Xwater = (Xwater* 1000(Féber + Feizing) - 2Nwater MW water©AzeS(1- Xwater))/ (1000(Féiter + Faizing) - 

2Nwater’ MW water‘ AZ-S(1- Xwater )) (4.08) 

Where, 

Xwater = Mass fraction of water in the fiber at position z in the drying tower 

Xwate’ = Mass fraction of water in the fiber at position z + Az in the drying tower 
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Fiiquid’ = Mass flow rate of liquid phase (fiber + sizing + liquid water) at position z in the drying 

tower (kg/time). 

Fiiquid’ ” = Mass flow rate of liquid phase (fiber + sizing + liquid water) at position z + Az in the 
drying tower (kg/time). 
Fite = Mass flow rate of fiber; this is a constant across the drying tower (kg/time). 
F izing = Mass flow rate of the sizing; this is a constant across the drying tower (kg/time). 

MW ater = Molecular weight of the water (g/mole) 
1000 = Conversion: g to kg 

These two equations are valid for either cocurrent or countercurrent operation since the fiber 

direction is taken as constant for either mode of operation. This derivation assumed that the 

variation in water molar flux across the differential element was negligible. 

The above differencing equations could have been easily converted into their 

corresponding differential equations. However, this was not attempted since a simple step wise 

Euler integration was utilized in the numerical solution discussed in section 4.2.4. This type of 

numerical solution utilizes the differencing equation in the approximations, not the 

corresponding differential equation. 

This completes the derivation of the mass transfer equations needed to develop the 

dryer model. The heat transfer equations are developed next. 

4.2.2 Heat Transfer Model 

The heat transfer from the infrared drying section to the fiber surface was controlled by 

the Stefan-Boltzmann [2] equation for a grey body and two emitting parallel plates. 

gen = O-F i2/(1/€cmittes + 1/€wet carbon fiber -1) *(Temitter” ~ Twet carbon fiber ) (4.09) 
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Where, 

qen = Flux of energy absorbed by non-emitting surface in direction normal to non-emitting 

surface 

6 = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant = 5.676 E-8 W/m’7/K* 

Fj2 = View factor for two parallel plates separated by a known distance [2] = 0.68 

Eemitter = Emissivity of emitter source = 0.9 

Ewet carbon fiber = Emissivity of wet carbon fiber = 0.9 
Temitter = Temperature of emitter source (K) 

Twet carbon fiber = Temperature of wet carbon fiber (K) 

A grey body can be defined as a body whose emissivity is not a function of the surface 

temperature. Even though none of the surfaces were perfect grey bodies, this grey body 

assumption did not compromise the accuracy of the model. Performing an energy balance on 

the vapor in the previously described differential section gave the following for cocurrent 

operation. 

Fair Y water / (1- vais?) Cyrater vapord T + Frais C,,dT +2Nwater AZ: s| Cvater vapord T = 2hinsideS*AZ(T fiter 

- Tyapor + ZhoutsideS" AZ(T emitter - Tyapor *) 

(4.10) 

or approximating since using a differential section gave 

F air Y water /| (1- water )Cwater vapor (Tap - Tyapor ) + FyiCais "(Tvapor - Tyapor ) + 2 Nyater 

Az:S: Cwrater vapor (Tvapor 7 Tr avera =— 

QhinsideAZ S(T ber?” - Tvapor) + 2AousiteAZ*W(Temitter - Tvapor (4.11) 

or, after rearranging 

Tyapor =1/ (Fair Y water / d - water ) Cyater vapor + F aitCair + 2Nwater' AZ: S-Cwatervapor 
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(Fair Y water / (1- water ) Cyater vapor Tyapor. + FaiCair Tyapor + 2Nwater AZ: S: Cwater 

vapor fiber + QNinside AZ: S(T ber - Tyapor  *) + 

Zourside/AZ: W(Temiter ~ Tvapor™™®)) (4.12) 

Where, 

Tyapor = Absolute vapor temperature at position z in the drying tower 

Tyapr’ = Absolute vapor temperature at position z + Az in the drying tower 

Tvapr = Average absolute vapor temperature from z to z + Az 
Téter * = Average absolute fiber temperature from z to z + Az 
Temitter = Absolute temperature of the infrared emitter surface 

Cwater vapor = Molar heat capacity for the water vapor at a particular temperature 
Cyater vapor” = Average molar heat capacity for the water vapor from z to z + Az 
Cir = Molar heat capacity for the air at a particular temperature 

Cir" = Average molar heat capacity for the air from z to z + Az 
hinside = Average heat transfer coefficient for the air/fiber boundary layer 
outside = Average heat transfer coefficient for the air/emitter surface boundary layer 

A similar energy balance can be performed on the gas phase operating in countercurrent 

operation. This gives the following expression. 

Trapa = W(Faic Cait + Foie Yoater” M(- Yorter°) Cater vapor - 2 “ouside W-Az - 2: 
Niinside S*AZ)-( Fair Cai" *Tyapor’ + Fair Ywater /(1- Ywater vapor” Tyapor + 2 

‘Nwwater AZ*S +Cywater vapor *® (Tvapor’ ~ Titer) - 

2 NoutsideW-Az:Ts ~ 2 HinsideAz-S: Tse") (4.13) 

Completing an energy balance on the fiber to get the outlet fiber temperature gave the 

following, 

(Fiber + Frize)Xwwater’(1- Xwater”)-ICuaterdT + Fete! CtterdT + Fyize!CsizedT +2N water AZ: S:Hyaporization = 

Qhinside' AZ*S(T vapor - Taber”) + 20F 12/(1/Eemitter + 1/Ewet carbon fiber -1)-(Teitter’ - Tiber’) (4.14) 

Or approximating since we were using a differential section, 
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Faber + Faize)Xwater (1- Xwater) Cwater"(Tiiter ” - Trter) + FiiterCeiver "(Titer - Titer) + 

FeizeCsize (Titer - Taber’) + 2Nowater AZ: S-Hyaporization = 

2NinsiteA AZ S(Tvapor  ” - Tiber) + 

26-Az-S-F12/(1/Eemitert 1/Ewet carbon ber ~1)*(Temitter ~T aber" “) 

(4.15) 

Solving (4.15) gave the following, 

Tsiber = Toten + 2Az/((Faiver + Feize)Xwater (1 - Xowater)*Cwrater  ® + FeiberCeiber 7" +F size Cosine) 

‘(NinsideS(Tvapor - Titer ) + CG: S-Fi2/( 1/Eemitter + 1/Ewet carbon fiber 7 1 )-(Temitter’ -Thbe *) - 

Nowater' SH vaporization) (4.16) 

Where, 

Téite = Absolute temperature of wet fiber at position z in the drying tower 

Tx” = Absolute temperature of wet fiber at position z + Az in the drying tower 

Cwater = Mass heat capacity of the water on the fiber 
ter” = Average mass heat capacity of the water on the fiber from z to z + Az in the drying 

tower 
Céiter = Mass heat capacity of the fiber 
Crier = Average mass heat capacity of the fiber from z to z + Az in the drying tower 

Cyze = Mass heat capacity of the sizing 
Cyize ” = Average mass heat capacity of the sizing from z to z + Az in the drying tower 

o = Stefan-Boltzman Constant = 5.676 E-8 W/m’/K* 

F,2 = View factor for two parallel planes = 0.7 

Eemitter = Emissivity of the infrared emitter surface = 0.9 

Ewet carbon fiber = Emissivity of the wet carbon fiber [2] =0.9 

H\aporization = Molar heat of vaporization for water : A function of system temperature 

Again these three fiber based equations are valid for cocurrent or countercurrent operation. 

In order to solve equations 4.04, 4.08, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.16, the constitutive relations 

for mass transfer and heat transfer needed to be used to obtain the mass and heat transfer 
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coefficients k’ and h, respectively. In the next paragraph, the mass transfer coefficient k’ was 

obtained through use of an empirical mass transfer relation. 

4.2.3 Constitutive Relations 

In this section, film theory was utilized to derive expression relating driving forces to 

fluxes of mass and energy. The first relation to be developed will be the mass transfer 

constitutive equation. 

4.2.3.1 Mass Transfer Constitutive Relation 

The water transfer rate from the fiber was obtained through application of film theory. 

This assumes that a laminar film exists at some unknown distance from the fiber/air surface so 

that the rate of water evaporation is approximately equal to the rate of diffusion (Figure 4.10). 

Outside the laminar film, there is no resistance to mass transfer. The rate of water transport 

through the film was obtained by adding the convective mass transfer fux to the diffusive flux. 

Since the diffusive mass transfer flux can be approximated by Fick’s Law, the following 

relation for mass transfer flux was obtained for transfer in the laminar film. 

N‘ water = N’ water’ Ywater - C-Dyater/aicd Y water /dy (4.17) 

Where, 

N‘water = Mole flux of water through the laminar film or y-direction; Note: film thickness is in 

the y-direction (gmol/m7/s) 
Ywater = Mole fraction of water in the air (mol/mol) at position z in the drying tower. 
C = Molar concentration of the vapor; a constant 
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Dyaterair = Diffusivity of water in air 

y = direction of film thickness 

Taking the above equation and integrating over the film thickness for our steady state case, 

gave a theoretical relationship for the mass transfer flux throughout the laminar film. 

N’ water = (C-Dyyateriair “V)-Ln {(1-Yp)/(1-Y equititcium) } (4.18) 

Where, 

YY = Theoretical film thickness; not calculated 

Y equilibrium = Water mole fraction in equilibrium with the bulk liquid 
Yp = Water mole fraction in the bulk gas beyond laminar film and in turbulent region 

The above relation forms the basis for the empirical mass transfer relation that was utilized in 

the model. Specifically, the coefficients multiplying the natural log terms were combined into a 

term called the mass transfer coefficient; k’. 

Nyater = k’-Ln {(1-Yp)/(1-Yeguitibrium) } (4.19) 

This flux equation is usually thought of as the product of the mass transfer coefficient, 

dominated by fluid dynamic considerations and the average film driving force. Empirical 

relations for obtaining k’ were available for various mass transfer situations. None of the 

empirical relations were directly related to our situation of a non-isothermal and non-infinite 

absorbing media. The empirical relation that most closely matched our situation was one 

designed for mass transfer in an isothermal and infinite absorbing duct with Reynolds numbers 

in the range of 2600- 22000 [3]. 

jo = 0.11-Nire (4.20) 

Where, 
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jp = NsrNsc”* 
Nsr = k’/G = Stanton Number 

G = Molar Mass Velocity; mole/!’/s 

Ngc = U/p/ Dwaterair = Schmidt Number 

N ire = |-v-p/u = Length Reynolds Number 

| = Characteristic length over which flow occurs 

v= local superficial velocity of gas over plate 

p = Density of the gas (At average film temperature) 

Lt = Viscosity of the gas (At average film temperature) 

Once the flow situation and thermophysical properties are specified, the relationship is solved 

to give the mass transfer coefficient k’. The application of this equation and its incorporation 

into the model will be discussed later. A similar development to the one just presented is 

carried out for the heat transfer process. 

4.2.3.2 Heat Transfer Constitutive Relation 

In this section, the heat transfer coefficients are obtained. Using the same film theory 

discussed previously, the heat transfer rate is controlled by free conduction in the laminar film 

(Figure 4.10). Fourier’s law for conduction in non-convecting materials was used as follows to 

derive the heat transfer rate. 

Qz = -kair dT/dy (4.21) 

Where, 

qy = Heat flux through the film; Note: We have assumed that temperature is a function of y 

only (W/m’) 

k,ir = Thermal conductivity of the air (W/m/C) 
T = Temperature 

y = Direction of film thickness 
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Integrating Fourier’s law over the film thickness and for steady state gave the following 

relation. 

qz = kair/y-(Ts - Tre) 

or 

qz = h(Ts - Tree) 

Where, 

Tp = Temperature of the Bulk 
Trier = Temperature of the Fiber 
h = heat transfer coefficient 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

The flux equation (4.2.3) can be thought of as the product of the heat transfer coefficient and 

the average driving force for heat transfer. The heat transfer coefficient was obtained through 

the application of a constitutive relation. The constitutive relation utilized in the process of 

developing the model was as follows [3]. 

Nyu = 0.664Npey”°Npr’? for Nrez < 300000 and Npr >0.7 

Nyu = 0.0366NrEL° *Npr™? for Nee > 300000 and Npr >0.7 

Where, 

Nnu = Nusselt Number; Nyy =hL/k 

Nrex = Length Reynolds Number 

Nopr = Prandlt Number = cu/k 

h = Heat transfer coefficient 

L = Length of plate 

k = Thermal conductivity of fluid at film temperature 
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No rigorously accurate constitutive relation could be found for the particular situation 

encountered. The relation used was one developed from theoretical models for heat transfer 

along a semi-infinite flat plate. It may seem more appropriate to utilize constitutive relations 

for banks of cylinder but this was not the case. Since we were modeling the drying of a spread 

and wet carbon fiber bundle, the fibers more closely resemble a semi-infinite plate instead of 

banks of individual cylinders. The numerical solution to the problem utilizing a FORTRAN 

program will be presented in the section. 

4.2.4 Numerical Solution Using FORTRAN 

As discussed previously, differencing equations 4.04, 4.08, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.16, along 

with the appropriate inlet conditions were utilized to solve for the outlet temperatures and 

moisture contents. The model can be utilized for co-current or counter-current simulation. 

However, the numerical technique requires an additional iterative step for the case of counter- 

current operation. Therefore, this type of simulation was not done and co-current operation 

only was simulated and implemented in the experiments. The various sections of the 

FORTRAN (Microsoft Version 5.1) program utilized to solve the equations will now be 

discussed. The program is presented at the end of this discussion. 

Section I in the FORTRAN program defines and declares the variables utilized by the 

main program. Also within this section, the constants that should not change from simulation 

to simulation were defined. 
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Section II completes a series of preliminary calculations needed for the main program. 

In addition, the program informs the user of the current mode of operation (cocurrent or 

countercurrent) and the fiber type being utilized. Calculations completed within this section 

included the following. 

Set denier for carbon fiber being utilized. 

Convert specified volumetric air flow rate into the molar flow rate using the ideal gas 
law. 

Calculate fiber mass flow rate (a constant throughout the dryer) utilizing fiber line 

speed and denier. 

Calculate inlet mass flow rate of the sizing material utilizing the fiber mass flow rate, 

the inlet moisture content of the fiber, and the sizing concentration in the dip bath. 
Calculate average gas film temperature on the fiber side utilizing fiber inlet 
temperature, gas inlet temperature, the guess for the outlet fiber temperature, and 
the guess for the outlet fiber temperature. 

Calculate the average gas velocity over the fiber tow utilizing the average volumetric 

flow rate and the tower cross sectional area. 
Calculate the physical properties of air in the fiber film at the average tower 

temperature 
Calculate the average length Reynolds number for the fiber film. 

Calculate the gas flux in the tower utilizing the gas molar flow rate, the panel emitter 

separation, and the panel width. 
Calculate the average mass transfer coefficient for the drying tower utilizing 

previously discussed empirical correlation. 

Calculate the average heat transfer coefficient for the fiber film utilizing previously 

discussed constitutive relation. 
Calculate the average gas film temperature for the oven side utilizing the inlet air 

temperature, the panel surface temperature, and the guess for the outlet air 

temperature. 

Calculate the average gas physical properties at the oven side film. 

Calculate the average length Reynolds number for the oven side film. 

Calculate the oven side heat transfer coefficient utilizing previously discussed 

constitutive relation. 

Calculate inlet air water moisture content via use of user specified relative humidity, 

the Antoine equation for water, and the ideal gas law. 
Calculate inlet water mass fraction on fiber surface 
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Section III represents the major part of the FORTRAN program. This section utilizes 

the information from Section II along with the fundamental mass transfer and heat transfer 

equations to determine the various temperatures and moisture contents. After determining the 

water flux from the fiber surface utilizing the constitutive relation, the mass transfer equations 

were solved to give the outlet water mole fraction in the air and outlet water mass fraction on 

the fiber. The outlet in this case was defined as being one differential increment downstream of 

the current dryer position. After determining the average thermophysical properties of the 

constituents at the inlet to the current differential segment, the fundamental heat transfer 

equations were solved to yield the downstream fiber temperature and air temperature. The 

downstream temperatures and moisture contents were then used as the inlet temperature and 

moisture content for the next iteration. After calculating the air flow rate and liquid flow rate 

adjusted for the changes caused by evaporation, the solution was repeated for the next 

differential section. This series of calculations was repeated until the end of the drying tower 

was reached. 

In Section IV, the various subroutines used by the main program were presented. The 

subroutines were as follows. 

e The physical properties of air : viscosity, density, Diffusivity, Prandlt Number, and 
the thermal conductivity (Table 4.02) are calculated as a function of temperature. 

The mass transfer coefficient is calculated via the constitutive relation. 

The heat capacity of the air constituents at a temperature is calculated. 

The heat transfer coefficient is calculated. 

The heat capacity of the fiber constituents (Table 4.02) at a temperature is 
calculated. The heat of vaporization of water is also calculated at the temperature in 
question. 

e The Antoine equation is utilized to calculate the water vapor pressure at various 

temperatures (No correction for liquid phase non idealities created by presence of 
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Table 4.02 Listing of correlations utilized by model for calculating various thermophysical 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        
  

  

  

  

    

properties. 

Thermophysical Properties of Air Correlation Utilized in Model 

and Water Vapor (T = Temperature °C) 

Viscosity [2] (kg/m/s) Weir = 1.734-10° + 4.2354-10°.T 

Density {2] (kg/m*) Pair = 0.003006+352.02084/(T+273.15) 

Diffusivity [2] (m/s) Dyrater in air = (6.2959- 10°(T+273.15)*7-0.0642)/10° 

Prandit Number [2] Nppa=0.712475 - 1.3714-107-T 

Thermal Conductivity [2] (W/m/K) k = 0.024265 + 7.20473-10°-T 

Heat Capacity [2] (J/mol/K) Cpair = 8.314(3.355 + 0.000575(T+273. 15)-1600/(T+273.15)°) 

Heat Capacity [2] (J/mol/K) CPwater vapor=8.3 14(3.47+0.00145(T+273.15)+12100/(T+273.15)*) 

Thermophysical Properties of Correlation Utilized in Model 

Fiber, Liquid Water, and Sizing (T = Temperature °C) 

Heat Capacity [2] (J/kg/K) CP water=83 14/18(8.712+0.00125(T+273. 15)-1.8-10°"(T+273.15)’) 

Heat Capacity (J/kg/K) CPsizing = 1298.0 

Heat of Vaporization [5] AH yaporization = 40626 {(1-(T+273.15)/647.1)/.423}°*     
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PVP in water solution: For more accurate model predictions, substitute activity 

coefficient versus PVP concentration into equilibrium subroutine). 

The effect of utilizing Raoult’s law with activity coefficient set equal to one for the entire 

concentration range is negligible for our qualitative needs. The moisture content should be 

relatively accurate but the outlet temperatures could be off because of this assumption. Since 

the rate of evaporation will be lower in the case of negative deviations from Raoult’s law, the 

fiber temperature will heat up quicker and hence leave at a higher temperature. If quantitative 

predictions of temperatures and moisture contents are needed for various points inside the 

dryer, then a correlation for activity coefficient versus PVP concentration needs to be 

implemented in the equilibrium subroutine utilized by the FORTRAN program. 
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MAIN PROGRAM 

Section I 

PROGRAM DRYER 

2 26 2 af ak 2 2c ak of 2 2 af ae a 2k afc af 2 2 a as 2 ae a a 2 2c 2c ae 2 af a a a af ae 2 2 fe akc a 2 2 2 2c 2 a af a 2 2 ae afc ae af ak a 2c 2 2 ae ok a 3 2k ak ak ae ak 9k ok aie ak 3k 

RHA K AAR KAA AKAKAREAEXTNIPTTT VARTABLE DEFINITIONS £ © #% #84 4 #8444444 4 EH HH 

BRE Re a i 2c ae ae a fe ae age ate afk ae ae fe ae ae a ae ae fe ae ae ae ae ae afc fe af af ak af fe ade afe ae ae fe ade a ae a ate afe 2h ae a akc aie afc af ak fe ate aie 2 ae a ake ae fe ae ae a ai a afc ake afc ac af ae ak 2c 

* 
* 

&€ 
& 

&# 
e
e
e
 

HE 
H
K
 

HR 
HB 

HR 
O
F
 TS=OVEN SURFACE TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS) 

TA=INLET AIR TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS) 
TAMB=AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS) 
TI=INLET WET FIBER TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS) 
FA=INLET AIR FLOW (CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE AT INLET TEMPERATURE) 
PA=ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERES) 
RH=INLET RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT LABORATORY CONDITIONS (%) 
VS=LINE SPEED (FEET PER MINUTE) 
MW=INLET WET WEIGHT FRACTION ON WET FIBER 
L=LENGTH OF THE DRYER SECTION (INCHES) 
S=AMOUNT OF FIBER SPREAD (INCHES) 
WTS=SIZING MASS FRACTION IN WATER BATH (WEIGHT/WEIGHT) 
DX=INCREMENT ON LENGTH IN THE DRYER (INCHES) 
WIDTH=WIDTH OF THE DRYER SECTIONS (INCHES) 
SEP=SEPERATION BETWEEN THE TWO DRYER SECTIONS (INCHES) 

2c ae 2k fe 2fe afc fe 2 ate 2c a 2fe ak afe afc ae ae af ae af 2k ae 2 ae al af ae fe ake afc ake ae fe a ade ok afc ak afk ate 2 fe ae ae a fe ak ae af ae ae af ade a abe ake fe ak of ae ae ae ae ale ae ae ake 2c af 2c ak 2 ake fe 

SRO OR ae ARTABLES USED IN SYSTEM DEFINITIONS # £#* #4 #4444 £4 £4 £8 * 

2k fe ak aie 2c ak afc 2 af 2c at ade ofc ae a ae 2 ate ae afc a ae 2 a 2 ae ak fe a ae ak ae af 2 a 2 af ak 2h a 2 fe a ae ak fe ae fe a ae fe ae a ae 2c a 2h fe ae ae ae afc 2 ae 2 ae i ak 2c a 2c a ak 2k ake 

* 
* 

k
e
e
 

He
 
H
H
 

H
R
 

HE 
H
H
 

H
E
 

HR 

X=DUMMY WATER MASS FRACTION ON FIBER 
Y=DUMMY WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION 
TEMPA=DUMMY TEMPERATURE VARIABLE FOR THE AIR (DEGREES CELSIUS) 
TEMPF=DUMMY TEMPERATURE VARIABLE FOR THE FIBER (DEGREES CELSIUS) 
NA=MOLE FLUX OF WATER FROM FIBER (MOLE PER SECOND PER SQUARE METER) 
F=MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (MOLE PER SECOND PER SQUARE METER) 
YU=UPSTEAM WATER MOLE FRACTION IN THE AIR 
YS=WATER MOLE FRACTION IN THE AIR IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH BULK WATER 

GS=INLET MOLAR AIR FLOW RATE (MOLES PER SECOND) 
FM=FIBER MASS FLOW RATE (KILOGRAMS PER SECOND) 
SIZE=INLET MASS FLOW RATE OF SIZING (KILOGRAMS PER SECOND) 
CPA=HEAT CAPACITY OF AIR (J/MOLE/K) 
CPWV1&2=HEAT CAPACITIES OF THE WATER VAPOR (J/MOLE/RK) 
CPF=HEAT CAPACITY OF THE CARBON FIBER (J/KG/K) 
CPWL=HEAT CAPACITY OF THE LIQUID WATER (J/KG/K) 
CPS=HEAT CAPACITY OF THE SIZING (J/KG/K) 
VISA=VISCOSITY OF THE AIR (KG/METER/SECOND) 
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* 
* 

© 
He
 

HR 
eH 

HE
 

KE
 

HH
 

HH
 

HR
 

KH 
HR

 
H DENA=DENSITY OF THE AIR (KILOGRAM PER CUBIC METER) 

K=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE AIR (J/S/M/K) 
NPR=PRANDLT NUMBER OF THE AIR 
NRE=LENGTH REYNOLDS NUMBER OF THE AIR 
DIFF=DIFFUSIVITY OF WATER VAPOR IN AIR (SQUARE METER PER SECOND) 
LENGTH=POSITION IN DRYING TOWER CURRENTLY BEING CALCULATED (INCHES) 
VEL=LINEAR VELOCITY OF THE AIR FLOWING OVER STAGNATE FIBER (METERS/SECOND) 
G=AIR FLUX THROUGH THE DRYER (MOLES PER SQUARE METER PER SECOND) 
HI=HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE FIBER SURFACE (J/S/SQUARE METER/K) 
HO=HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE OVEN SURFACE (J/S/SQUARE METER/K) 
HVAP=HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF WATER (J/MOLE) 
JD=CORRELATION USED TO CALCULATE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
SC=SCHMIDT NUMBER USED TO CALCULATE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
HDUMMY=DUMMY HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT USED IN SUBPROGRAMS (J/S/SQUARE 

METER/K) 

* 
*&
 

& 
e
e
 

He
 

HE
 

HE
 
H
H
H
 

H
H
 

HO
 

HR
 

OF
 

GAS=AIR + WATER VAPOR FLOW RATE IN DRYER (KG/SECOND) 
VAPORP=VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER (ATMOSPHERES) 
XI=INLET WATER MASS FRACTION ON FIBER 
YIFINLET AIR WATER MOLE FRACTION 
STATUS=0 IF WATER IS BELOW BOILING POINT AND 1 IF WATER IS ABOVE IT 
WATERI=WATER FLOW RATE IN ON FIBER (KG PER SECOND) 
WATER=WATER FLOW RATE IN DRYER (KG PER SECOND) 
YNEW=DUMMY WATER IN AIR MOLE FRACTION 
XNEW=DUMMY WATER MASS FRACTION ON FIBER 
TEMPANEW=DUMMY AIR TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS) 
TEMPFNEW=DUMMY FIBER TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS) 
AIR=AIR FLOW RATE THROUGH DRYER = CONSTANT (MOLES/SECOND) 
E=EFFICIENCY OF THE DRYER 
MARK=AT THE END OF THE INFRARED SECTION 
STOP=FIBER IS DRY STOP MASS TRANSFER CALCULATIONS 
M=DUMMY VARIABLE: M=1.0 FOR COCURRENT OPERATION AND M=-1.0 FOR COUNTER 

CURRENT OPERATION 
* YG=GUESS FOR OUTLET WATER MOLE FRACTION IN AIR FOR COUNTER CURRENT 
OPERATION ONLY 

2 2fe 2 ae fe ae a a ae ae a a ae ae ae ae ae aie ale aii as ik ae ik ae a ae af 2 ae 2 ae 2 fe a ae ae ae af af af 2c fe a ate a ae ake ae ae af ae a ate ak ae a ate ake ae ae a ae ae ake af ae fe ae a af a afe 2 ak: 

2 AOR RIOR RR KE ARE KE KE CONSTANTS USED IN PROGRAM #X#EEEREE EEE EEE EE EEE 

2 he ale abe ake ak ae ae 2k ake ae ae a ae cae 2 ak fe ae ae ie ae ae ake afe ae af ae ik ate ae a ate oe ae ae ake ale ae a ae a ake ae ake ae ae akc ae a ac ae ae ae af ak ate fe ot ate ae ak ate afe af ak ale 2c ae afk abk afk ae ak 

* 
* 

© 
€#
 

&# 
& 

HH
 

& 
HH
 

H 

DENIER=CARBON FIBER WEIGHT PER UNIT LENGTH (POUNDS PER INCH) 
R=GAS LAW CONSTANT (CUBIC CM ATM PER MOLE PER KELVIN) 
MWA=MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF AIR 
MWS=MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SIZE 
MWW=MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF WATER 
HVAP=HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF WATER (J/MOLE) 
SIGMA=STEFAN-BOLTZMAN CONSTANT (J/SECOND/SQUARE METER/KELVIN4) 
EO=EMISSIVITY OF THE DRYER BEDS 
EF=EMISSIVITY OF THE WET FIBER 
FV=VIEW FACTOR OF THE SYSTEM 
HLENGTH=HEATED LENGTH OF THE DRYER BEDS (INCHES) 
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2 fe fe fe af ae fe ae fe ac 2 2 fe a 2 i a ae fe a 2 ae ae 2 ae fe 2c a fe 2 fe a 2 a ae 2 a ae ae a ae af ae af ae ac a 2 ak ae 0a 2c ae ote a 2 fe ae ae fe ake a fe ak 2c ak ae ak ak a ak 

SEARO RRR ARTA BLE DECLARATIONS £4 #44444 4444 EEE EE RAE HE FE 

2 ae fe a af afc ae 2c ak ate 2c fe 2 a fe ae afc a 2 of ae fe 2 ake abe ae 2 ae ae ate 2k age ae ae ae a ea ae af ae af ae ae ae fe ae ae ak afe a af ae af ake fe fs ae af ak af 2k af ak afk ae afk 2c afk 2s ake a a ak 2 

ie a 2h fe fe 2 ak fc af ae AK ate af ae ae af ae ake fe ale ae a 2 ae ae ae ae ke ae af ae a te 2 a af ak i ae ae ae ae a ae al fe ae ae ae af fe ak ak tc ak ak af ae af 2 ate af ale ak afc ae ak ae afc ae ok oe ake 9k 

SO oR Ee ate ATKIDL TT VARIABLES DECLARED FIRS T 4 #48 #8 44 48 Ee EE EE 

2Fe 2he ae fe fe 2 fe 2 a fe oe 2 2 fe 2k fe ae fe ae fe a a af a ai a ae fe a ae af ae eae a a ade af fe 2 fe 2 ae a af af fe ae fe ae fe ale fe a fe a ofc a ae fc ae ae afe ac ae a ake ak af ae aks ae a 

INTEGER STATUS,Z 

REAL TS,TA,TI,FA,PA,RH, VS,MW,L,S, WTS,DX, WIDTH,SEP,E, 
&DENIER,R,MWA,MWS,MWW,HVAP, SIGMA, TAMB,EO,EF,FV,HLENGTH 

Hee fe oe fe oe 2h ee he ee ae 2 he a 2 fe 2 2 2 oe ae afc ae ae he ae a ee che ee ke he 2h ae ae a 2 af a 2 ae fe ae i 9 a 2 a fe ae 2 af a ae a ak af af a 2c ae ak ak ak ak akc 

HR EEE ERECT HER SYSTEM VARIABLE DECLARA TION ¥## #444 #4444 ¥ 4 FE # EEK 

2 He Ne fe he ae fe a fe he ae fe ae fe a 2fe a ade a ae ake ake ae ae fe ac afc ae 2 fe a ae ae 2k ae 2c fe 2 ae ak ae ae af ae aie fe ak ae cafe ae af a ae fe ae ae a ae af ae a fe ae a ae ake 2k ak ae ae age 2k 

REAL X,Y,TEMPA,TEMPF,NA,F, YS,GS,FM,SIZE,CPA,CPWV1,CPWV2,CPF 
&,X1, Y1I,CPWL,CPS, VISA,NRE,DENA,K,NPR,DIFF,LENGTH, VEL,G,HI 
&,HO, VAPORP, WATER, WATERLXNEW, YNEW, TEMPANEW, TEMPFNEW, AIR, 
&MARK,STOP,M, YG 

2M Ke ee a 2 ae a afc fe 2 ac a af ae 2h fe fe ai ate a afc ae a af ee fe ae ae a ae ate oe 2 ac ae a ae afc a ae a afe ae ae ae ae ake a ae fe a aie ale a ak afc ae ae ak ake ak ake a ak ae ak ae ak akc a afc ae ak 

38 ie fe 2 ae fe ie ae 2c ae fe ae aie ae ae fe ae fe ae fe ae fe ak ae ae 2 ae 2 he ak af ae fe fe ae fe a ae a fe ae ae af ae ae ae ae ae af a 2 af a te ae 2h a fe ak ae ak 2c ak ofc ae a a ae ak ae a a ak ac 2k 

286 fe ae a 2c 2 af af ake af af ae 2k ae 2 a af ae a ae ae ofc af a fe ok ae a ae ale a ae ae fe ak afc a2 af ae ae ae af ake ae af a ae ae ae a abe ake 2c afc 2k fe a ate a ae a ae ak af ak af 2k ate ok af 2 af 2k akc 

SRG OR aOR Op a ASG OR ISO IG RIK gi a ak ski gk a ae 

edo on oat ioiicioiakaciioicciak 48% CONST A NTS oa aa dali aii a a aba io 

Sioa oi io ioioiak oka iotakkdaiok dio ioiokiaioiia lok ik doa kik oie ioioiai lotta aici ak ak ak akoakak aca 

PARAMETER (R=82.057,MWA=27.0. MWW=18.0, 
&MWS=10000.0) 
PARAMETER (SIGMA=.0000000567) 

OPEN (8,FILEOVEN.DAT'STATUS="OLD’) 
READ (8,2010) TAMB,TA,TGA,TLTGW,YG,TS 
READ (8,2000) S,SEP, WIDTH,DX,MW,M 
READ (8,2000) FA,RH,PA, VS, WTS,L 
READ (8,2020) EO,EF,FV,HLENGTH,Z 
CLOSE (8) 

e 

Section II 

2 oh of ae ale ake afc os afc ae afk afc 2 afc afk afc 2 ac ake af afc 2c afk ac afc af ae af ake afc a aii afc aie afc afc af af af a ac af ac fc af afc ae ae afc 2 ae af ae a af af a af ae ae ae af afc oc afc af af ake ac 2c af ak ac 2c 2k 

AOE adobe CE _DR ET TAINAR Y CALCULATIONS AND CONVERSIONS *** #4 44444444 4% 

2 ie ae 2h a 2 2 2 i 2 2 ae a 2 ae ae 2 fe 2 ae fe a 2 ae a ae af fe ake ae 2) a a 2h abe ae 2 afc 2 a a af afc ae 2h fe ae 2c ae ae a 2 fe a a fe ie a 2 fe ak afc fe a 2c ae ae 2 ok 2k ak a ak 

IF (M.EQ.-1.0) PRINT*,'OPERATION IS COUNTERCURRENT' 
IF (M.EQ.1.0) PRINT*,'OPERATION IS COCURRENT’ 
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IF (Z.EQ.1) PRINT*,"FIBER TYPE IS HERCULES AS-4 12K’ 
IF (Z.EQ.2) PRINT*,"FIBER TYPE IS ZOLTEK PANEX 48K’ 

2 fe ae ae 2fe 2c ae ae af 2k ae fe ae ae 2k a afc ae ake af fe ae abe ae 2 fe ake ae ae ae a af a ae ae 2 te ae ae ale ake fe a ak fe 2c af 2 abe ae ate ak af a 2c a 2 fe ae ke a ae fe a ale ae ae 2k ade fe a fe 2k ake 

246 2 fe fe he 2 2 8 he 2 ee he ae ae 2 kee 2 ae 2 a 2 a a ak Al CULATE DENTER © * #4 #4 4 4 58 8 1 OK 

2 ae fe afe ofc ak afc ale af ake a ate af ae akc ae 2 af ate af ac fe ae al af af ae ae ae ake ae ae af ae af af ae akc 2fe af fe ae ake ae af afc 2c 2 ak af ake af ae ak afc 2c ak afe ae a ae afe a a ale ak a afk 2k ak ate afc ak ak ake 

IF (Z.EQ.1) DENIER=.00004829 
IF (Z.EQ.2) DENIER=.00019200 

aR ae aie fe fe 2h ae fe ae 2c ak af af afc ae fe afe ae ae ade a af af al a ae ake ak afe a ale afc ak afe ae ae af ae fe ae fe af ae ae ae ale ae af ak fe ae ae ae ae afc ak 2 ae afe a ake afe aft afc ak ake ak afk ak 2k ak afk af akc ok 

OO RRR oka oe REE AT CULATE RADIATIVE EFFICIENCY **** 44 8¥ 44444 ¥ 8 EEE 

2 oR oa ogo ioioiigiiok solo io aiok ake gaiioiok iota ioiiokai ak aii iciak aaa ok taki ak ak ak ik 

E=FV/(1.0/EO+1.0/EF-1.0) 

ake ae ac fe fe 2 fe fe a 2k a ate ae ae ae ae af afc fe abe ae af ak 2 ake fe age ae fe abe ae ae afc ae af af af a fe ae fe ae ae af ae ae aft ae ae ae a of ae ae ae ade ai ae afe ae ae ade a af ale ae ae a ade afe al a afe afc 3k 

seater CONVERT VOLUMETRIC GAS FLOW TO MOLAR FLOW RATE*######4##4# 
2 he he ie ae 2h 2c ae kc 2 he a oie fe 2 fe ae 2h ae a af ake a ae he ae ae ae ae fc 2 a af ae a 2fe ak fe af ake fe af a af af akc ae a ale af a af abe ake fe a ae ale fe af af af 2 a ak 2k 2k ak af afc ak 2k 

GS=PA*FA/R/(TA+273.15)/(3.28084)**3* 100**3/60 
GAS=GS 

24 i 2 fe fe fe fe 2h a fe 2k fe 2 fe fe fe fe a ae fee a 2 ae af ae af ae ae ae 2 fe a fe ae fe a ofc ake 2h fe a fe a ae a fe ak af a ae af 2 ate a ak a fe ik fe ak af 2 afe afc 2k fc ak afc ak afc ae afe ac 

Hee ae a a a a a a a Al CULATE FIBER MASS FLOW RATE ** #444 * Ee EEE EEE EE EE EEE 

2¥e 2 fe ae fe oe 2h ae ae a ke fe fe 2c ae ae afe fe a 2fe fe ak ae ate ae ae fe a2 fe a ak of fe ae ae a ae ae ae a ae a abe af a 29 af ae a afe af ae ae ae a ae ae a 2c af af 2c ae a 2 ate af afc ate ake age afc 2 ake 

FM=VS/60* 12*DENIER/2.20462 

ae ae he ae fe ae ae fe ae fe 2 fe fe ae 2h af fe ae fe 2 ae a i oe af ae af ae 2 a 2 fe 2c fe ae ae a fe ake 2 ae ac ae a a ae 2fe a af ate ae ae ae ae afc ak 2k ae ak afc ak af a aie af as ake af 2 ate 2k ale fe ake ak 

MOR OR EAE AARC AT CULATE INLET SIZE MASS FLOW RATE #44 # EH HE 

26 246 ae cafe fe ae af af 2h af ae a fe a af ae af ale ae 2s fe ai ae a ate af af ak ae ake a ake af ake af af ak ade af ae af af ae a afc a fe a abe akc ae ae a ae ae ake ae afc ak ac ak fe ake ate afc ae ate ake afe a ade ofc ae 2 

SIZE=MW*FM/(1-MW)*WTS 

Soa oo oi io ok Rai oii aii aia GOOG IOI SI a ria RAG GOI AGI OR ak kak ak 

MRK ERAKHEEREEREC AT CULATE AVERAGE FIBER FILM TEMPERA TURE * ¥* 4 *# #44544 FEES EF 

246 24 fe fe 2 fe 2s afc ae ae ik 2k of ae 2 af a af 2k fk ak fe a ae ae ae ae ake ae ae 2 ae af a a ae ak 2 ate oe ate a ae ak ae a 2c ake 2 ate a i ae 2c fe af a 2k eo a 2k ac ak ake i ak ae a ate ak ak ke ake ok 

TAVE=(TI + TA + TGA + TGW)/4 

2H ae 2 ae fe oe ae af a fe 2 fe fe a fe ak fe ae af 2 fe 2h fe ae a ae ade ak af a ae fe ae fe ae ae ale fe a fe ake a ate ake a oe ade a af ake 2c ate ae fe ae ak ak a ak ale a ate ak abe ak af 2 af aie af ac ake ake ak a 

+eeEEKEEEC AT CULATE AIR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE ****###4#4* 
BNE a 2k 2 2 2 a 2h ae fe 20 ai 2 a ae a ae af ae 2 a 2k a 2 ate 2 ae a 2 a ae ae 3 ae a af ofc ai ae 2k ak afc a 2fe ake ae a a ae a af akc ac fe ae ae 2 ate ae fe ake fe af ae a a ofc ae ae a aft ak ate 2c ake 

CALL PPAIR(TAVE, VISA,DENA, DIFF,NPR,K) 

Oe ye ake ae of a ae 2 a fe 2 fe ie ae af a ale 2 ate oe ate af ae ae 2 ae a a fe ae 2 ate 2 of ae ae ok af ak 2h ke 2 fe ae abe ae ae ak afc a afc fe ak a af abe ae ae ae ate ok abe ak ake 2 ate oi ie abe afc i 2k akc ak ok 

MOR KEK AKEC AT CULATE AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR THE TOWER ¥* #% 4H EEE EE ERE 

26 ee he 2 fe ae afc a 2k fe a fe ae ake af a 2 2c ak 2 abe ae ae af af ae ae fe ie ae fe ae ae af a a 2 fe a ae a ae af 2 2 fe a 2c 2 a 2 af af ae ae ae ak 2 af a ae ak ake i ae ake a ak af ak ak ok 
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VEL=(FA/(WIDTH/12)(SEP/12)/60+FA*(TGA+273.15)/ 
8&(TA+273. 15)/(WIDTH/12)(SEP/12)/60)/2*.3048 

2fe Bie ae afc 2 fee 2 af ae 2 afc ae a a af af ae fe ae ake al afc ak af ake af a ae af ae ae a fe a fe a 2s af 2 fe al a 2 af ae af a 2 ae ai ae ak ae a af ak 2c af a a ae ae fe ae ak oe a ae ae 2 2k ak 2k 

ROR RE REEEEE CAT CULATE REYNOLDS NUMBER**#*# #44 EERE EERE AE EER FE 

Itt irett iret t iti ii irtrttt titi titi titi tT Tere tr tt ttt tte ttt eT TTT tere tre rte tt 2 

NRE=L*.0254* VEL*DENA/VISA 

2 2k fe 2 2k fe 2 a 2c ie fe ae ae af fe ae ae afc ake ae af a ae a ae af ae of oak 2 ae a abs fe ae a ak 2h a ae a ak a af a 2 a ae a ae a ak ak ake 2 2h ae a ake ae ae ake fe a fe a 2c ak afc ak 2 ak aie a 

seo ERE EC AT CULATE AIR/WATER VAPOR FLUX IN TOWER ***# #430884 8% 

2 He ee fe 2 ie a af ae ate ne ae aft fe 2 ie ae ae ie ae ae ae ak ae fe ae ae ae ae ae a af ae ae fe ak ae ae ae ae af af ae a ae a a ge afc ak abe ate af a age ae a ae ae ae abe fe 2 2fe a ak afc 2k afc ake ak ae 

G=GS/((WIDTH*SEP)*(.0254)*#*2.0) 

28 2c ae a ee fe a ae fe 2 a 2 Fe fe oe 2h 2 ie af ae fe ae ae ae 2 ae a ae ae a a ae 2 a 2s af oe ae ae ae 2c ak ae fe 2 afc oe 2 ae ae ae ak a a ak fe fe a fe ake ae a ae ae ae 2 2 a ae ak ae ake 

foie ebeEEEEERECAT CULATE EXPECTED MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT #4433408 

2 2 fe ae he ae he a 2c ae fe 2 fe ae ae ae 2 2c fe he af a ae ae ae af af ae a ak a a ae ae af a ae of ak a ae fe af af afc ak a a 2h a ae af ae ok a a 2 af ae af a a ae afc a of ae 2s af a ak ake afc ake 

CALL MASSTRANS(NRE, VISA,DENA,DIFF,G,F) 

2 24 ae 2fe ac 2 fe 2 2c ke 2 fe 2k 2c ae ae a 2 ae ak 2 2 a ae ae fe 2 2 af ae ak fe ae af a af ae ae ae ae af ac ae ae ac ak afc fea afc fe ae ae ae ake ae ake a a a afc afc a ak ak ake fe ae fe ake a ac ae ak akc 

#4eeeHEHEEEGET THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE FIBER SURFACE**##### 
2fe fe fe fe 2fe 2 fe 2 ake fe a fe ae ae fe ak afc a 2s ak ale oe af af a ac 2c fe a ae 3 ate af af ae afc af ae afe 2 abe ake a ae af afc ae af ak ate a ae ae ake ae afe ake ae afe abe ae a ae ae ake ak ae ae ak ae fe afk ae ae a 

CALL H(NRE,NPR,K.L,HD) 

2 he ae i 2k fe 2 a 2 a fe 2 he 2h a fe a fe 2 2 a is ae 2 2h ee ae 2 i ae ae ei 2 ae a ae a 2 ae a ate a ate fe aie fee ae afc ae 2k fe 2 afe 2 afe a ae ake af af a afc ak ae ak 2c ak 2k ak 

#eeeereeene*CALCULATE THE AVERAGE OVEN SIDE FILM TEMPERA TURE**#4#4#4#44 
2K 2 2 fe 2 fe fe ak fe 2 fe oie ake a a oie a afc a ae oc ae ae he a af oe ae ake ae ae a ae ae ae ac fe a ae fe a ac ae fe ak ae a ae afc ae ak of ak ae fe ak fe ac ae ac a ae ae ae a ae ak 2 ae 2 ak kc ak 

TAVE=(TA + TS + TGA + TS)/4 

2 He he fe Be 2 ac ai 2h 2c ae fe 2h 2h ae 2h ie he he he ae 2 ok ae ae ae Me ae fe ae ae fe ae ak ape ak ec 2 a af ae a 2 ak ae 2 ae ae 2s fc 2h a af a al fe a ale fe 2 of ae a afk af 2c af fe af ae a ate ake ake 

#44 CAT. CULATE THE AIR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES IN THE OVEN FILM*####4##4# 
SSO oo ooo oR aici iia oiaigioik i oioioi ia iia a ioiak kai iio aia gk Rok tok ik 

CALL PPAIR(TAVE, VISA,DENA, DIFF,NPR.K) 

2fe fe 2 fe oie ake 2 af fe ae ae afe a age ae af ae fe af af af fae af 2c ae 2 fe 2 fe a abe af af a ak afe a ae fae fc 2c ae ai af ok fe af 2 fe ae ak ae fe a fe 2 ae a ae of ae fe abe a ae ae ae ae afc ae aks 2 ake 

HARKER AREER EEK EEA EREC ATL CULATE REYNOLDS NUMBER **##44EEEEEEE EERE EEE EE HH EE 

Ae A ae ae afc af afc ake af ae fe aye ate af ae af 2c ae af a akc af fe ae ae a ak af ae af a ak fe fe ae ae ae ake ae ae ae ae fe age fe ae a a af ae afe a af ae fe ae 3 af ae te ae of ae 2 ae ae ae ale age ae af 2 ae af ake 

NRE=L*.0254* VEL*DENA/VISA 

2 ae fe ae a a fe ae ae a fe a ake ak ak fe afc ac ae 2c a af ake ae 2c ae a af ae af ae ae ae ak a ak ae fe fe ade 2 afc ae ae akc ak ak af a ak afc 2 ae fe ak ae ae ae 2h ae ok 2 2k a ae 2 ak ak ok 2k ak ke 2 ak 

##4848444*GET THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE OVEN SURFACE*# #44444 
2c fe fe fe Ke akc afc 2h ae a ate ae a af ae af 2 ake ae ade a af af ae fe ae aft fe ae fe afe oft fe af a ae af ae ae a ate abe a age ae ate ae a af ae ae ae ak ae a ae af a ate 2k ae a 2fe ae af ade 2c ak aie ake 2k ak afc ak 9k 

CALL H(NRE,NPR,K,L,HO) 
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86 296 ae 2k ie afc fe ace af ac ae a fe a 2k ae fe ae fe afc a ae ae a ale fe ae ae ae a ae afc a 2 ae ak ae ake ak ae a a af af ak afc ae ak ae 2c ae ae ae ae ak ae af ake 2c ae ake 2 ae ak 2b ale 2 ak a 2 ake 2k 2k ae 

HANK KAKEEEEKEC AT CULATE INLET Y FROM THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY #44485 648 e EE EES 

2H he he a he 2 he af a fe aie fe 2h ie 2h ae fe oe fe afc ae af eae ae ake a ae af af a 2 a a a 2h ae ae ae 2 af a 2 a ae ae 2 ae ae afc 2 ate ae af a afc ape fe ake fe oe aie fe afk fe 2k ae ak 2c af 2 a 2k 2k ake 

CALL VPRESS(TAMB, VAPORP) 

YI=RH/100* VAPORP/PA 

IF (M_EQ.-1.0) PRINT*,'OUTLET Y SHOULD BE=",Y1 

AIR=GS*(1-YT) 

HAO OOO OG aOR ia dba oS iio io iii aiaioiigdoiak gia i iia i foi ak kak 

FESS EEE aE SET Y EQUAL TO INLET Ys sesee ite tet toe ak 

SO Oo oa goa iG a gio a Ra aR GOI Oia oii iio iki iim kak ak 

IF (M.EQ.1.0) Y=YI 
IF (MEQ.-1.0) Y=YG 

24 28 fe 2 2c afc fe 2 fe 2 fe 2 2 fe 2 af ae af 2k afc ai ae abe ae ae 2 afc ake ak af ake ae ae afc ae oe afc 2 af 2c ae af fe af ae a ofc fe ae af ae af ae ae ae ae a af a 2s af 2 af 2k afe 2k ofc a 2 ape ae ofc ake 2 a 

MAHAR EE AREREC AT CULATE INLET WATER MASS FRACTION **#¥ 444 444444 E EE EE EE 

Be He 2 ae fe ae a fe ae i fe ae 2 eae ae ade ae a ale ae oe ae 2 af 2 ae ak ae ae af ae ae ae ak ae ake a ake ae ae ae fe a af a ae af ae ae afe ake ae afe 2k fe a ae 2c ae afc ne ae a al a ae ae fe ake 2fe ake ake 3k afc 

WATERI=FM/(1-MW)*MW*(1-WTS) 
WATER=WATERI 
XI=FM*MW/(1-MW)*(1-WTS)/(FM+SIZE+FM*MW/(1-MW)*(1-WTS)) 
X=XI 

RE ee He 3 fe ae ae a a ale ae 2b ae ae ae af 2 af ea a a ae 2 fe a 2c af ae afc 2h ate ae 2c ae a akc ae ate ae 2 a a a 2 aie 2 2 af a ak a 2 a i ae ae 2 i ak 2 ek 9k a ak 9k ok 2 a a a ok 

ARR RR ke ok tek EIT READY FOR FIRST TTERA TION * #4444 54 44 EEE EE HE EK 

OC aR uO oa ium OR oo oko ok tok kok oe 

TEMPF=T1 

TEMPA=TA 

Section I 

Die a fe fe 2k 2c a fe af 2k ae fe af 2 a ae ae ae fe ade ake ac ae al a ae ae af ae 2 ae ae 2k ae ae ae ale ik af ae fk ae 2K ate ae 2k af ae ae fe a af ae 2k 2.2 ak afe ak ak af 2k fe ake af ak afk a ak 2k afk 2 akc ok ak: 

AO aR a a ar OR eR ETN CREMENT LENG THEA #4 #8 84 8 eH 

2fe 2 2 fe ae ae ae fe a fe ae fe ae ate ae ae 2c aft ae 2 af ae ae oe ae ae af 2 af ae 2 ate ae ae ae ae a fe fe fe ae af 2 ae afc af 2c fe ae af 2 af afc age a af ie afc a aoe fe a af 2 afk 2 fk 2c ae 2k ake ak 2 ak 2k 

100 LENGTH = LENGTH + DX 

2 he he 2 2 a fe ae 2c 2k afk aoe ake ae ake afe ake fe ae a 2 fe ale ae afe abe ae ae ale af ate a af ae ak fc a a ae ae abe af ak ae a ae ae ae a fe ae af ae ak ik ae ae 2 2k ak ae 2 a ak ae 2k ik ok 2k a ak ae 2 2K ae 

FER IR ORR OEE TYE CIDE WHETHER TO CALCULATE OR NOT #84 8 e FEE REE ER EER 

Ke ae fe of 2h a a ate afe 2 ake fk ate ae ak ak ade ak ak abe 2 i ae 2 ae ae ae fe a a ae fe fe he a ae 3k ik 2 ak fe 2 a ie a ak 2 2k ie 9 a ik ae aR ie 2 ik 2 3 ik aie 2 Ee a ok oe 9k 2K ok ok 9 2k ok 

IF (LENGTH.GT.L) GOTO 1000 
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IF LENGTH.GT.HLENGTH) MARK=0.0 
IF (LENGTH.LE.HLENGTH) MARK=1.0 
IF (X.LE.0.0) STOP=0.0 
IF (X.GT.0.0) STOP=1.0 

Aa a a Koga a igiokak doiokdoiok doo ik ial aio tok oko oka ok a iaioiokak ok 

SOR REE EEE COMPLETE MASS TRANSFER CALCULATIONS FIRS T¥¥¥ 484488 ERE EE EEE EE 

De ie oe ake 2h a 2 ae 2 akc is 2 ae a ae a ake 2 ae ae a 2 ae 2 2 a fe a ae ake a ae ae fe 2 ie ae ae af ae 2 ae ak af ae af ac 2 fc 2c abe ie ae afc ie ake ae ae aie ak ae a fe 2 2s 2k 2 2 afc ak ae 2k ok 

EM Ae fe ae 2 fe a 2 a ak fe ae fe ak ae 2s fe 2 2h fe a 2c ae fe 2 af fe ae ae fe a 2b fe ae 2 2 fe a ae ae a ae 2 afe a a 2c af ae ae afc fe ale ae ae af ae ae af 2 afc ae ak afc ae aie ac af 2 ae 2 2 ae 3k 

FA ORR RRC AT CULATE EQUILIBRIUM MOISTURE CONTENT £ #4 #4 #4 #4444 448 4% 

8 A he 2 ie 2 ae ie a ee ate 9 ae 2 ae he fe 2h a ae ee a 2 fe 2 he 2 a oe fe ae he fe 2 fe he he oe 24 a 3 fe a fe 2h a a ae ae 2 ae fe af ak ae 2 ae 2c he a a 2 ae 2 ak 2h ok 2 ak 

CALL VPRESS(TEMPF, VAPORP) 

YS=VAPORP/PA 

* IF (YS.GE.1.0) YS=1.0 
IF (YS.GE.1.0) STATUS=1 
IF (CYS.LT.1.0) STATUS=0 

2 3 2 a af 2 ate fe ae af ak ate oie a 2c ie afc a fe oe ale af af ake a ae af a afc af ae af a ate ae abe a ae fe ae ate ak ate ake 2 2 afc fe ae ae 2 ake a af ae af ae af ake ae a a af ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ak afc ak ak 2k 

Bek a ea ea keke ie ee kee ae ea tee a tee a ee a Al CULATE MASS FLUX FFEEEEEE GEER EE AK AE KE EAE HK 

ake Ae fe fe of 2 fc cae 2 a ac ac ae oe ae af ae fk fe af a 2 af ak ak ae ake fe ae ale ae ak ate fe ak ae ae ae af ae ae ae a ae afe fe ate ae abe a ake afe afc af ae 2 cafe al af ae af afr afe ac afk afc ae afk of ak ak ak akc 

IF (STATUS.EQ.0) NA=STOP*F*LOG((1-Y)/(1-YS)) 
IF (STATUS.EQ.1) NA=STOP*F*(YS-Y) 

2h eae ae 2h a 2h 2 ae 2 afc 2 2 2s 2 2 ake a 2 ea he ie ai a 2 fe ae fe fe 2 ae ae ae 2 fe a 2h a 2 fe oe ae ak ate a 2h fe he i ae ae a afc af ie fe ae fa a ae 2 ake a 2K oie ak fe 2k oe 2 a ke 

RRR ERR REC AT CULATE UPSTREAM WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTION *## #44 4% £4 £4 84% 

8 He oe 2h fe 2 ie fe fe a 2fe of 24 2 ae a 2h ate ee a ae 2 fe 2k afc ae ae 2 2 fe a ae ae fe ae 2 af afc a afc fe af 2 afc ae a 2 af 2 2c ae af ae ake ae af ae af ae ak ae a a 2k fe 2k 2c a 2k ak ak 

YNEW=(AIR* Y+2*M*NA*S*DX*(.0254)**2*(1-Y))/(AIR+2*M*NA*S*DX*(.0254) 
&**2*(1-Y)) 

De 2 2K fe 2 afc fe ape af fe ak afe ake ae afc af afe afc afc af ae ae ae ae a a ae ae ae fe 2c ae 2 29 ac afc ae ae af a0 ae af ae af 2 a ak af ak abe af af af 2k ae ae ate ac afe ok afk ae abe ae ae ae af ae ae ae as ak ae afc a 

sores eC ALCULATE DOWNSTREAM WATER ON FIBER MOLE FRACTION***######44 
2g aio iio aa ogi igioiokioioiui agai loki doo i ioiaaioioiuiekak iakoiokatokaiak ak ak af ak aoiak ak 

XNEW=((FM+SIZE)*X-2*(1-X)*NA*MWW/1000*DX*S*(.0254)**2.0)/ 
&((FM+SIZE)-(1-X)*2*NA*MWW/1000*DX*S*(.0254)**2.0) 

2c aie 2h af ak ae ae ae 2fe 2h afc af ade afc afc fe afc 2c atk af af abe ae ak ate fe 2 ate aoe ak ate ae ae af a aft 2 af af ae te 2k a fe ae fe 2fe ake afk ae a af ok atk ae ae ak 2 a fe 2 ak fe ake ak ate af ae ak fe 2k ae af akc ak 

A EE AE RRA RAAT AT TRANSFER CAI CULA TIONS £4 2 488 #88 E EERE ERE EE 

2fe he ai af fe 2 ate 2h 2 ake af a af ae akc ae af 2k cae afc ae ae ak ak 2k ae ak 2 2 ae a a ae a af a 2c fe ak ae ae fe ae af ae 2k fe ac abe ae ae a fe af abe fe a a ae ale ae ake ae ate ae ate ae fe 2c fe 2fe ake kc 

2 afk 2 as 2 2 ae fe a 2 ak a 2c ate 2 ae afc a ae a afc fe i ae af ake ae af ae fe ae ae afc ae ae ae ae ae af ae ae of ae ae ie fe a fe a af fe ae a ae ae ak ofc af fe fe ae af ale fe ae a of a ae ae 2c a af a ake 

AO ok doko COMPLETE AIR TEMPERATURE CAI CULATIONS ££ ** 84444448 E EERE 

ake ae ae ae ae ae 2 af fe 2h ae ak af a afc afc ae ae ak ake ae afc fe ae ake ae ae ae ae a ae afe ak fe ae at ae ak age af ae ae 2 fe ae ak 2k af ae af ak fs af ak ale ae afc ae ak fe ak fe a oe 2 afk fe akc ak a ak ak ok 3c 2k 

he Me 2h 2 2 a a ae he he oe ae ae 2 ake 2h 3k abe ae ake ape ae ak ae ae a ae 2 2 ae 2 ok ae ae ake 2 fe ae 2 ae a ak 2 2 ale fe ae fe 2 2 ak 2 ak 2 ae a 2k fe fs 24 a ak ake 2k ak 2 2k 2k fc 2k ak ak ak ok 
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sdb ERK COET THE NESSECARY HEAT CAPACITIES * EERE EEE EERE EEE EE 

2 ee a 2 ae ate ae ake fe ae aie ae ae ae ae a ae ak af ae a ae af ake ae ae ae akc afc fe ake ae ae ae af ae af abe ate ake ae ae ae ae ae af fe fe afc fe af fe ae ae ake fe a 2c a ae 2 fe 2 af ae af afc afc a ake ac 9 

CALL CPAIR(TEMPA, TEMPF,CPA,CPWV1,CPWV2) 

2h 2A ae ie abe ae 2 2 2c 2b ae 2h af ae a ac oe aie a fe fe ak 2 fe ak ote a af a ade af ae as ae fe 2 fe a fe a 2 ae afc a a ale a 2k ak afc afc 2s a af ae ae fe 2 ae ae ae ae ae ake af ae fe 2s a 2 2k 2 2c akc 

HARE AREREEC AT CULATE THE UPSTREAM AIR TEMPERA TURE * #44444 484 FE EERE EE 

24 2c a 2 0c 2 fe a fe ic 2 fe 2 2 fe ake aie fe 2 af a 2 fe ae 2 ae af af ae af af a ake a a ae ae fc af 2 fe 2c 2k 2 ate a af ake a ae ae fe a 2 af a ae afc a 2 ae ae 2 afc ake ak fe ak 2k a ak ak ak 3k 

IF (M.EQ.1.0) TEMPANEW=1/(AIR*CPA+AIR*Y/(1-Y)*CPWVI1+ 
&2*NA*DX*S*( 
&.0254)**2.0*CPWV2)*(2*HO*WIDTH*DX *(.0254)**2*(TS-TEMPA)*MARK+ 
&2*HI*S*DX*(.0254)**2*(TEMPF-TEMPA)+TEMPA *(AIR*CPA+AIR*Y/(1-Y) 
&*CPWV1)+2*NA*S*DX*(.0254)**2*CPWV2*TEMPF) 
IF (M.EQ.-1.0) TEMPANEW=1/(AIR*CPA+AIR*YNEW/(1-YNEW)*CPWV1 
&-2*HO*MARK*WIDTH*DX*(.0254)**2-2*HI*DX*S*(,0254)**2)* 
&(AIR*CPA*TEMPA+AIR*YNEW(/(1-YNEW)*CPWV1*TEMPA+2*NA*DX*S*CPWV2* 
&(TEMPA-TEMPF)*(.0254)**2-2*HO*MARK*WIDTH* 
&DX*TS*(.0254)**2-2*HI*DXK*S*TEMPF 
&*(.0254)**2) 

24 2 fe a fe oe 2 2 a 2 a fe 2 2 2 ae ie 2 of aie fe af a 2 ae 2 fe 2 fe ae ae ae a 3 2 a af a aie cafe a 2 a ak fe a afc a fe a 2c ai 2 ae ae ae 2 ae 2 a a ai 2 ae ie a ak 2 a ak ok 

Jesodoenanicinecckekee CAT CULATE TEMPERATURE FOR WET FIBER #303 H HH: 

2 2h ae fe he a fe oe fe he a fe ac te a ae 2 cae afc ae fe ae ae abe ae ae ae abe ae a ade a ale fe 2k ae ak afe afk ae ae ae of 2 ae a ate ak ale af 2k ae ae ae 2 ate ae afe ak ae ae abe 2 ate ake afk 2k af ac ak 2k ak ak: 

Bie he ok ae fe aie a fe she fe ak ae ae 2fe ae af af ae fe ae af a ate ae ae ae af af fe a af ae a ale ail aft fe al ae af ae a ae a ae al ae a al afe afk a age ae fe 2 ak age a ae ae afc aft a 2fe 2 ak ate ak ak a ak ak 2 

Jeno eEEEEE EE E_ACET THE NESSECARY HEAT CAPACITIES #3230633: 

2 2 ee aie ae 2 ae ae 20 fe 2h ae ae a aie ae 2 2 fe 2fe ae ae ae 2 fe 2k af 2 ae af 2 a afc afc ae fe a af af ae oa a 2c ae ae af af ae ae 2 a 2c af 2 fe ae 2 28 cafe af 2 ik 2 a a ak ae 2k ak 2k ake 

CALL CPFIBER(TEMPF,CPF,CPWL,CPS,HVAP) 

SO OGIO OOO OOOO I GRO OI II aia aR RG IG GI a I OK aga koi 1k ak ai a ak ake a ak ak a ok ak ak ak 

FER AEE OE REE RIR_RCAT CULATE TEMPERATURE #32204 443 2 a ETO aa ER 

SRE HE HE fe he fe fe ae He ee fe ee ee ee fe 2 fe he he 2 ie ake ea he ae he he 2 fe a he he 2 2 ie ae aye ie a 2 i 2 i ae ie ae ae ai 2 ak ae ak fe 2 a 2 ak oe ak 2 ak as ok 

TEMPFNEW=TEMPF+1/(FM*CPF+WATER*CPWL+SIZE*CPS)*(2*E*MARK* 

&SIGMA*DX*8*(.0254)**2.0*((TS+273.15)**4.0-(TEMPF+273.15)**4.0) 

&+2*HI*S*DX*(.0254)**2*(TEMPA-TEMPF)-2*NA*DX*58*(.0254)**2.0 

&*HVAP) 

he ae fe oe af 2 ae 3 a a oe afc ak 2k of afe af afc af ae a a ak af ae ofc afk ak afc ake ae af a a ae ae 2 2 2 ak 2 ae 2k ak aie ae afe ake ak fe ae 2k 2 a alk 2k 2k af a 2K ae ae ade 2k fe ade ae afk ae ak aie ok ak afc 

deo Oo ajo tak tte RESTORE DAT A 48 a a a ok a a ae a ok ak ok ok 

ae he 2 fe 2k ae a fe fe 2 te ale fe 2 fe i ae a ake 2 ae a fe 2 oi fe 2 i ake ai fe a a 2s ie ae 2 ie a oi ae afc ok aie 2 ik ae 2 2 2k 2 ak 3 2k a 2 ak i 2k aK ie 9K ok 2 2K 9K a 9 2k ok oR 9 a ak 

BARI OO RGA I GREGG Ig RIO Ia Ik zak a a ak kak 

ASO ona EEDREP ARE FOR THE NEXT [TERA TION #4444 4 8 Ek ok 

fe ee 24 2s 2 ie he fe al a fe ae ake ae af afc af ae 2 fea af a 2 ae ae 2 a ae ae 2 a 2k ae abe ak ade ak afk fe 2 of ae ak af ae ak afe af of ae ak af a a ate af a ade 2k ae ak ae 2k ak ak 2k ak afk 2c ak ak 

GAS = GAS + 2*M*NA*S*DX*(.0254)**2.0 
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WATER = WATER - 2*NA*18/1000*S*DX*(.0254)**2.0 

Y=YNEW 

X=XNEW 

TEMPF=TEMPFNEW 

TEMPA=TEMPANEW 

2c a ie Ae he ae ac he fe a eae ae ic a 2h 2 he ic 2 ae fe ae ae he 2 ak fe 2 ate ae a cafe ak ae ae ae ae af ea ae ae 2 ae a ae ae 2 ae ae al of 2 ak ae af ak ate af ak ae af a fc ae ae ak ate af a afc ak 

Se ORO oR oR ROR OR RATTER ATE AGAIN © # #485 8 0 i a a a kk a 

Be i ae ac he ae fe 2 ae fe a ae 2 ate ake fe 3 ae 2h a 2 fe 2 af i a 2 fe 2c ae ak 2s ae af ae ae ae a af a ofc a ae fe ae ae a ae a af a ae af a ak ae fe ae fe a ae ae ae 2 af ae af ak afk a ok ae af af 

GOTO 100 

2 fe fe a 2 2 ae fe a fe 2 af fe ae fe a 2f a 2 ak af a af af a ae 2 ae afc ae abe fe ae ae af ak af a ae abe ae oie ae a ae af a as af fe ae ae ae ae af ae ae af a afc ae ale ae fe ak 2c a ae ak ate ak afk 2k akc 

SORA RIOR A ARTO EERE ERA EET ENT) OF AN ITERATION ##¥* £4 4% 54 4% ¥ 4 £4 KE EEK HC 

986 fe ee oe he a 2 a ae 296 ae ae he ae 2h a ae 2 ae ae fe fe a ae ae a 2 fe ae oe a a ae ae ae fe a af af af a ae ae a ae ade a a ae fe a ak ae a ae 2c a ae ae fe ae ae ade a fe ae ae ai a 2k afc ak ak 

1000 PRINT*,"LENGTH IS=", LENGTH 
PRINT*,"TEMPA="',TEMPA 
PRINT*,'Y=",Y 
PRINT*,"TEMPF=",TEMPF 
PRINT*,'X=",X 

Oe ie ae i afc ae fe ae a 2 2 ak ae ae 2 2 ae a 2k 2k afc af ae abe a 2 ak ae ae 2 ac 2 af ae ae ae a a 2 ate 2h fe 2c ae ae af ak 2s a a a 2 a 2k ae ak 2 ak afc a ae afc ae ae 2k 2 ak 2k ak 2k of ak ok 

2fe 2 2 fe he af 2 2 ae fe at fe 2 fee fe fe fe fe 2 2 fe ae afc ak 3 a ae ae ae fe 2 ae af ae af ae ae fe ae 2 af a ae ae af ae ae fe a fe a af af ae af ae af of af ae fe 2k of 2 af 2 fe afc afc ak ae ake 

te ae fe a fe ae ae 2 a fe 2 fe 2 he ok fe ae ate ie af ac ae a a ae ae a fe ak 2c a ae of ae ae oe af ak fe ae 2 fe 2 ie 2 ae 2 af oe ae ae a ae 2k a 2 2 2 ae ak ate af aie ake a ae ak ae ak 2k a 2k a 

2000 FORMAT (E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5) 
2010 FORMAT (E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5, 

&2X,E12.5) 
2020 FORMAT (E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,11) 

END 

SG a OO EGR IG io IOI aR Rio io ig GIGI ai i falokioiiok daiiok io aioi ok i dokok kak kaki ak 

AO a ook kok eee NIT) OF THE MAIN PROGRAM #44 4 3 4 8 9 2 a 

Se iO Oo aR Go oi oa RR aioli ial iota kia oii lok toi aki otai a kakiak ak ak ak 

Section IV 

BRE RE ae a a ake a a ac ie a 2c afk fk ade fe fe 2 a 2 ak af ae abe ae afc ale a ae fe ae 2 a ak afc 2 i a ake af 2 ak af af a ae a fe fe ae af ae ae ae ae 2 af ae ake fe ae ae afc a ak ak afc ae age af fe ac 2 

seeder eee SUBPROGRAMS USED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM #3 HEHEHE 
Re ae ae he af a a af ae 2 ae fe afc ae ae ae af 2 at af 2 ak ae fe a abe ae ae fe af ae ae a ae af af ae ae abe fe af ae ae a a ae a abe fe a abe ae fe ae a abe 2 ae ae of 2k aie ae a ate ak 2 ak 2c ak ak ae akc 

ee 2h ake af ae ae 2 ae ae ae ate ae ae af ae 2 ake af ae ahs ak ae ake fe afc ae ae ae ae ai ae a ale ake ae af ae ail fe a fe a 2 eae ae ae fe a fe a ae a ae ae lke fe a fe a fe ae ae ak a ae ac 2 aie 2 afk 2k 

Sa oR cer doktor ATR PHYSICAL PROPERTY SUBPROGRAM¥*** #444 €4 #44 #5 48 # EF 

TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT ttt TTT TTT IT TTT ttre tert it tt ttt tri r rir eer eT Tree L ele ree 

SUBROUTINE PPAIR(TAVE, VISA,DENA,DIFF,NPR,K) 
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ie ae ae a 2 2 ke ae atk ae ae ake ae a 2 a 2h ak age ak ae a ae a 90 a ae ae akc ae fe 2 ate ae ake ae a a ae ae ake a ae ae af a afc afc afc afc ak cafe ae ae ak ae af ake ae ak afe 2 a 2s ate 2c ak of ak af 2 

Soo Ro aE DE CT ARE VARIABLES F244 #4444 44 EE HEE HE EE HEE EH EE 

2 2 3 oc ae 2s af 2 ae ae ae kc 2c ae ae ake 2 ae a ae a a fe i fe a a fe a ae ae ale ak fe a ae fe a a ae abe 2k a a ae ak ae fe ie ae ae fe ak fe a af a 2 abe oe fe ake ae ae ade al ae ak a ae ae 3k 2k 

REAL TAVE, VISA,DENA,DIFF,NPR,K 

34 ae fe 2fe ae ae ae ate ae afc af ae af ae ae che ae afc fe afc af ae fe ae aie ale af af afc ae afc ae ae 2c af ae afc fe a ae ae 2 2c ae af fe ae i ae ae 2h ate ae ake fe ah ae a ae ak afe she a af af ae 2 ac 2 a afe fe fe 

AAO Rao TEE AT ATN SUBPROGRAM A448 # 48 He EER HR HE RE HE OE 

24 fe 2s a fe a af 2k ae af a af 2h fe fe fe 29 ae a ae af 2 ee ie 2 a afc fe ae ae a 2 a ae a 2 ae 2h fe 2 ae afc ae ae fe a fe af ae fk ate ae ae ae a ak fe 2 2 ae fe 2 ae ae ate afc ae ae ak ae ak 

36 ae a ie fe ie ake he fe af a fe ae af 2 a 2 2 ae ae fe ok a 2 a 2 2 ae af a eae a ik 2 a af 2c i fe a ae he a fe ae ak ate 2 ik ade ae oe afe a ate af al ae 2k ae ie fe a ak fe fe 2 ak a 2 2c ok akc 

Sa a oR ke Ob oe EC AT CULATE THE VISCOST TY #4444 #444444 E EH HERE EEE EE 

2 fe il ae ae a ae fe ae a ae af ae a ae ae fe ate ae ae af a ae ak 2 2 ae fe a ae ai a ae fe ae fe ae ae a 2 a al ie ae af ak af af ae ae ae ae al ae ae af 2 ae ak 2c a ac 2 ak 2k ae 2 ae i 2 2k 2k a 2 

VISA=1.734*10**(-5.0)+-4.2354* 10**(-8.0)*TAVE 

JOG oR loki boii oiioiaioi iokioiok tooo aioiaiok kiaioisiokoiaiiokiak ai kakakok 

ee Oooo eee CAT CULATE THE DENSIT Y* #336334 Io a a a oe 

SRO a OOO a iio ioiiai oi ioioigioiioi lai iioiag dakak doioiak aa doko ak aia ok ak a ak ak 

DENA=.003006+352.02084/(TA VE+273.15) 

24e 2h ae a he afc 24 24 ae 2 fe fe afc 2 ae 2 2 of ae a ae ae a af a ae a fe 2 ae of fe ae af ae ae fs 3 ae a ae af ae ae 3 a 2c fe 2c ae a ae ake ae ake fe ake afc ake 2c a af ak 2c ok ate ak ok oie ak 2 2k 

FE EE REEKC AT CUOLATE THE DIFFUSIVITY OF WATER IN AIR *®**#### #44 #4 444% 

fe he 2c ae he oe 2 a af a fe ae ate afc a 2 af ae oe aie a ae ae a akc ae a ae a 2 ae 2 fe ae ae a afc a fe a 2 ae 20 af ak af ak afc a afc a 2 ate a ade ae af ak ae ak age ak ate 2k abe 2 a 2 a afk ok ake ok 

DIFF=(6.2959*10**(-5.0)*(TAVE+273.15)**(3.0/2.0)-.0642)/10**4.0 

2 he ae ae he ae fe 2b a 2h a afc ae 2 ae at 2 ae a fe af fe 2 ae a ae 2 afe a ate ae ae ake 2 fe ae fe aie ate ae abe af ae a ae ak ae ade ae ae a ae ak ae ake ae ak 2c ak 2h fe 2c fe 2 af ae a ae ak ate fe af 3k ak 

eR A RR Ae KC A] CULATE THE PRANDLT NUMBER ***4*## 44 444 444K EEE EEE KE 

fe a a ae 2 2 a ik 2h ae a ate a ae ak ade fe ae a fe 2 a ae 3 ak ae a ae fe ae ah 2 2 hc 2 ae af ak ake 2 a ae 2c ae ae a ae a a ae ae fe ae a ae ae ak ate ae a a af a ae af a a a ae 2c afk afe afc ak 

NPR=0.712475-1.3714*10**(-4.0)*TAVE 

aie fe he ae ae 2c 2h ae ake af ae a 2 ae fe 2 ae ate ae 2 afk ae ae ae a 2 a ae a ae ae abe ae a ae ae af ake ae ake ae a ok ale af ae ae ae fe afc ae af ae a ae ae af ae ae ie fe ae fe ae ae ak ate ae 2k alk afe afe ae 2 

1 A CE OE KC Al CULATE THE THERMAL CONDUCT IUVIT Y *¥* #4 #448 48 FREER EEEA EE 

ofc ie ai ae 2 a 2k ake fe 2 af af a ae ae fe 2 i 3 af 2 ae 2 a 2k abe ak fc a abe a abe ake 2 ake ae ae ae af ak ae af ae ae ae ae oe fe 2 ate a ae af ae aie ale ak 2c ak afc ae ak ae af ak ae ak abe 2k ake 2 oie ak ak 

K=0.024265+7.20473* 10**(-5.0)*TAVE 

a8 fe 2 ae af a ae ae ae fc alc ake ik ae af af ae ae ae 2c af ae ate ae 29 2 abe fe af ae af af ae fe ae ae ae af a a ae ae 2 ak ae fe ae af a he fe 2 2 a a aie fe ae a fe ae ae ade afe ae af ae fe 2k 2 ae ak a ak 

#4444444 END OF THE AIR PHYSICAL PROPERTY SUBPROGRAM*##+# 88H 44% 
He a he oe ae af ak a a ae 2 ae a afc afe ae ae ae ak a afc ofc ae ape ale ae alle fe ae afc a ai fe afc ae af a a fe a 2 af 2K afk ae ae ae fe ae fe afc a a af ae ae as ae al a fe ak af ae ae ae alc ae ae a af ak ak ak 

END 

34 he ae he fe ae a ac he 2h a fe af afc a 2c ae of ade ak ae he ae ae 2h a ae afe ae abe ale ok 2h 2 ak ae ae ate afc fe ae afc ak ae 2 ade af ae ate 2k ae ae af ae a ai ate af ae ie ae ae of afe afc ak atk ade a ak afe afe ak 

FRR oR dR RR KANT ASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SUBPROGRAM #4 #444 45 44% 4 48 

FEE AO IGG RIO OGG A RR REAR BOI GIGI i ak ak 2k ak a i a a ak ak ak ak ok fa a a 9k ak ak 
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SUBROUTINE MASSTRANS(NRE, VISA,DENA,DIFF,G,F) 

2 fe a fe a 2 ae ade fe a 2 ae 2c fe a ae fe 2 af af 2 ae fe a 2h ae a a ae 2 2c fe ae ac fe fe a afc ale ae a 2 ae a fe abe ae 2c ae fc 2c 2 af a 2c 2c ak 2 2 of 2 2c a 2 2 ak 2 ofc a 2c aks 2k 9k 

AOE RRR REED ECT ARE VARIABLES **** #4444 #8 4 EEE EERE EERE HE 

246 2fe He abe fe af a 2 he a 2c a 2k he fe ae fe a afc ate ae fe af af ak afc a 2 ae af a ae ae af a 2k ae ae af ae af ak ae fe ae ae afc ae a ae ae af a a fe ae af 2c a 2 afc fe ake afk afc 2 afc ok ac oe a afk afc 2k 

REAL NRE, VISA,DENA,DIFF,G,F,JD,SC 

3k ac ae fe fe 2h fe 2c ah 2h 2K a 2h 2k 2c a 2 2 fe ic ae ae of fe ae 2 ae ae 2 a 2 2 a 2 fe ae 2 ac a ie af af a af 2 af ae 2 ae a a ae ae ak fe 2 ae af oe ak af 2 ak af 2k at ae 2fe a afl ak a 2k 

Se kit kak tk 9 RE E_NT ATN' SUBPROGRAM¥*# #44 44 8 EEE HR HE EF 

386 a ae ai he he ae a ahs he ae ae ae 2 oe i he 2 a ee oe 2 oe i a he 3 ae 2 ae a ae eae i he 3 ee 2 2 a he ae ie 2 2 a 9 2k I 2 aK he ak 9 a oe 3 OK ee Ko oe 

386 a 2h 2 fe fe ac fee ae 2 a 2h a 2 2 ae 2 a ae ae ae af ae ae ae ate a ae ae 2 2 fe a ate ae of ae af a af fe 2c fe ae ae ae ade a ate a 2 fe 2k fa ae a ae 2 ade a ate ake ae ae ate oe ak 2c ak afe ae 

AOS ok oni ak be RRC AT CUL A TE JD * eee eee Ee Re ee a be 

8 he fe 2 fe fe ae fe 2 a fe a fe I fe ak fe 2c ae abe fe 2 a ae fc 2 abe ae ae ak fe a 2 a 2 fe ae ae af ae a ate 2 ae ae ae al af afc ae afc 2 ote a fe ae fe ake ale a af ak af ak 2fe ak afc ok af 2k fe ok a 

JD=0.11*NRE**(-0.29) 

2k 24 he fe fe a af ae ate 2fe ae fe fe a fe ak fe ak fe a ae 2 ate ake ae ae af ake ae ake ae ae a ae ae af ae af fe ae af akc abe af a ae af afc ae af a a 2 ate ake ae ake af ak af af abe af abe af 2k ac ae ake ak a afc ake ake 

HE AE EERE CAT CULATE THE SCHMIDT NUMBER****## #844444 EE EEEE KEES 

abe 2h fe fe 2c ae fe af ae 2 ak fe ae fe abe fe fe ae af a a a afe ae ae ie afe af af ake ae fe a ae aie af a ae afe af ae ae ae ae af ae fe fe abe ake ak ae fe ae ak af ak afc ae af a afc ae 2c af afc ae ake ae ale ae ake ko 

SC=VISA/DENA/DIFF 

2he 2c ae fe he a ae ak afe 2c af 29 a ate ak ate ae akc ae af a ae ae ae ae fe afe fe ae ae a af a a ae ae afc a abe ae ade a afe akc a afc a a ak ae ae ae afc af afc ae 2 ate a ate ake ake ae akc ak a afc ak afc aft ofc ak ke 

Selec eee CAT CULATE THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ##* #4444044 488 

346 afc fe 2 ae 2h a fe a fe 2 ae fe ae fe ae a 2c af fe a 2c a 2 i ae ae ae ae ake fe ake 2 af a fe ac ae a af ae of a ae ae ae ae ae ae ae 2 ake 2 2c ac ae ak ake ae af a ae a ae fe ae af af ok ae ak afc 9 af 

F=G*ID/((SC)**(2.0/3.0)) 

He he he ae ae fe ae fe ake ae 2 ake fe a ae Se 2 ae ae fe abe fe ae a ake a ake ae a 2 ate 2 ae a ae ae afc ae af af ak age ake a a 2 ak 2 afc 2 ae 2 aie ake al ae fe af 2h ae 2c ae 2k af a ak 2 af ae ae fe ake ake 

steer ATEND OF THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SUBPROGRAM*#*###44#4# 
2 he he oe fe he ae fe ae fe 2 afc fe a fe a fee ae ae a fee 2 ae a af ae fe ae ae a ae ae eae a fe a 2 fe 2 ate 2 ae a 2 a af ae ae fe 2k ae a fe ae afc fe 2 2c fe ae a 2 a 24 ae 2s ak oie 2k ae 

END 

De i Ke a he ae ae abe fe 2c fe he ah ae 2 fe ae a af a ae ae a a ae ae fe ae fe afc a 2 ae ae ae a ae 2 fe a af a ade ae fe ae af ate ae a ae a ak fe ae ae a ae ca of a a ae ae ak ak 2c ae ae ok 2 2 3c 

EEE EERE EK ATRAWATER VAPOR HEAT CAPACITY CALCULA TION###* #4 #44 24% 44% 

2H 2 he a fe ake abe af aft i a fe 2 fe 2h fe ae afc 2h fe ae ofa ae ae a ae a 2h ae 2 ae ae a fe fe ape 2 ae 2 ae a 2h a 2h 2 ae a a 2 aR ae fe 20 ae 2 2 ae ae ae ae ae fe ak ae ak 2 2k a ok a 

SUBROUTINE CPAIR(TEMPA,TEMPF,CPA,CPWV1,CPWV2) 

2 ac fe fe oe 2 fe ae afe 2c ac fe ak 2 ak af afc a a ac a afc af ak fe ae ak afe ae a a 2 ate ale ae cafe a 2c ak ae a oe a 2 a ae ik fe ae ae af a ae fe af fe 2c ae af ai ae af 2 ale aie 2 ak of a af ake akc ok 

aoa a aaa ake see DE CT ARE VARIABLES #### 44 #844 EEE EEE ERE EH EE KH 

a eof af ae 2 ae ate af a ate afc fe ae ac af ae a ate ae a he ae a ate af ak ae ae ak 2 ak ae a a ale ae fe 2 ak afe af fe ade ak ae ae ae af ae ake af ae a 2c ak fe a a 2c 2 ak ale afc af ak afc ak af ak ak akc ac ake 

REAL TEMPA, TEMPF,CPA,CPWV1,CPWV2 

24 ae ae ake ae fe 2 fe ai ee a fe ae ae a afe 2c ae 2 ae a aff ake ae ak ae af a fe fe ak ae al ae ae ae af a ote a a fe ak ae ae ak ae ae ak ae 2 a 2 2 ie ae ae ae ae ak af ae ak af ac ak ak ae 2k ake ak ak 

ae aE RE xBE GINS MAIN SUBPROGRAM*** #4844845 £8 EKER ER A EE EE 

246 2 ee 2h 2 fe 2 2 ake af ak ae a 2fe 2 ate ae ae 2 fe 2 a abe ake ae abe ae ie a ak abe a ae af ake ade ae af af 2 ate ak a af a ake afc a ae ail fe ae ak fe 2 afl ae ae fe ak af ak abe ak ak ak ae 2 alk ak akc 
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CPA=8.3 14*(3.355+.000575*(TEMPA+273. 15)-1600/(TEMPA+273.15)**2.0) 

CPWV1=8.314*(3.47+.00145*(TEMPA+273.15)+12100/(TEMPA+273.15)**2.0) 

CPWV2=8.314*(3.47+.00145* (TEMPF+273.15)+12100/CTEMPF+273. 15)**2.0) 

Re ae he ake fe 2h a 2fe a fe fe a fe ae 2fe ae fe ae fe ae ae a aie ae fe ae a ae ae a ae af ae fe ae ade ae af ae ae af ae ae ak a a 2 a 2c af a ate a ae ak abe ae af ate ae ae af ak afe ake fe a af ae fe 2c ae 2 2k 

KHATER EERE EAE ERAREAE DIT) OF MAIN SUBPROGR AMF ¥* #4 #4 48 44 4 48 FHF FEE CE 

2 fe ae 2fe fe afc afe af fe ac fe ae ae ate ae a ae ae ae al ae afe a ae ae ak ate ae a ae ae ae ae ae ate ae a ade a ae a ak a af ae ale ae a af ae fe ae ale ake a a abe 2 a af ae ok fe 2 ae a atk 2c ak alk ak ke 2k 

END 

ke ae 2Re ae oe fe 24 a 2 fe ae ae fale ae fe ae ae ae ae 2k fe a a 2 ae ak ae 2k 2 a 9 ae a i 2 ae ak fe a 3 ae 2 ei ae a aie ae a 2 ae ae a 2 fe a a 3 kc i ie 2 ok fe 2k 2s 2 a 2 ok ke 

RARE ER EEREC AT CULATE OVEN SIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT #** #4444444 €% 

2Fe He fe ie 2h a fe 2 fe ae ate fe 2k af oe af ae fe ae fs fe ae 2 fe 2 af 2h fe 2 2b a ae a ae ae a ae ae ake ae ak a ae af a a ae ae af ae a a ape a ae af af ae fe a fe a ae a ae ok ae 2 a 2 ak ak 2 

SUBROUTINE H(NRE,NPR,K,L,HDUMMY) 

Of 2 2k ae fe of afe ae ae fe ae fe ae ae ae a af 2 af 2 fe af ae ae fe ate 2k a af a afc ae ae af af fe ae af a 2c af 2c a ake ae ae ae ae fe a afc a2 fe ak a 2 fe a af a af abe ae aie af ae ik afc a af ak ac ke 

HAR HER AR ERK KERR E ERE RAKE EDY ECT ARE VARIABLES £* 4 #444 4% 4 44 48 FE HF EE I he 

ake ae he 2h 2c aie afc a 2h 2c a aie af afc 2 ate fe fe af ae 2k afk fe 2c ak af ake a afe a ale afe ake fe 2 af af afc a afe af ae afe afc fe a ae ae 2c ae ae ake af ae ak ale af ak af afc ak abe afc ae ak afe afc a af afk 2 ak afc ak 

REAL NRE,.NPR.K,L,HDUMMY 

2 Re ae af 2h 2 fe 2h a 2fe a fe ae ae fe ae 2 a 2fe ae fe ae 2fe afc ae fe ae 2s fe ae ae ae af a 2fe ae ae fc af ae ae fe a af ae ae ae oe fe 2 a 2 af ae fe a afc ac ae fe af ae ae a afe ae ae ak ae 2c ae 2k ac 

MARA AR IK AK REE ERE ERENT A TN SUBPROGRAM4*### 44444 4444 FEE EE EE HEE 

Ne ae a fe a ie a he akc ok a fe a 2 ae 2c ae fe 2 2 2 2 2 ae 2 fe fe 2 af ale ae 2h fe fe a 2 fe a 2 fe fe fe ae fe ae a ae ake 2 2 ea fe ae ae 2 ae a ae ae a 2c ae ae ae kc ak akc a ake ak 

IF (NRE.LE.300000) HDUMMY=K/(L*.0254)*(.664)*(NRE)** 
&.5*(NPR)**(1.0/3.0) 
IF (NRE.GT.300000) HDUMMY=K/(L*.0254)*(.0366)*(NRE)** 
&.8*(NPR)**(1.0/3.0) 

386 He ie fe a fe a ae af ae aft afc a age ae ae af ae ae ae 2 a a ae aye ae 2 ac af a ae af a a af ae a af af af af ae ae af af abe ade ae ale ae ae fe a afe af ae fe af ae ae ae a ak fe fe af afe fe ae af 2h 2k ofc ok 

#eeeeaoeeeeeeeeEND OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SUBPROGRAM#### +++ 
Ae He He he He he ae A HO ae a Oe Re a ee a 2 ie he a he i i ea a ae 2 ae ae ake fe fe a ae 2 ae ade ae ae af ae afc afc a af ak ak fe ae ae afe 2c afc ale af ak af ae ak ak afe 2k a ae ak: 

END 

Bie te 2 2 a ie he 2h 2 fe afc fe ae ae abe 2 ae fe ae af ae fe af ak ae ae a ae ae abe a ae afc ae ae af ae ae af ae ae af 2 af ae af af ae ak 2 af ae ale a a i af af ae a 2fe a af age 2k a a. 2k ak ak 2k 2 2k ak 

ERR KEKE RE REREEC AT CUOLATE FIBER BASED HEAT CAPACTT TES #4 * #4 #8 88 88 454 EH 

SG OOOO OR GOO oR ioio ia i i ro ko lai oioiok ai dlokok die ilo aia ai ak ak a ik afk ai ak a ag aa ak ak 

SUBROUTINE CPFIBER(TEMPF,CPF,CPWL,CPS,HVAP) 

YAO ORO OBR O RR ORIG Gr ORR a RR ORI SOK gO I a a ai i a ICR 3k af ak ak ak a ok ak aia ai ak 

EEO OO a OOREADE CT ARE VARTABLE S783 aE aE a a a Roe 

SSO OR Colo oi oa ok aii ok i goloiaiaioioiak doi sok tao ik aki ak kok dai ak ak ae a 

REAL TEMPF,CPF,CPWL,CPS,HVAP,TR2 
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fe he fe fe ak ae ae af af a afc ae ac af ake ae ak ae ak ae ake ae fe ate ae ate ae a ae ae a a a af ade ae a a ae a a fee af a ae ae a ae fea ae ae ae ae ae fe af ae a a ake ae ae afc of af ae ak ae oe ak ae 

eo oo ook eke OTART OF MAIN SUBPROGRA M4 # #44 #4 4 8 4 4 i 

2 24 a he ae 2k ate 2 fe a 2c fe 2k fe ak ae ae a 2 a fe a a a 29s fe a 2c 2 ae 2c fe af 2k ae ae a ae ae ak af 2 i a af ae 3 a ak a af a ae ae a a ak oc 9 ae ak ake ak 2 9 afc oie aie a ak ok 

CPF=711.8 
CPWL=8.314/18*1000*(8.712+.00125*(TEMPF+273.15) 
&-.00000018*(TEMPF+273, 15)**2.0) 
CPS=1298.0 

AGO ood ioo io aig ioigioiioiaiaiiai ioioioioi oii i aioli iaigioioiaiai ick i aoiok oi ak aioak ak aka 

setxteee4444HE AT OF VAPORIZATION CALCULATION FOR TEMPERATURE OF FIBER****** 
2 HE a 286 a 2 he 2 24 a 2 2 2 2 ae ae ik oe 2c ae 2 2 fe a a af fe 2 ae fe a 2 a a ae 2 ae a aie aie af 2 2 fee ae fe a ae Se ae fea ae ae oe 2c 2 a ae fee ae af a ae af 2 2K ae 2 2k a 2k 

IF ((TEMPF+273.15).LT.647.1) TR2 = (TEMPF + 273.15)/647.1 

IF (TEMPF+273.15).GE.647.1) TR2= 1.0 

HVAP=2257.0*18.0*((1.0-TR2)/0.423)**(0.38) 

246 He he a ee fe ae 2 ie fe ae 2 2c ate ae ake 2k fe fe fe ie ae a ale fe a af a a 2h ae ae fe a ak a 2k ak ae ai ae af ae ae a a 2c ake 2g af fe a ak a 2c 2 ak ae af ae ake oe afe ae a a 36 ae fe ae ae 2c ak 

9 I RC OR EE EE EAE ENT) OF MAIN SUBPROGRAM #4 X£#¥# 4 £44445 4 EF EE KKK EF 

fe ae 2 fe fe 2 fe ake ae fe ae fe 2 a fe ae fe 2 2 2 ae ae ae ae fe ae al a ae ade ake ae af ae ae af ae ake af ae ae fe ak ae a ale ale af ae a af ae ae ae ae ae ale ae afe ake ae ake af ak afe ae ale a aie ak a 2k ok 

END 

2H 246 Re fe fe ae fe fe ae fe ae af af fe 2h fe fe ae 2 a 2c ae ae ae ae ae afe ae fe ae ae fe 2 af ae ae ike fe a af af ak afc 2 ae a fe ak af afc afc fe 2 abe fe ak ae ate a af a afc ae ae afc ae ae abe ae ak 2k ak 2c ake 

ME ECR AREER ERE EER YT ATER VAPOR PRESSURE SUBROUTINE ***#### 44 # E44 E48 EEEEE 

2H 24 2 he 2h ae fe 20 ae 2h ae fe fe ae fe aft 2c fe 2c ae 2 a a ae ae ae fe ae 2 a 2 fe 2h ae fe ae ai af af a ae a ae a ae a af ik 2c fe a ate ae ate ae af 2k af ik af afc ae ae afc ake ae ae afc ae 2k ak ak 2 afc 

SUBROUTINE VPRESS(T, VAPORP) 

ate he ae a fe 2 2 2k a 29 a afe ae fe 2 fe ae a fe afc fe oe a ae ae ae ae fe a ai ae ae fe ae ae af 2 ae ae af af 2 ie ae a 2 ae 2 a a ae ae af ae af akc 2k af 2 fe ae ale ae ae ak ae 3c ae fe ae fe ak fe 

SOR aOR are REED CT ARE VARIABLES 4 #44 #44 44 4 5 ¥ EE EE 

2 246 ae fe 2 fe fe fe a fe a fe ae cae afc 2c fe 2h fe ae ae ac ae a fe ae 2 ae 2 ae ae ae ae af ae ae ae ac ae af ae ae af af a af a af ae a a 2 ae ae ae a 2 ce 2k ae ae ae ae ae afk ae fe ae afc ake 2c 

REAL T, VAPORP 

Re fe fe ae ae fe ae ah ae 2 ae fe ae eae af fe ae ae ae fe ae fe ae fe ae ae a ae ae ae ae ae ae afc afe af ae ae ae ae afc fe a fe af ae fe ae ae ae fe a ale a ae a ae a af ae fe a afc ak afc ak afc afc ak 2k af 2k akc 

AeA ORO OR aa oka eRe kek A RTTOINE EQUATION *# #4444444 64444 848 EE EH 

ee fe af 2h 2 ae fe 2h oie ae ae fe 2k ae fe 2c i ate ae 2 ak 2 2 fe a ae afc ae ak ae 2 a ae a ae ae ae ae ai fe 2 2 ie 2 ak ae 2 af ae ak ae ae ac 2 ak ae ae ak a ae a af aft a a ale ak afk i 2k 2k ok ak: 

IF (T.LE.60) VAPORP=1/760.0*10.0**(8,1332-1762.39/(T+235.660)) 
IF (T.GT.60) VAPORP=1/760.0*10.0**(7.97208-1668.84/(T+227.7)) 

TTT ETT TTT TTT TOTTI TTT TTT TCL TTT TCL LETT TT OT CLE L 

feo oo kk REE AIT) OF THE MAIN SUBPROGRAM #8 #4 #4544 48 4 8 4 HE AEE KE KK 

fe ae af a af ae 2h ate ake ae a ae af 2 2 afc fe 2 ae ae 2h ac ac 2h ae af a ae ate 2 fe ae a ae af aft af a ake a fe ae ak af ae ak af ae ade af ae ae ae ae af ai ake ae a ate ae a af ae ak afe ae af a afk ak alk ak 2k: 

END 

2 fe ake ae ae a afc 2fe fe af af ake fe ae fe 2g 2h a af af a ake afe a ade af a ope ae ak ate a af af ae ae 2 fe ae ak ae 2 a ae a fe af af i 2 a ale ak ae ae ak afe a af af a a ae a fk fe ae ak fe 2 ak afk ofc ak 
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This concludes the development of the dryer simulation program. A discussion about utilizing 

this program to obtain quantitative results will now be presented. 

Since differential sections were utilized in the development of the fundamental 

equations governing heat and mass transfer, negligible errors were expected from 

approximating average system temperatures and hence physical properties of the constituents 

at the upstream temperatures. This conclusion was valid as long as the numerical step size was 

small. A step size below 0.2% of the tower length was found to be sufficient as defined by the 

iterated temperature and moisture being within 0.05 % of each other. Step sizes lower than 

this did not improve the accuracy of the model. 

Since the average film temperatures must be approximated before fluxes can be 

calculated, the outlet air and fiber temperatures (cocurrent operation) must be guessed. After 

the simulation is completed, the solution should match the guessed values. If not, the 

generated solution can be inserted as the guess and convergence is quickly obtained. For the 

cases of high gas flow rates (60 cfm for our air gun), it was found that the solution was 

relatively insensitive to the initial guesses. For countercurrent operation, the outlet air 

temperatures are guessed along with the outlet water mole fraction in the air. The simulation 

returns the inlet values which are known. Ifthe calculated inlet values do not match the known 

values, then the guesses must be systematically adjusted until they do match. This iteration 

procedure is less defined and more difficult since the simulation does not provide improved 

guesses for the user. For this reason, it was desired to simulate the drying tower operating in a 

cocurrent mode as discussed previously. 
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Since there was a large amount of input data that needed to be delivered to the main 

program, a secondary program was written to generate a data file that stored input data in a 

convenient form. After the data file had been generated by the program and the user became 

familiar with the location of the values for certain variables, the data file could be easily 

manipulated to allow for different simulations to be constructed. The program is shown at the 

end of this discussion. Before the simulation is run for the first time, this data storage program 

must be run so that the data file can be generated. The program will ask a series of questions 

which are summarized below. 

B
w
W
N
P
 

00
 I
O
 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13, 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17, 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Enter 1.0 for cocurrent and -1.0 for countercurrent operation. 

Enter | for Hercules AS-4 12K and 2 for Zoltek Panex 48K. 

Enter the ambient air temperature. 

Enter the inlet air temperature (cocurrent operation) or enter guess for outlet air 
temperature (countercurrent operation). 
Enter a guess for the outlet air temperature (cocurrent operation) or enter inlet air 
temperature (countercurrent operation). 

Enter the inlet wet fiber temperature. 

Enter a guess for the outlet fiber temperature. 

. Enter a guess for the outlet water mole fraction in air: For countercurrent operation 
only: Enter a random number for cocurrent operation. 
Enter the surface temperature of the emitter. 
Enter the emissivity of the surface. 
Enter the emissivity of the wet fiber. 
Enter the effective view factor for the fiber surface. 
Enter the spread developed in the dryer. 
Enter the separation between the two IR panel faces. 
Enter the width of the two dryer surfaces. 

Enter the step size. 
Enter the moisture content of the inlet fiber (mass/mass). 

Enter the inlet air flow rate. 
Enter the percent relative humidity of the ambient air. 

Enter the line speed. 
Enter the sizing mass fraction in the bath. 
Enter the length of the drying tower. 
Enter the heated length of the drying tower. 
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The answers to the above questions are stored in a data file called “oven.dat”. The data is 

stored in a particular form that allows for the easy identification of which values are associated 

with each variable (Table 4.03). After the main program has been compiled and the data file 

generated, the values in the data file are the only items needed to be changed before a new 

simulation can be completed. The main program never has to be recompiled. 

As was stated previously, it was desired to simulate our dryer as a cocurrent operation 

since this eliminates a potentially troublesome iteration step and involves no penalty in actual 

dryer operation. In our case of high gas flow rates, it can be shown that no significant 

difference between results obtained from cocurrent or countercurrent operation should be 

expected. Since the fiber velocity (< 5 fpm) is small compared to the air velocity (= 180 fpm), 

fluid dynamic considerations that control the mass and heat transfer coefficient relations should 

not be significantly changed by changing modes of operation. The only significant change to be 

expected from changing modes of operation would be a change in mass and heat flux as a 

result of changes in average driving force. By inspection of the driving force equations (4.19 

and 4.23), for the case of high gas flow rate, it can be seen that the driving forces should not be 

significantly altered. Therefore, the results obtained for co-current and counter-current 

operation should be similar. This was confirmed by the model as is shown in the next 

paragraph. 

In order to validate that no significant difference existed between cocurrent and 

countercurrent modes of operation, the model was tested for several different cases where the 
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Table 4.03 Schematic of data file oven.dat and definition of variable locations. 

.25000E+02 .25000E+02 .30009E+02 .25000E+02 .20180E+02 .32900E+00 .S50000E+03 

.12500E+00 .40000E+01 .60000E+01 .10000E+00 .35000E+00 .10000E+01 

.60000E+02 .60000E+02 .10000E+01 .SOO00E+01 .7O0000E-02 .72000E+02 

.J0000E+00 .90000E+00 .68000E+00 .12000E+02 1 

or alphanumerically, 

Ai Ai2 Ais Ai4 Ais Aue Ai7 
An An Ag3 Ao Ags Ar.» 
A3i A32 A33 A34 Ags Az6 
Ag Ag? Ag Ags Aus 

Where, 

Aj, = Ambient Air Temperature °C 

Aiz = Cocurrent operation: Inlet Air Temperature °C; Countercurrent operation: Guess for 

Outlet Air Temperature °C 

Aj3 = Cocurrent operation: Guess for Outlet Air Temperature °C; Countercurrent operation: Inlet 

Air Temperature °C 

Ai4 = Inlet Wet Fiber Temperature °C 

Ais = Guess for Outlet Fiber Temperature °C 

Ais = Cocurrent operation: Enter arbitrary value; Countercurrent operation: Enter Guess for outlet mole 

fraction of water in air 

Aj, = Emitter Surface Temperature °C 

Az; = Spread Developed by Fibers (Inches) 
Az. = Separation Between Two Emitter Surfaces (Inches) 

A23 = Width of Emitter Surfaces (Inches) 

Ao, = Step Size (Inches) 

A»s = Inlet Moisture Content of Fibers (mass/mass) 

Axe = Cocurrent operation: 1.0 Countercurrent operation: -1.0 
A3, = Inlet Air Flow Rate (cfm) 

A32 = Inlet Relative Humidity at Ambient Conditions (%) 

A33 = Atmospheric Pressure (atm) 

A34 = Line Speed (fpm) 
A3s = Sizing Weight Fraction in Bath (wt/wt) 

A36 = Length of Drying Section (Inches) 

A. = Emissivity of the Emitter Surfaces 

Aa = Emissivity of the Wet Carbon Fiber 
A43 = Effective View Factor for the Wet Carbon Fiber/IR Panel Geometry 

Aas = Length of the Two Emitter Surfaces (Inches) 

Ags = Hercules AS-4 12K: 1 Zoltek Panex 48K: 2 
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DATA STORAGE PROGRAM 

PROGRAM DATA 

REAL TAMB,TA,TGA,TLTGW,TS,EO,EF,S,SEP, WIDTH,DX,MW,FA, 
&RH,PA,FV,HLENGTH, VS, WTS,L.M, YG 

INTEGER Z 

OPEN (8,FILE='OVEN.DAT’,STATUS="NEW’) 

PRINT*,'ENTER 1.0 FOR COCURRENT AND -1.0 FOR COUNTERCURRENT 
READ (*,100) M 
PRINT*,'1 FOR HERCULES AS-4 12K AND 2 FOR ZOLTEK PANEX 48K' 
READ (*,110) Z 
PRINT*,'ENTER THE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE <CELSIUS>" 
READ (*,100) TAMB 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE INLET AIR TEMPERATURE <CELSIUS>" 
READ (*,100) TA 
PRINT*,'ENTER A GUESS FOR THE OUTLET AIR TEMPERATURE <CELSIUS>" 
READ (*,100) TGA 
PRINT*,ENTER THE INLET WET FIBER TEMPERATURE <CELSIUS>' 
READ (*,100) TI 
PRINT*,"ENTER A GUESS FOR THE OUTLET FIBER TEMPERATURE <CELSIUS>' 
READ (*,100) TGW 
PRINT*,"ENTER A GUESS FOR THE INLET MOLE FRACTION OF WATER IN 
&AIR: ONLY FOR COUNTERCURRENT OPERATION’ 
READ (*,100) YG 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE FOR THE OVEN HEATERS 
&<CELSIUS>' 
READ (*,100) TS 
PRINT*,'"ENTER THE EMISSIVITY FOR THE OVEN’ 
READ (*,100) EO 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE EMISSIVITY FOR THE WET FIBER' 
READ (*,100) EF 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE EFFECTIVE VIEW FACTOR OF THE SYSTEM’ 
READ (*,100) FV 
PRINT*,'ENTER THE SPREAD DEVELOPED IN THE DRYER <INCHES>" 
READ (*,100) S 
PRINT*,,ENTER THE SEPERATION BETWEEN THE TWO DRYER SURFACES 
&<INCHES>" 
READ (*,100) SEP 
PRINT*,'ENTER THE WIDTH OF THE TWO DRYER SURFACES <INCHES>' 
READ (*,100) WIDTH 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE STEP SIZE <INCHES>' 
READ (*,100) DX 
PRINT*,'ENTER THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE INLET 
&FIBERS <MASS/MASS>" 
READ (*,100) MW 
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PRINT*,'ENTER THE INLET AIR FLOW RATE <CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE>' 
READ (*,100) FA 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF 
&THE AMBIENT AIR <%>' 
READ (*,100) RH 
PRINT*,'ENTER THE AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE <ATMOSPHERES>' 
READ (*,100) PA 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE LINE SPEED <FEET PER MINUTE>' 
READ (*,100) VS 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE SIZING MASS FRACTION IN THE BATH <MASS/MASS>' 
READ (*,100) WTS 
PRINT*,"ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE DRYING TOWER <INCHES>' 
READ (*,100) L 
PRINT*,ENTER THE HEATED LENGTH OF THE DRYING TOWER <INCHES>" 
READ (*,100) HLENGTH 

WRITE (8,210) TAMB,TA, TGA, TLTGW,YG,TS 
WRITE (8,200) S,SEP, WIDTH,DX,MW,M 
WRITE (8,200) FA,RH,PA, VS, WTS,L 
WRITE (8,220) EO,EF,FV,HLENGTH,Z 

CLOSE (8) 

100 FORMAT (12.5) 

110 FORMAT (11) 

200 FORMAT (E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5) 

210 FORMAT (E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5 

&,2XE12.5) 
220 FORMAT (E£12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2X 11) 

END 
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same inlet conditions but varying modes of operation were utilized (Table 4.04). As can be 

seen, there was no significant difference in the results obtained. However, when the 

simulations were conducted on a system where the gas flow rates were considerably less, the 

different modes of operation did produce different results (Table 4.05). 

Because of the conclusion reached in the previous paragraph, the sizing of the IR 

heating panels was completed assuming the tower operated cocurrently. In the next section, 

the main program and the appropriate data files were used to size the IR drying panels to be 

utilized in the sizing process. 

4.2.5 Numerical Results for Dryer Simulation 

Several tests were conducted with various dryer configurations to determine which 

conditions allowed for the complete drying of the carbon fiber without over heating. 

Overheating was defined as not allowing the exit fiber temperature to be above 100°C. In 

order to determine the maximum size needed for the infrared heating panels, the model input 

variables were set at values that would maximize the size needed for the IR heating panels. 

The system parameters were as follows: 

Ambient Air Temperature = 25.0 °C 

Relative Humidity = 60.0%; Lab is always lower than this 

Atmospheric Pressure = 1.0 atm 
Inlet Air Temperature = Ambient air temperature = 25.0 °C 
Inlet Air Flow Rate = 60 cfm at STP 

Inlet fiber Temperature = 25.0 °C 

Fiber Spread (12K ; 48K) = 0.125 inches ; 0.375 inches 
Fiber Moisture Content = 35.0 wt% 

Fiber Line Speed = 5.0 fpm O
P
N
N
A
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S
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N
 

DE 
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Table 4.04 Results of numerical simulation for our high gas flow rate (60 cfm): Comparing 

cocurrent and countercurrent operation. 

  

  

  

  

    

Operation Fiber Heater | Fiber Outlet Air | Outlet Fiber | Outlet Fiber 

Mode Type Length | Spread | Temperature | Temperature | Moisture 

(In) (in) 
Countercurrent | AS-412K | 12.0 1/8 30.1 °C 18.9 °C 14.0 wt% 

Cocurrent AS-4 12K | 12.0 1/8 30.0 °C 20.2 °C 13.8 wt% 

Countercurrent | Panex 48K | 48.0 1/8 45.2°C 30.8 °C 14.3 wt% 

Cocurrent Panex 48K | 48.0 1/8 44.9 °C 33.2 °C 14.4 wt%                 
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Table 4.05 Results of numerical simulation for case of low gas flow rate: 

cocurrent and countercurrent modes of operation: Note: Fiber Panex 48K for all tests. 

  

  

  

  

    

Operation Air Flow | Heater | Fiber Outlet Air | Outlet Fiber | Outlet Fiber 
Mode (cfm) Length | Spread | Temperature | Temperature | Moisture 

(In) (In) 
Countercurrent 1.0 48.0 1/8 197. °C 134, °C 21.3 wt% 

Cocurrent 1.0 48.0 1/8 168. °C 120. °C 20.2 wt% 

Countercurrent 0.2 48.0 1/8 318. °C 206. °C 25.8 wt% 

Cocurrent 0.2 48.0 1/8 278. °C 176, °C 23.9 wt%               
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10, Sizing Bath Concentration = 0.7 wt% 

11. Emitter Surface Temperature = 500.0 °C (Note: To allow optimum duty cycle) 

Certain variables listed above were assigned values indicative of what was witnessed within the 

laboratory. The fiber moisture content was approximated by weighing the wet fiber exiting the 

sizing apparatus and reweighing the fiber once it had been dried. The value of 35.0 wt% is 

only a rough approximation since many errors were associated with the moisture determination 

technique. The above variables were used to determine the exit fiber temperature and moisture 

content at various heated lengths of the two heating panels (Table 4.06 and 4.07). 

As was seen from the data in the tables, two 24 inch heating panels (Watlow Inc., 

Model 1180 IR heating panels) should adequately dry the fiber. Therefore, two of these 

heating panels were ordered and installed inside the drying tower. Note that the output fiber 

temperatures (Table 4.06 and 4.07) for the cases of the 12 inch panels were lower than the 

fiber entering the dryer and the air entering the dryer. Since the air flow rate was so high and 

the fiber was so thin (as a result of the spreading), the fiber subcooled at low panel lengths due 

to evaporation. 

The results obtained from the model must be viewed with caution since the numerical 

solution has not been rigorously tested and verified. In order to establish certainty that the 

model is accurate, numerical validation through comparison to simplified analytically obtainable 

results should be undertaken. This would involve setting certain values in the input variables to 

zero so that the model is greatly simplified and thus analytically solvable. The two solutions 

could then be compared and the numerical solution checked for accuracy. This would be 

continued for all possible simplifying setups until validation is certain. No time was available 
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Table 4.06 Results of Numerical Simulation for Hercules AS-4 12K 

  

  

  

    

HEATED LENGTH EXIT FIBER EXIT FIBER MOISTURE 

TEMPERATURE WT% 

12 IN 19.3 °C 13.7 

24 IN 92.9 °C 0.00 

48 IN 205. °C 0.00         
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Table 4.07 Results of Numerical Simulation for Zoltek Panex 48K 

  

  

  

    

HEATED LENGTH EXIT FIBER EXIT FIBER MOISTURE 

TEMPERATURE WIT% 

12 IN 19.9 °C 20.0 

24 IN 47.3 °C 0.00 

48 IN 248. °C 0.00         
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for this type of validation. Instead, input variables were tested over their entire range and the 

numerical results followed trends that were intuitively obvious. Also, since the panels that 

were ordered based on this model worked sufficiently well, the results of the model served the 

purpose for which it was constructed. If this model in the future were to be used for 

quantitative predictions, then the model must be validated. In addition, different correlations 

for the heat transfer and mass transfer fluxes should be researched along with a more 

appropriate equilibrium relation for water vapor pressure as a function of temperature and 

PVP concentration. Also, the model must be adjusted to account for the presence of the 15 

rollers located within the dryer section that were not considered in this version. 

4.3 Installation of the Heating Panels 

The two heating panels were mounted inside the drying tower (Figure 4.11). The 

welded thermocouple emanating from the panel surface was capped with a male thermocouple 

plug. This plug was attached to a thermocouple extension which was finally connected to the 

electrical box discussed previously. The control of the heating panels was discussed in Chapter 

3. 

In the future, IR thermocouples or pyrometers can be installed on the inside of the 

dryer to allow for the measurement of the fiber suffice temperatures. These measurements will 

be needed before any comparisons between model predictions and actual results can be 

compared. These will also be important when reactive sizings are utilized. This concludes the 
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Figure 4.11 Side view of Drying Tower showing the two IR heating panels 
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discussion on the drying tower design. In the next chapter, the development of the analytical 

method for sizing level will be discussed. 
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Chapter 5 
Analytical Method for Sizing Level Determination 

5.0 Introduction 

One of the primary objectives outlined in Chapter 1 was to coat the carbon fibers 

with a known, controllable amount of polymer. In order to determine whether this 

objective had been accomplished, a sizing level determination technique was developed. 

The development of this technique will be discussed in this section. This chapter is 

organized as follows. 

e Section 5.1 Extraction and Burnoff for Sizing Determination 
-This section discusses the methods for sizing determination currently used 

by industry. 
e Section 5.2 Experimental Procedure and Results for Extraction 

-This section discusses the extraction method and its results. 

e Section 5.3 Experiment Procedure and Results for Burnoff 

-This section discusses the burnoff method and its validation. 

® Section 5.3.1 Preliminary Burnoff Procedure 

e Section 5.4 Summary 

-This section summarizes the results and compares the extraction and 

burnoff methods presented in Chapter 5. 

© Section 5.5 References 

5.1 Extraction and Burnoff for Sizing Determination 

In this section, two methods presently utilized by industry to determine sizing level 

will be presented. The first method to be discussed will be Soxhlet extraction. The 

second method to be discussed will be Burnoff or pyrolysis in a nitrogen environment. 
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In Soxhlet extraction, the sized fiber with known mass is placed in the extraction 

tube (Figure 5.01). The tared round bottom flask is filled with a solvent that dissolves the 

sizing material. Heat is then applied through the heating mantle and the solvent vaporizes. 

The solvent condenses in the water cooled heat exchanger and drops into the extraction 

tube where it extracts the sizing off the fiber. The solvent builds up in the extraction tube 

until reaching the reflux tube. After reaching the reflux tube, the solvent is siphoned back 

into the round bottom flask. This reflux is continued until such time as all the sizing 

material is extracted off the fiber and is collected in the round bottom flask. The round 

bottom flask is then heated to remove the solvent and leave the sizing. The resulting 

round bottom flask is reweighed. The percent sizing level can be calculated from: 

Sizing Weight% = 100(M2 - M;)/Mrmrr (5.01) 

Where: 

M; = Mass of Round Bottom Flask before Extraction 
M> = Mass of Round Bottom Flask after Extraction 

Mrmer = Mass of Sized Fiber 

Another method for sizing level determination is burn-off or pyrolysis in a nitrogen 

environment. A known mass of the dried carbon fiber is placed in a high temperature 

furnace. Nitrogen flows continuously through the furnace at a low flow rate. The furnace 

is then heated to a temperature above which significant sizing degradation occurs. The 

time that pyrolysis is allowed to occur can be determined by performing a thermal 

gravimetric analysis on the pure sizing material. The fiber is then weighed after the 

pyrolysis and the sizing level can be determined from: 
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Figure 5.01 Photograph of Soxhlet Extraction Unit. 
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Sizing Weight% = (100/E)-(My - Ms)/M, (5.02) 

Where: 

E = Efficiency of the burnoff (to be discussed in section 5.3) 

M3 = Mass of Fiber after Burnoff 

Ms, = Mass of Dry Sized Fiber 

This concludes the introductory section outlining the two methods currently 

utilized for sizing level determination. In the next two sections, the two methods will be 

presented in more detail along with results obtained from the two methods. 

5.2 Experimental Procedure and Results for Extraction 

The extraction and burnoff discussions just presented represent a starting point for 

more detailed procedures to be developed. In this section, the detailed experimental 

procedure developed for extraction will be presented. After presenting the specific details 

for the method, results obtained from the method will be presented. 

The details of the extraction procedure that was developed are presented below: 

  

Note: Whenever the clean glassware is handled; it is necessary to wear cotton gloves to 
prevent contamination. 

1. Thoroughly clean the inside and outside of a 250 ml flat round bottom flask with a 
small stirring bar inside using HPLC grade methanol. 
2. Dry the flask in a vacuum oven at 100 °C and 25 in Hg of vacuum for 30 minutes. 
3. Remove the flask from the oven and cap with a stopper. Allow the flask to cool for at 

least one hour (over night preferably) in air. 
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4. Quickly open and then replace the stopper on the flask to allow the flask to return to 

atmospheric pressure. Weigh the flask and the corresponding stopper. 

5. Weigh an Erlenmeyer flask and stopper. 
6. Wrap 5-8 grams of the carbon fiber to be tested into a useable form and place the fiber 

inside the Erlenmeyer flask. Weigh the Erlenmeyer flask, stopper, and the fiber. 
7. Place the fiber sample into the extraction tube of a 250 ml Soxhlet extractor. 

8. Fill the extraction tube with 100 ml of methanol. 

9. Fill the round bottom flask containing the stirring bar with 75 ml of methanol and 
attach to the extraction tube. 
10. Turn on cooling water, stirring plate, and heating mantle. Attach condenser to the 
vent. 

11. Allow extraction to take place overnight (approximately 12 hours or more). 
12. After this time, stop extraction when a reflux cycle is complete. Remove the round 

bottom flask with the stirring bar. This flask now contains the methanol solvent and the 

corresponding sizing. 
13. Filter the solvent once through a Buchner funnel. Be careful to wash filter paper( ) 

and flask thoroughly with methanol to recover excess solvent. Place solvent back in the 

round bottom flask with stirring bar. 

14. Place the round bottom flask with stirring bar and solvent onto a Rota-vap. The 

Rota-vap should be set at 80 °C. Turn on vacuum and rotation. 

15. After evaporation is complete (~ 15 minutes), dry the outside of the round bottom 

flask. Wash the outside of the round bottom flask with methanol. 
16. Place the round bottom flask with the stirring bar into a vacuum oven at 100 °C and 

25 inHg vacuum for 30 minutes. 

17. Remove the round bottom flask with the stirring bar from the oven and quickly cap 

with the corresponding stopper. Allow the flask to cool in air for at least 1 hour. 
18. Quickly open and the replace the stopper on the cooled round bottom flask with the 

stirring bar. Weigh the round bottom flask with the stirring bar, the stopper, and the size. 
Record this weight. 
19. Calculate sizing level by using the equation below. 

% Sizing level = 100(Mo™ ing - Med Oto ty MO" aiber - M™ empty) (5.03) 

Where, 

Mround bottom ing = Mass of the round bottom flask with the stirring bar, the stopper, and the 
sizing determined in step # 18. 
Mone bottom pty = Mass of the round bottom flask with the stirring bar and the stopper 
determined in step # 4. 

M™"ster = Mass of the Erlenmeyer flask, the stopper, and the dried fiber determined in 
step # 9. 
M™" mpty = Mass of the Erlenmeyer flask and the stopper determined in step #4. 
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This completes the presentation of the extraction procedure utilized. Results obtained 

from this method will now be presented. 

To establish a rough approximation of the error associated with the extraction 

procedure itself excluding errors introduced by the fiber or sizing, three extractions were 

completed without any fiber. The error associated with this procedure was determined 

and normalized with respect to a typical fiber sample size (estimated to be 5.0 grams) 

(Figure 5.02). As can be seen, the errors associated with the extraction procedure alone 

ranged from approximately -0.035 wt% to 0.028 wt%. Therefore, we expected that the 

final extraction results would vary by at least this much for a sized sample. 

As a further indication of the error associated with the extraction step, unsized 

fiber samples from both Hercules and Zoltek were extracted to determine the error 

associated with the procedure and the fiber handling steps (Figure 5.03 and Figure 5.04). 

The data clearly showed that a larger error was associated with the controls tested with 

fiber than without. For AS-4, the errors ranged from 0.026 wt% to 0.124 wt% up from 

the values stated previously. For Panex, the errors ranged from 0.07 wt% to 0.21 wt%. 

There are two possible reasons for the differences between the no fiber controls and the 

unsized fiber controls. First, the handling steps caused fiber breakage and fiber 

contamination which resulted in additional mass being extracted from the fiber. Second, 

the extraction procedure removed some material from the carbon fiber that was not placed 

there by the handling steps. If some non-volatile residue existed on the carbon fiber other 
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Figure 5.03 Extraction of Unsized Hercules AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187-4E ) 
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Figure 5.04 Extraction of Unsized Zoltek Panex 48K (no lot number available) 
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than sizing, then this material would exaggerate the sizing calculation. Ifa volatile residue 

(toluene or other organic) were present, then this would not effect the sizing 

determination since the material would vaporize during the final drying step. For the case 

of AS-4, the residue left from the extraction appeared black and non-volatile. It was 

concluded based on this observation that the error associated with extraction of AS-4 

controls was a result of fiber breakage associated with the experimental procedure’s 

handling steps (ie. transfer from one container to another, reflux from extraction tube, 

etc.). This was further confirmed when a washed (dipped in a methanol bath for = 10 

seconds) AS-4 carbon fiber was extracted and gave similar error amounts seen in the 

unwashed samples (Figure 5.05). Had the AS-4 contained non-volatile materials or other 

material soluble in methanol, then the wash step would have removed these and errors 

similar to the no fiber controls would have been observed. Since the same error was 

observed for both the washed and unwashed unsized AS-4 fiber, it was concluded that the 

errors were a result of carbon fiber residue caused by fiber breakage. The filtering step 

present in the procedure was not sufficient to remove the microscopic fiber fragments. 

For the case of Panex, a different mechanism was partly responsible for the 

additional errors. The residue left from the Panex extraction was white and had the 

consistency of a powder. Little if any carbon fiber residue was discovered. The resulting 

white residue was analyzed to determine its composition. The white residue was 

determined to have approximately 33 wt% sodium via Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. 

It was suspected that the residue was sodium bicarbonate. This was expected since Zoltek 
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Figure 5.05 Extraction of washed unsized Hercules AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187-4E) 
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surface treats carbon fiber via electro-static etching in an ammonium bicarbonate solution. 

Since sodium is present in the PAN precursor and the ammonium is volatilized in the 

drying step, sodium bicarbonate is the probable contaminant. The mass fraction of sodium 

in pure sodium bicarbonate is 27 wt% which is very close to the calculated 33 wt%. 

A strong organic odor was noticeable in the extracted methanol solvent collected 

during the unsized Panex 48K trials. Even though this organic was vaporized during 

drying and did not adversely effect the sizing level determination, this organic could 

present additional problems for future users of Panex. This organic residue was not 

analyzed but should be in the future before utilizing this fiber for composite fabrication. 

From the data presented above, it became apparent that undesirablly, large errors 

were to be expected from the extraction procedure as a result of residues. These residues 

would tend to exaggerate sizing level by amounts varying from 0.026 to 0.21 wt% 

depending upon the fiber and its processing history. 

Samples of sized AS-4 fiber generated by the sizing apparatus were extracted to 

determine the consistency of the analytical procedure using Kollidone PVP K25 (lot # 

G40107PO0). It was assumed that most of the variation in the determined sizing level 

was a result of the analytical method and not variations created by the process (Figure 

5.06). The calculated sizing level had an average value of 0.57 wt% and a standard 

deviation of 0.09 wt%. This represented a variation of nearly 30 percent. Extraction was 

also performed upon Panex fiber 48K sized by Zoltek with a supplier quoted sizing level 

of 0.7 wt% K30 PVP (Figure 5.07). The calculated sizing level had an average value of 
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Figure 5.06 Extraction of AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187-4E) sized by apparatus in a 0.7 wt% 

K25 PVP bath. 
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0.62 wt% and a standard deviation of 0.07 wt% which again represented nearly a 30 

percent variation for samples taken from a single spool. Part of this variation represented 

in the Panex samples could have come from variations in the amount of sodium 

bicarbonate residue present on the fiber surface but was more likely a result of the 

inconsistency of the analytical method. 

In this section, results were presented for the extraction of samples of AS-4 and 

Panex. Since fiber with a known amount of sizing was not available at the time of the 

analysis, it was difficult to ascertain the true error and standard deviation associated with 

the extraction procedure. As will be shown later, sized fiber with a known amount of 

sizing became available during the testing of the burnoff procedure which allowed the 

determination of error and standard deviation associated with that procedure. 

Unfortunately, there was not enough time or justification for testing this new fiber with the 

extraction procedure for reasons to be outlined in Section 5.4. In the next section, the 

experimental procedure and results for the burnoff method will be presented. 

5.3 Experimental Procedure and Results for Burnoff 

The burnoff method is discussed and its results presented within this section. The 

procedure will be presented first and then the procedure will be validated and the errors 

associated with the method will be presented. Our burnoff procedure differs from that 

recommended by SACMA [1] in certain respects 

1. No set limit on fiber mass or length was set. SACMA specifies that sample size 
be a minimum of | meter in length and no more than 2 grams. 
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2. Procedure specifies that the sized fiber be dried. SACMA does not require 

drying. 
3. No set time frame for cooling of burntoff sample. SACMA specifies 15 

minutes in a cool down sagger utilizing a nitrogen purge. 

Burn-off Procedure for Sizing Level Determination 

1. Wrap approximately 3.0 grams of carbon fiber into a useable form. 

2. Place the fiber in a oven at 110 °C and allow it to dry overnight. 
3. Remove the fiber and place the fiber inside a desiccator. Allow the sample to cool to 
room temperature and then weigh the dry carbon fiber. 
4. Place the dry fiber into the burn-off chamber. Purge with Nitrogen for 5 minutes. 
Lower Nitrogen flow rate. Set furnace to burnoff temperature (Discussed later). 

5. Allow burnoff to proceed for a set time (Discussed later). Remove sample and allow 

sample to cool in a dissector. 
6. Weigh the burnt out fiber. 
7, Calculate sizing level from the following equation. 

% Sizing Level = [100/Dy fiber |[Dry fier - {Mbo fiber + Dyy fiber(E - 1)}/{E - Ch] (5.04) 

Where, 

Dy fiver = Mass of dry carbon fiber 
Myo fiber = Mass of burnt out carbon fiber 

E = Efficiency of the burnoff procedure; (wt. sizing removed by burnoff)/(wt. sizing) 

C = Correction factor for fiber degradation or loss; (wt. fiber degraded or lossed)/(wt. 

fiber) 

The equipment utilized for the burnoff was a Blue-M high temperature furnace 

(Figure 5.08). The furnace was not designed for a nitrogen purge stream into the furnace 

chamber. Therefore, the furnace was modified for a nitrogen purge. The thermocouple 

utilized to control the furnace temperature was placed through a small hole in the 

furnace’s ceramic covering. This hole was made slightly larger and a 1/8 inch diameter 

piece of stainless steel tubing was inserted into the chamber (Figure 5.09). The end of the 

tubing inside the chamber was attached to a modified Kimax gas washing bottle (Figure 
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Figure 5.08 Photograph of Blue M Furnace utilized for Burnoff Tests. 
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Figure 5.09 Photograph of Stainless Steel Tubing Entering Blue M to allow addition of 
nitrogen. 
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5.10). The modification consisted of removing the Kimax tube that entered the top of the 

bottle and replacing it with a 1/4” stainless steel to Kimax tube coupling (fitted by VPI 

glass shop). The inside of the washing bottle served as the chamber for the burnoff and 

housed the fiber sample. The other end of the 1/8 tubing was attached to a compressed 

nitrogen tank fitted with a regulator and needle valve. The resulting equipment provided 

an inexpensive means to pyrolize sized fiber in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

There were a few limitations associated with the above modifications. First, the 

temperature of the pyrolysis had to be below 515 °C since Kimax softens around that 

temperature. Second, the chamber was only large enough to allow one sample to be 

tested at a time. Finally, the oven was designed for isothermal operation and had a 

maximum uncontrollable heating rate of 30°C per minute. 

Before elaborate testing of this method could be undertaken, the time and 

temperature cycle for the burnoff were determined. Since 515 °C was the maximum 

useable temperature in the modified furnace, a temperature below this was selected. For 

this reason, 500 °C was selected as the burnoff temperature. In order to establish an 

appropriate time to completely burnoff the PVP sizing, a thermal gravitimetric analysis 

(TGA) at 500 °C and under a nitrogen purge was performed upon a sample of K17 PVP 

(Figure 5.11). After a period of 40 minutes to heat the TGA to the required 500 °C, the 

amount of K17 PVP remaining was approximately 5 weight percent. This value was 

achieved almost instantaneously after reaching 500 °C. The TGA was continued for 
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Figure 5.10 Photograph of Burnoff Chamber constructed out of Gas Washing Bottle. 
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another 30 minutes and no further degradation occurred. Therefore, it was expected that 

the maximum obtainable degradation of the sizing present on the carbon fiber would be 95 

weight percent and this could be achieved almost instantaneously after reaching a 

temperature of 500 °C. Based on this knowledge, the burnout time cycle in the furnace 

was set at 30 minutes beyond the point at which the furnace reached 500 °C. The burnoff 

furnace takes approximately 12 minutes to reach a temperature of 500 °C which means the 

total burnoff time is approximately 45 minutes. Therefore, the furnace should adequately 

replicate the temperature time cycle implemented in the TGA experiment. Even with TGA 

data showing that the burnoff cycle in question should adequately burnoff 95% of the 

sizing, it was still unknown whether the conditions represented in the TGA were actually 

replicated within the burnoff chamber. In order to validate this, a set of sized AS-4 fiber 

with a known amount of K17 PVP was analyzed. Before the analysis could proceed, the 

fiber containing a known amount of sizing had to be produced. 

As was discussed in the Section 5.2, the lack of available fiber with a known 

amount of PVP sizing caused difficulties in determining the accuracy of any analytical 

technique. However, a technique was developed that allowed the accurate production of 

fiber with a known amount of sizing. A given mass of dried unsized fiber was weighed 

and then had dipped in a PVP K17 bath at a specific concentration. The fiber was dried 

and the sized fiber weight was then measured. Several problems were discovered with this 

apparently simple process. First, the unsized fiber breaks easily and is very difficult to 

control. Filaments tend to separate and disperse everywhere. Therefore, recording an 
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accurate weight of an unsized fiber in the range of 3 grams or 15 feet was nearly 

impossible. Second, after dipping and drying, fiber would be lost and the sizing 

calculation compromised. However, a technique was discovered that minimized these 

problems. This technique is presented below. 

1. Unwind approximately 15 feet of unsized fiber from the spool (Leave fiber 
attached to spool). 

2. Set the spool on its end and tape the end of the unsized fiber tow remote from 

the spool to prevent fiber from fluffing. 
3. Twist the fiber at least 50 times. The unsized fiber will form a compact rod 

that does not fluff and is resistant to breaking. 
4. Wrap the fiber around the fist several times until six inches are left between the 
palm and the spool. 

5. Place a piece of tape as close as possible to the spool. Cut the fiber beyond the 
piece of tape nearest the spool. 

6. With the fiber still wrapped around fist, take the just taped end and twist it at 
least 12 times. 
7. Remove the fiber from the fist. Be careful not to allow the fiber just twisted to 
untwist. 

8. Tie the just twisted fiber around the fiber just removed from fist. This should 
prevent the fiber from unwrapping and should leave the fiber looking like a bow 
tie. 

9. Weigh the fiber and record this value. 
10. Dip this fiber in a solution of the sizing material. Note: The final sizing level 

will be somewhat close to the sizing weight percent in the dip bath. 
11. Dry this fiber. Note: During drying, the fiber may stick to whatever it is 

resting on. When removed, some fiber may remain on the surface which will 

compromise accuracy. Therefore, flip fiber during drying step several times to 
prevent sticking and thus avoiding this problem. 
12. Weigh the sized fiber. 

Sizing level can be calculated from the following equation, 

Sizing Weight™% = 100(Mg - Ms)/ Me (5.05) 

Where, 

M; = Mass of Unsized Fiber Bundle 

Mg = Mass of Sized Fiber Bundle 
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The above procedure was utilized to produce AS-4 12K fiber with a known 

amount of sizing. After producing fiber with various levels of K17 PVP sizing, the 

burnoff cycle and method presented previously were tested to determine their joint 

accuracy (Table 5.01 and Figure 5.12). The data shows that the burnoff method was very 

accurate. The errors associated with the procedure ranged from a low of 0.012 wt% toa 

high of 0.044 wt% for the samples tested. It is important to note that these errors are 

similar to the errors observed for the extraction of the no-fiber controls presented earlier. 

It is even more important to note that these errors are considerably less than the errors 

associated with the extraction of unsized AS-4 fiber. The data corrected for the 95 

percent burnoff efficiency is also shown (E=0.95 and C=0.0) (Figure 5.12). As can be 

seen, the errors for the uncorrected samples are relatively small and seem to be a function 

of the sizing amount present (Figure 5.13). When the data have been corrected for 

incomplete burnoff (Figure 5.13), the resulting errors are usually larger and have a similar 

standard deviation (0.030 and 0.025) which indicates that the incomplete burnoff is not the 

main source of error in the procedure. The errors still remaining after correction for 

incomplete sizing burnoff are a result of fiber loss, degradation as a result of the burnoff 

cycle, and moisture variations. To establish the magnitude of the fiber loss and 

degradation error more directly, the burnout procedure was conducted on several samples 

of unsized AS-4 12K material (Figure 5.14). The burnoff procedure produced an error 

that averaged around 0.03 wt% for the Hercules AS-4. This error was most likely a result 

of fiber being lost during the handling steps since the carbon fiber should not significantly 
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Table 5.01 Verification of Burnoff Cycle on controls generated with a known amount of 

polymer on them using AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187-4E). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                  

WEIGHT | WEIGHT BO WEIGHT | ACTUAL | CALC. 
SAMPLE DRY SIZED CYCLE BO SIZING SIZING 

# FIBER FIBER °C; MIN FIBER LEVEL LEVEL 
grams grams grams (WT%) (WT%) 

1 2.6857 2.7187 500; 30 2.6869 1.2138 1.1697 

2 3.1897 3.2218 500; 30 3.1890 0.9963 1.0181 

3 2.7003 2.7264 500; 30 2.7000 0.9683 0.9573 

4 2.4753 2.5058 500; 30 2.4757 1.2172 1.2012 

5 4.0229 4.0716 500: 30 4.0234 1.1961 1.1838 

6 2.4203 2.4329 500; 30 2.4211 0.5179 0.4850 

7 2.4040 2.4613 500; 30 2.4056 2.3280 2.2630 

8 2.1440 2.1618 500; 30 2.1443 0.8234 0.8095 

9 2.7254 2.7270 500; 30 2.7248 0.0587 0.0807 
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Figure 5.12 Verification of Burnoff procedure on samples of AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187-4E) 
sized with a known amount of K17 PVP. One data series represents the actual sizing 
level. 

E=1.0 and C=0.0. The final series represents the sizing level calculated from equation 
A second series represents the sizing level calculated from equation 5.04 with 

5.04 with E=0.95 and C=0.0. 
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Figure 5.14 Burnoff procedure completed on unsized Hercules AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187- 
4B). 
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degrade under our thermal treatment. When the data analyzed previously are corrected 

for both 95 percent sizing burnoff (R=0.95 in Eq. 5.04) and an approximate 0.03 wt% 

fiber loss during processing (C=0.0003 in Eq. 5.04), the calculated sizing values improve 

slightly (Figure 5.15). The average error associated with the uncorrected data was 

approximately 0.014 wt% with a standard deviation of 0.030 wt% while the error 

associated with the corrected data was -0.008 wt% with a standard deviation of 0.025 

wt%. Therefore, the corrections did improve the accuracy of the data but not to a 

significant extent. It was decided based on this observation not to continue to correct the 

data for incomplete sizing burnoff and loss of fiber during handling steps. This can be 

stated quantitatively by setting E equal to one and C equal to zero in equation 5.04. 

The results just presented were for AS-4 12K fiber. There was not enough time to 

conduct a similar verification of the burnoff procedure for the Zoltek Panex 48K. Several 

tests were conducted on both AS-4 and Zoltek Panex 48K before the burnoff procedure 

had been finalized. 

5.3.1 Preliminary Burnoff Procedure 

The method presented in this Chapter was the final burnoff (BO) procedure that 

minimized errors and time required for the analysis. One preliminary burnoff procedure 

that was tested involved the wrapping of the sized fiber in aluminum and subsequently 

placing this in the burnoff oven. It was discovered that this wrapping procedure increased 

the errors and time required for the analysis. The increased error associated with this 
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on them. Results shown are for the actual sizing amount, the calculated sizing amount 
with no corrections implemented, and the calculated sizing amount with all corrections 

Figure 5.15 Verification of burnoff procedure on samples with known amounts of K17 

implemented. 
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wrapping was estimated to be approximately 0.03 wt%. This error was estimated by 

comparing the error present in the accepted procedure and the preliminary procedure for 

unsized controls. The burnoff time for this preliminary method was 3 hours. Since most 

of the Zoltek Panex 48K fiber and some of the Hercules AS-4 12K fiber were analyzed 

with this preliminary procedure, the data produced by this method are subject to more 

uncertainties. 

The preliminary BO procedure was used to analyze the commercially sized Panex 

fiber and the AS-4 material sized with K25 PVP as discussed in the extraction section. 

The data must be viewed with caution since the sizing material present on these fibers are 

not the K17 PVP material for which the time temperature cycle was developed. Since the 

incomplete burnoff associated with the K17 was shown to be negligible at a 95% BO 

efficiency level, it was assumed that only small errors would be expected from the 

incomplete burnoff associated with the other PVP materials and the results presented are 

reasonably accurate. However, the accuracy proven for the K17 PVP AS-4 samples can 

not be assured in the samples sized with material other than K17 PVP or Zoltek 48K until 

a similar burnoff verification study is performed. The Hercules AS-4 fiber sized by the 

sizing apparatus with K25 PVP was analyzed by the preliminary burnoff procedure (Figure 

5.16). The average sizing level was approximately 0.46 wt% with a standard deviation of 

0.02 wt%. The calculated values demonstrate the consistency of the burnoff method as 

compared to the extraction method where the standard deviation for the same fiber was 

0.09 wt%. The average sizing level for extraction is approximately 40 percent higher than 
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Figure 5.16 Burnoff utilizing preliminary procedure on Hercules AS-4 12K (Lot # 1187- 
4E) dipped in a 1.0 wt% K25 PVP bath sized by apparatus with squeezing. 
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the values calculated via burnoff. The average sizing level calculated from equation (5.04) 

for the Zoltek K30 PVP sized material with a quoted 0.7 wt% sizing level had an average 

value of 0.39 wt% with a standard deviation of .01 wt% (Figure 5.17). The standard 

deviation is again smaller than the 0.07 wt% observed by extraction. The calculated sizing 

level is approximately 50 percent greater for the extraction results. 

The large differences in calculated sizing level can be attributed to the large errors 

associated with the extraction procedure and its sensitivity to residuals (fiber breakage and 

contamination). For the case of Panex, large errors are expected regardless of the method 

because of the sodium bicarbonate residue. The sodium bicarbonate residue will 

overestimate sizing level determined from burnoff since the bicarbonate is volatilized 

above 220°C [2]. It would be impossible to correct for this residue since the amount of 

residue on the unsized Panex might not be representative of what is on the sized Panex. 

In the future, if the use of Panex fiber or other PVP molecular weights are desired, 

a more complete study and validation of the burnoff procedure must be conducted for the 

case at hand. However, the burnoff method can still be applied to the Panex and to 

various PVP molecular weights as long as the results are viewed with caution and not 

applied in situations where stringent quality control on sizing level is needed. 

In the next section, the two methods are compared and a conclusion is reached as 

to which method should be utilized for the remaining sizing level measurements. 
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Figure 5.17 Preliminary Burnoff procedure completed on commercially sized Panex 48K 
with a manufacturer quoted 0.7 wt% K30 PVP. 
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5.4 Summary of the Analytical Method 

This chapter outlined two methods that were used to determine sizing level. After 

presenting and discussing the results obtained from the two methods, the advantages and 

disadvantages of each method are presented (Table 5.02). 

The burnoff method represents several advantages over the extraction method for 

sizing level determination. First and most importantly, the errors associated with the 

burnoff procedure were shown to be considerably less than those associated with 

extraction. Errors were shown to be less than 0.044 wt% for burnoff of sized samples 

while errors for extraction on just the unsized AS-4 alone were shown to be considerably 

higher with values as high as 0.120 wt%. Since the errors associated with extraction of 

sized fiber should be the same or higher than those associated with extraction of unsized 

fiber, it can be concluded that burnoff is much more accurate. This can be seen by 

comparing the sizing level results calculated for the commercially sized Zoltek Panex 48K 

(Figure 5.18) and the AS-4 12K sized by the sizing apparatus (Figure 5.19). Second, the 

burnoff technique takes considerably less time and effort per sample than extraction. One 

can realistically analyze eight sample per day with burnoff while only one analyzed sample 

a day can be expected with extraction. Third, the burnoff method is less sensitive to errors 

introduced by fiber breakage than extraction. Finally, burnoff can be utilized for any sizing 

material whereas extraction can only be utilized for sizings that do not crosslink or are 

soluble in a commercially available solvent. The only advantage that extraction has over 

burnoff is that it is insensitive to moisture. Since burnoff relies on the measurement of 
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Table 5.02 Comparison of Extraction Versus Burnoff Techniques 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Characteristic Extraction Burnoff 

Accuracy Poor Good 

Time of Analysis Long Short 

Labor of Analysis More Less 

Sensitivity to Residuals Poor Fair 

Sensitivity to Moisture Excellent Poor 

Universal Application Fair Excellent 

OVERALL Poor Good         
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of burnoff and extraction methods for commercially sized 

Zoltek Panex 48K with manufacturer quoted 0.7 wt% K30 PVP. 
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of burnoff and extraction methods for Hercules AS-4 12K (Lot 

# 1187-4E) sized with K25 PVP by apparatus in squeezing application. Dip bath 

concentration was 1.0 wt%. 
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changes in mass of the fiber which is inherently moisture sensitive (with or without sizing; 

with sizing it is more prone to moisture fluctuations), an incorrect fiber mass recording at 

any stage as a result of moisture will cause large errors. These errors are not present with 

extraction since the sizing mass is directly measured instead of calculated from the 

difference between the mass of two hydroscopic fiber samples. Even with this one 

shortcoming, the burnoff method represents a far better analytical procedure for sizing 

level determination than extraction. Therefore, based on these many advantages, the 

burnoff procedure presented in this section was selected as the method to be utilized in the 

remainder of the experiments, 

This concludes the presentation of the analytical method for sizing level 

determination. In the next section, the verification and statistical optimization of the sizing 

process is presented. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Verification of the Sizing Process 

6.0 Introduction 

With the development of the sizing level determination technique in Chapter 5, the 

verification of the sizing process can now be completed. Verification can be considered 

complete when fiber produced by the sizing apparatus is shown to be of comparable 

quality to the fiber produced by Zoltek or Courtaulds Incorporated. The definition of 

quality given in Chapter 3 specifies three criteria that must be satisfied. The three criteria 

for quality are the following. 

1. The average sizing level or weight percent of the final fiber is equal to the 

desired amount. 

2. Filament clumping as a result of cohesion between corresponding filaments 
should be kept to a minimum. 
3. The sizing process must produce fiber with a consistent level of polymer sizing. 

Therefore, fiber produced by the process must be shown to be equal to or superior to the 

Zoltek or Courtaulds fiber in those three aspects. 

This chapter is organized as follows. 

e Section 6.1 Verification of Criterion (1) for Quality 

- This section discusses the methodology followed and the results for the 
validation of criterion (1) for quality. This section is divided into two 

subsections. 

e Section 6.1.1 Part A: Quantification of the Sizing Process 
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- This subsection describes the theory and statistical process design 

implemented in developing a model for sizing level deposition. This 

model is then used to prove one part of criterion (1) for quality. 

e Section 6.1.2 Part B: Consistency of the Sizing Process 
- This subsection discusses the proof for Part B of criterion (1) for 

quality. 

e Section 6.2 Verification of Criterion (2) for Quality 

- This section discusses the methodology followed and the results obtained 
for the validation of criterion (2) for quality. 

e Section 6.3 Verification of Criterion (3) for Quality 

- This section discusses the methodology followed and the results obtained 

for the validation of criterion (3) for quality. 

e Section 6.4 References 

6.1 Verification of Criterion (1) for Quality 

Criterion (1) for quality states that the average sizing level or weight percent on 

the final fiber is equal to the desired amount. Criterion (1) for quality can be separated 

into two parts: (A) the process must be shown to be able to produce fiber with a 

specified and controllable amount of polymer, (B) the process must produce this fiber 

consistently. In the next section, Part A is discussed. 

6.1.1 Part A: Quantification of the Sizing Process 

A quantitative description of the sizing process was developed to satisfy Part A. 

First, the process independent variables are as follows: 

1. Line speed 
2. Line tension 
3. Fiber type 

4. Sizing bath concentration 
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5. Temperature of the Drying tower 

The values for all of these variables are directly set by the operator. Line tension and the 

temperature of the drying tower are controlled by feedback loops described in Chapter 3. 

The line speed is controlled by a potentiometer mounted on the control panel. The 

calibration of the potentiometer dial setting with line speed at different tensions show that 

line speed is unaffected by line tension (Figure 6.01). This is a consequence of the high 

torques achieved by the motor and the efficient no slip action of the nip roller. The data 

can be accurately fit to a line (Figure 6.02). The reason for the non-zero speed at a dial 

reading of zero is that the dial graduations were not supplied with the potentiometer. As 

such, the graduations were marked by hand which resulted in them being slightly skewed. 

The zero setting for the potentiometer did not line up with the zero setting marked with 

the graduations. Therefore, the resulting y-intercept was non-zero. 

With all of the process independent variables defined and controllable, the range of 

these variables which result in successful system operation were next determined. The 

K17 PVP bath concentration ranged from 0.0 to 2.0 wt% to achieve fiber sizing level of 

0.0 to 1.35 wt%. This is discussed in more detail later. The dryer temperature ranged 

from 200 to 300°C where the upper limit is dictated by the need to avoid thermal 

degradation of the PVP. For AS-4 12K, the line tension cannot be utilized above 8 

pounds or line breakage occurs. At the 8 pound value, the system will operate but will 

produce unacceptable fiber breakage. For Panex 48K, the line tension must remain below 

12 pounds or line breakage will occur. To prevent excessive fiber breakage, the line 
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tension should be kept below 10 pounds. Both of these fiber types could withstand much 

higher tensions if the tensioning system were modified. This modification is discussed in 

Chapter 7. The line speed in the system also needs to remain below 5 feet per minute 

since the winder does not successfully operate above this value. Now that the process 

independent variables can all be quantitatively set and the processing window has been 

determined, the first step in the development of the sizing level model can proceed. 

The first step in the development of the sizing level model was to identify which 

process independent variables affect the final fiber sizing level. In order to determine the 

effects of the various variables, a statistical screening technique was implemented. Since it 

is suspected that PVP concentration in the sizing bath would have the greatest effect of 

any of the process variables on the final sizing level, there was no need to include 

concentration in this screening technique. The screening technique implemented a 

factorial design that systematically alternated between the low and high value for each 

process variable [1] (Table 6.01). The bath concentration used for the screening design 

was 1.75 wt% K17 PVP (Luviskol Lot# 58-0978). From this factorial design, the main 

effects and interaction effects of the various process variables on sizing level can be 

determined (Table 6.02). From the three sets of replicate tests, the error associated with 

the calculated effects can be approximated as 0.024 wt%. Therefore, if any of the main 

effects or interaction effects have values similar to this 0.024 wt% then the effects can be 

attributed to experimental error. The main effect for tension was calculated as 0.026 wt% 

for a change in tension from 0 to 6 pounds. Therefore, a 0.026 wt% average change in 
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Table 6.01 2° factorial design approach for sizing level as a function of line tension, line 

speed, and dryer temperature. The bath concentration was equal to 1.75 wt% K17 PVP 

and air flow rate through the drying tower was 60 cfm and at ambient temperature (25 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

°C). 

Dryer Emitter Calculated 
Sample # Line Tension Line Speed Surface Sizing Level 

Pounds Feet/Minute | Temperature °C wt% 

la 0.0 1.0 200.0 1.209 

lb 0.0 1.0 200.0 1.200 

lc 0.0 1.0 200.0 1.201 

2a 6.0 1.0 200.0 1.197 

2b 6.0 1.0 200.0 1.187 

2c 6.0 1.0 200.0 1.188 
3a 0.0 5.0 200.0 1.057 

3b 0.0 5.0 200.0 1.180 
3¢ 0.0 5.0 200.0 1.168 
4a 6.0 5.0 200.0 1.258 

4b 6.0 5.0 200.0 1.280 

4c 6.0 5.0 200.0 1.500 

Sa 0.0 1.0 300.0 1.153 

5b 0.0 1.0 300.0 1.203 

Sc 0.0 1.0 300.0 1.242 

6a 6.0 1.0 300.0 1.151 

6b 6.0 1.0 300.0 1.165 

6c 6.0 1.0 300.0 1.14] 

7a 0.0 5.0 300.0 1.212 

7b 0.0 5.0 300.0 1.119 

TC 0.0 5.0 300.0 1.143 

8a 6.0 5.0 300.0 1.183 
8b 6.0 5.0 300.0 1.246 

8c 6.0 5.0 300.0 1.219           
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Table 6.02 Analysis of factorial design showing main effects and interaction effects for a 
1.75 wt% K17 PVP sizing bath concentration. 

  

  

  

              
  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

Symbol Variable Units Low Level High Level 

A Line Tension Pounds 0.0 6.0 

B Line Speed Feet/Minute 1.0 5.0 

C Emitter Surface °C 200.0 300.0 
Temperature 

Variable Effects 

Average Tension Main Effect 0.026 

Average Speed Main Effect 0.014 

Average Emitter Surface Temperature Main Effect -0.019 

Average Tension by Speed Interaction Effect 0.041 

Average Tension by Temp. Interaction Effect -0.023 

Average Speed by Temp. Interaction Effect -0.008 

Average Three Factor Interaction Effect -0.015     
  

Overall Average Sizing Level = 1.200 wt% 

Average Error in the Effects = 0.024 wt% 
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sizing level would be expected if the line tension were changed from 0 to 6 pounds. The 

main effect for speed was calculated as 0.014 wt% for a change in line speed from 1.0 to 

5.0 feet per minute. The main effect for dryer temperature was -0.019 wt% for a change 

in dryer temperature from 200 to 300 °C. From these values, it can safely be concluded 

that these variations are a result of experimental error and not changes in process 

variables. The same can be concluded for the interaction effects since their interaction 

coefficients are near the 0.024 wt% experimental error. Therefore, at a concentration of 

1.75 wt% K17 PVP, the effects of changes in line tension, line speed, and dryer 

temperature on sizing level have been shown to be negligible. From equation (6.10b) 

discussed later, the fiber moisture content can be estimated and has a value of 0.407 wt 

solution/wt solution + wt fiber. 

The next question to ask was whether the same conclusions would be found for 

differing sizing concentrations. Since the moisture uptake of the carbon fiber and the bath 

concentration control the final sizing level, it is important to understand the mechanics of 

fiber wetting before this question can be answered. 

Once the fiber has entered the sizing bath, capillary forces control the migration of 

the sizing solution into the tow. The capillary pressure can be represented by the 

following equation [2]. 

AP, = {2/R}-Ysizing"COS 8 (6.01) 

Where: 

AP, = Capillary pressure; driving force for wetting 

R = Effective diameter of flow channel 
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6 = Contact angle 

Ysizing = Surface tension of the aqueous sizing solutions 

The contact angle was discussed in Chapter 3 [3]. The contact angle of water with 

unsized Hercules AS-4 was given to be 30° by three different researchers [4]. Another 

researcher measured the contact angle to be approximately 89° [5]. This indicates the 

difficulty in determining the contact angle of water with a single 7 lm filament. The 

addition of PVP to water does not effect the surface tension of the solution [6] and should 

not effect the interfacial free energy of the carbon fiber/water surface and hence the 

calculated contact angle. The capillary radius can be approximated by the following 

relation developed from a idealized hexagonal packing array. 

R = 0.5{ar7/(vesin(n/3))}°? - r (6.02) 

Where: 

R = Effective capillary radius in a hexagonal packing array of tow 

Ve= Volume fraction fiber in tow 

r = radius of the fibers = 3.5 um 

The fiber volume fraction of the tow can be estimated by assuming the solution completely 

fills the voids. Taking the previously estimated fiber moisture content and using equation 

(6.09b) developed later, gives a fiber volume fraction of 0.46. Using this value in equation 

(6.02) gives the effective capillary radius as approximately 1.4 um. Using this capillary 

radius and the two different values for the contact angle given previously, the capillary 

pressures are 8.83X10° Pa for a 30° contact angle and 1.78X10* Pa for a 89° contact 
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angle. Once this capillary pressure drop has developed, the aqueous solutions will 

penetrate the fiber tow at a certain velocity. 

The velocity of the solution into the tow can be approximated by Darcy’s Law [7]. 

Vz = (-Sp/L)AP./z (6.03) 

Where: 

vz = Superficial velocity of solution into the tow 

Sp = Permeability of the tow 
LL. = Viscosity of the solution 

AP, = Capillary pressure from equation (6.01) 

z = Penetration depth of the aqueous solution into the tow 

The permeability of the tow can be estimated by the following relation [7]. 

Sp = 16/(9nV6){[x/(2v_N3)]°> - 13571? (6.04) 

Where: 

Sp = Permeability of the tow 
Ve= Volume fraction fiber in tow 

r = radius of the fibers = 3.5 um 

Substituting all the known values into the above expression gives the permeability as 

3.01X10° m?. With this value and the tow bundle thickness, the time required to 

completely wet the bundle can be approximated [7]. 

te = ’0/(2S, AP.) (6.05a) 

tt= Puo/ {2S,(2/R) sizingC0s8 } (6.05b) 

Where: 
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ut = Solution viscosity 

te= Tow wetting time 

1 = Tow depth = 1/16” 
od = Tow porosity = 1 - vs= 0.54 

Assuming a tow thickness of approximately 1/16” gives a calculated wetting time of 

5.7X10* seconds for a 30° contact angle and 0.028 seconds for a 89° contact angle. The 

residence time in the sizing bath varies from 10 to 60 seconds which are clearly larger than 

the calculated wetting times. Therefore the tow bundle would be fully saturated with 

sizing solution after exiting the sizing bath regardless of the contact angle utilized. This 

fully saturated fiber bundle is defined by complete wetness. 

Another way to determine whether complete wetness has been achieved is by 

inspecting the main effect of line speed or residence time of the fiber in the bath on sizing 

level at the 1.75 wt% bath concentration. Since this effect was found to be negligible, it 

can be concluded that the fibers were wetted to the same degree. Since residence time did 

not effect the degree of wetness, the wetting time te must be considerably less than the 

process residence time and the fibers must have been wetted to their maximum possibly 

extent. Therefore, the experimental observation agrees with the theoretical prediction of 

complete wetness. 

The viscosity of aqueous, dilute PVP solutions is accurately described by the 

Huggins equation [8]. 

Tre! = T\solution/Tsolvent =1+ [n]e, + K,[n]cp” (6.06) 

Where: 
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ret = Relative Viscosity 

Nsotution = Solution viscosity 

Tsolvent = SOlvent viscosity 

[11] = Intrinsic viscosity; For PVP [8] [n] = 2.303(0.001K + 0.000075K’) (dl/g) 
K = K-value for the PVP; K = 17 

Cp = Polymer concentration (g/dl) 

K, = Huggins coefficient = 0.4 for uncharged molecules [8] 

The viscosity of K17 PVP aqueous solutions are known to increase with increasing 

concentration (Figure 6.03). Since the fibers are known to be completely wet at the 1.75 

wt% concentrations regardless of the other process variables, it is apparent that the fibers 

will remain wet for solutions having lower viscosity’s since ts will be correspondingly 

lowered. Therefore, the sizing level should be independent of line tension and line speed 

for all concentrations lower than the 1.75 wt%. Another important conclusion is that the 

volume fraction of sizing solution in the fibers should not be a function of any process 

variable including concentration. This comes from the fact that the same moisture uptake 

(assumed to be complete wetness) was observed in every case at the higher PVP 

concentration and should therefore be observed. at the lower PVP concentrations. 

Constant moisture uptake is equivalent to saying that the void content of the tow is not a 

function of any of the processing variables. This important result will be utilized when 

developing the quantitative sizing model. Since line tension did not effect the sizing level 

and hence moisture uptake, it can also be concluded that line tension does not effect fiber 

void content. The drying tower temperature should not effect sizing level in any instance 

since the moisture uptake of the fibers has already been determined prior to reaching the 

tower. Only changes in water loss as a result of dripping of solution from the fiber in the 
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Figure 6.03 Calculated relative viscosity of K17 PVP solutions versus concentration. 
Calculated by the Huggins equation. 
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dryer could be effected by changing drying tower temperature. At higher viscosities, 

dripping may be less pronounced but viscosity changes on the order of 20% would not 

significantly effect the amount of sizing solution drippage. 

With these conclusions, a quantitative model relating sizing level to the process 

variables can be completed. It was concluded that line tension, line speed, and dryer 

temperature do not effect sizing level at any sizing bath concentration level. Therefore, a 

model relating sizing level to sizing bath concentration will be sufficient to quantify the 

sizing process. However, line speed will also be used in the model for two reasons. First, 

if the previous conclusion is correct, then the final model should have a zero value for the 

coefficients multiplying terms containing line speed. Second, line speed and concentration 

will be changed more often than any of the other process variables and thus a further 

check is warranted. 

The form of the model must be specified before least squares analysis can be 

undertaken. As stated previously, the fiber moisture uptake or volume fraction sizing 

solution in the tow is believed to be a constant in the sizing process. The sizing level can 

be related to the volume fraction of sizing solution and the sizing bath concentration by 

the following relationship. 

Sizing Level, wt% = 100/{1 + 100(1 - Vsizing)Pfiber/(VsizingPsotutionCsizing)} (6.07) 

Where: 

Vsolution = Volume fraction of the sizing solution in the fiber; Void Volume/Total Volume 
Priter = Density of the fiber = 1.78 g/ml 

Psotution = Density of the solution = Pwater/{1 - Csizing/100} for small Csizing 
Pwater = Density of the water = 1.00 g/ml 
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Cyizing = Sizing weight percent in solution = 100(Mass of Sizing/Total Mass) 

Using the approximation for Psotution given above gives the following. 

Sizing Level, wt% = 100/{1 + (Priber/Pwater)(1/ Veizing - 1)(100/Caizing -1)} (6.08) 

The definition of fiber moisture content is the following. 

Xmoisture = (Mass of Solution)/(Mass of Fiber + Mass of Solution) (6.09a) 

The relationship between fiber moisture content and the volume fraction of sizing solution 
is the following. 

Vaizing = 1/{1 + (Pwater/Priber)(1/Xmoisture - 1)/C1 - Ceizing) } (6.09b) 

As long as Cyizing is small, the volume fraction of the sizing solution is only a function of 

moisture content. Plugging this value into equation (6.06) gives the following. 

Sizing Level, wt% = Cyizing/{(1/Xmoisture - 1) + Ceizing/ 100} (6. 10a) 

For small values of Cyizing the following results. 

Sizing Level, wt% = Coizing/(1/Xmoisture - 1) (6.10b) 

From equation 6.10b, it is apparent that for a constant moisture content or constant 

volume fraction sizing solution on the fiber, the sizing level is linear with respect to bath 

concentration for low sizing bath concentrations. To verify that equations (6.10a) and 

(6.10b) are equivalent at low sizing levels, the two are plotted on the same graph (Figure 

6.04). 

Based on these developments, the assumed form of the quantitative model will be 

linear with respect to both concentration and line speed. 

Sizing Level wt% = Aj + Ao Cyizing + A3'V;s (6. 1 1) 
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Figure 6.04 Plots of equations (6.10a) and (6.10b) at a bath concentration of 1.75 wt%. 
Range of moisture contents are such that final sizing level remains below 2.0 wt%. 
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Where: 

Aj, Ao, and A3 = Linear least squares coefficients 

Cyizing= Concentration of K17 in the sizing bath, wt% 
vs = Line speed, feet per minute 

If the theoretical prediction expressed in equation (6.10b) is accurate, then the value of Ai 

and A; should be zero while A2 should be equal to the mass of the moisture divided by the 

mass of the fiber. 

With the form of the model being specified, the actual experimental design can be 

constructed. Since it is believed that the effect of line speed will be negligible, the 

experimental design utilized a large number of grid points for concentration while only 

testing a few line speeds (Table 6.03). A least squares analysis of the experimental design 

and model was completed (Table 6.04). As can be seen, the model accurately represents 

the experimental data. The coefficient for the line speed or A; is 0.012 wtY%omin/ft which 

is insignificant compared to the 0.03 wt% experimental error. The coefficient for Aj is 

0.04 wt% which is also within experimental error. Therefore, within experimental error, 

the theoretical prediction expressed by equation (6.10b) is accurate. 

The model needs to be modified to be a simple linear function of concentration 

since the theoretical form of equation (6.10b) has been shown to be accurate (Figure 

6.05). The linear model is as follows. 

Sizing Level, wt% = 0.04 + 0.66-Cyizing bath (6.12) 

Where: 

Cyizing bath = Concentration of the sizing bath, wt% K17 PVP 
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Table 6.03 Experimental design utilized to quantify sizing process. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Concentration Line Speed Sizing Level 
K17 PVP, wt% Feet/Minute wt% 

0.50 5.00 0.375 
0.50 1.00 0.340 

1.00 5.00 0.730 

1.75 1.00 1.151 
1.75 1.00 1.141 

0.00 5.00 0.047 
1.75 5.00 1.183 

2.00 1.00 1.374 
1.75 1.00 1.165 

1.75 5.00 1.246 

1.75 5.00 1.219         
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Table 6.04 Least squares analysis of experimental design presented in Table 6.03. 

Sizing Level, wt% = -0.015 + 0.669-Cyiing + 0.013-(line speed) 

R’ = 0.9976 
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Figure 6.05 Linear plot of sizing level versus K17 PVP bath concentration. 
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It is important to note that the y-intercept is within the experimental error of 0.035 wt%. 

The standard deviation for the model is 0.035 wt% and the R value is 0.997. These both 

indicate the accuracy of the model. The linear fit obtained from the experimental data 

suggests that the moisture uptake of the fiber is indeed constant. The non-zero y- 

intercept indicates the variability of the process and the error involved in the analytical 

technique. Even though these experimental errors produce a consistent offset of the sizing 

level values from the actual values, the slope determined from this analysis is accurate and 

can be set equal to 1/(1/Xwmoisture - 1) in equation (6.10b). The moisture content can be set 

equal to 1/(1/Xpoisture - 1) in equation (6.10b). The moisture content can be solved for and 

yields an approximate value of 0.4 wt/wt. If the experimental data and equations (6.10a, 

6.10b, and 6.12) are plotted on the same graph, the accuracy of the theoretical model 

predictions can be realized (Figure 6.06). The true sizing level is probably between the 

line represented by equation 6.10a and equation 6.10b. 

It is surprising that the experimental error associated with replicate runs found 

earlier was so small (0.024 wt%). The error associated with equation (6.10b) was also 

shown to be 0.035 wt%. This error is quite impresstve when one considers the analytical 

sizing level measurement technique has a standard deviation of 0.03 wt%. The errors are 

even more impressive when one considers the sensitivity of the sizing level to variations in 

fiber moisture content. A plot of specific sizing level versus moisture content using 

equation (6.10b) shows the sensitivity of the sizing level to moisture content (Figure 

6.07). For the AS-4 12K, the calculated moisture content is 0.4 wt%. Taking the 
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derivative of equation (6.10b) with respect to fiber moisture content gives the following. 

d (Sizing Level/ Cyizing]/ UXmoisture = 1/(1 - Xmoisture)” (6.13) 

Evaluating this expression at the 0.4 wt/wt moisture content and a concentration of 1.75 

wt% gives a value of 4.9 wt% K17 PVP/wt/wt moisture content. A change of 5.0% in the 

0.4 wt/wt moisture content (0.38 wt/wt moisture content) of the fiber produced by the 

apparatus will result in a change in final sizing level of 8.0% or 0.096 wt%. Since we 

observed a change of 0.035 wt% between replicate runs, this would correspond to the 

process producing a change in moisture content of approximately 0.01 wt/wt. This result 

indicates the consistency of the sizing process. 

In this section, it has been proven that the sizing process can produce fiber with a 

known amount of polymer. It has also proven that the apparatus can consistently produce 

this fiber at the initial stages of production. Therefore, the process has been proven to 

satisfy Part A of criterion (1) for quality. In addition, successful sizing was accomplished 

without the use of surfactants. In the next section, Part B of criterion (1) for quality is 

demonstrated. 

6.1.2 Part B: Consistency of the Sizing Process 

Part B of criterion (1) for quality states that the sizing process must produce fiber 

with a consistent level of polymer sizing. In part, this was proven in the latter section 

when developing the quantitative model for sizing level. However, it is important to 
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realize that the data analyzed in the previous section was produced during the early stages 

of process operation. Each experimental test lasted only long enough to allow sufficient 

fiber for testing to be generated. It is important to determine the consistency of the sized 

fiber produced by the apparatus over longer periods of time (2-3 hours). These tests were 

not conducted because of limited time. However, with the results presented in the 

previous section, it is safe to assume that Part B of criterion (1) for quality has been 

satisfied for process times less than 45 minutes. 

6.2 Verification of Criterion (2) for Quality 

Criterion (2) for quality states that filament clumping as a result of cohesion 

between corresponding filaments should be kept to a minimum. This objective can be 

considered complete when fiber produced by the sizing apparatus has the same or less 

fiber clumping than the correspondingly sized fiber from Courtaulds or Zoltek 

Incorporated. 

The use of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be utilized to determine 

whether filaments are clumped in a region of the tow. Unfortunately, SEM cannot 

provide an absolute description of fiber/fiber cohesion since the technique utilizes such a 

small sample size that may not be representative of the entire sample. It is unrealistic to 

analyze multiple samples from the same fiber since the time required for analysis is rather 

lengthy. Thus, the SEM results must be analyzed with caution. 
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The procedure utilized to determine the extent of fiber/fiber adhesion by SEM is 

presented below. 

1. Cut a 3/4” sample from the test material. It is important to select a position for 

cutting at random. 

2. Place the sample onto an ESCA mount and secure the top to prevent loose 
fibers from entering the SEM chamber. 

3. Sputter coat the sample for 3 minutes with gold. 

4. Take one representative picture at low magnification (1000X) and one at higher 

magnification (5000X). 
5. Repeat procedure for commercially available material that has the same sizing, 

the same fiber, and the sizing level. 
6. Qualitatively compare the amount of fiber/fiber cohesion seen in both 

samples. 

The above procedure was utilized on two different fiber samples produced by the sizing 

apparatus. The only commercially available fibers with PVP sizings are the Zoltek and 

Courtaulds materials. The Courtaulds material is a 12K tow with a manufacture quoted 

0.7 wt% K17 PVP sizing. Analysis by the burnoff procedure gave a sizing level of 0.5 

wt% + 0.03 wt%. Therefore, one comparison test could be generated by sizing Hercules 

AS-4 12K with a similar amount of K17 PVP material and comparing the relative amounts 

of fiber/fiber cohesion (Table 6.05). This sample and the corresponding Courtaulds 

material was analyzed via SEM so that comparisons could be conducted (Figures 6.08, 

6.09, and 6.10). As can be seen, there is no fiber/fiber adhesion in either our fiber or the 

Courtaulds material. These photographs were representative of the entire sample viewed 

under SEM. There do appear to be some residual PVP clumps on the surface of our sized 

fiber (Figure 6.09). This could be due to incompletely dissolved PVP. These were not 

observed in the Courtaulds samples. However, most regions on our sized fiber appeared 
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Table 6.05 Hercules AS-4 12K sized by the apparatus for comparison with commercially 

available Courtaulds material. Note: Courtaulds material has = 0.5 wt% PVP. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Item 

Sizing Bath Concentration 0.7 wt% 

Sizing Material K17 PVP 

Sizing Amount 0.5 wt% + 0.03 wt% 

Line Speed 1.0 feet per minute 

Line Tension 6.0 pounds 

Dryer Temperature 300°C     
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a) 

b) 

=] 
2   

Figure 6.08 SEM at 1000 times magnification of (a) Hercules AS-4 12K material sized 
with 0.5 wt% K17 PVP by sizing apparatus (b) Commercially available Courtaulds 
material sized with 0.5 wt% K17 PVP. 
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a) 

b)   
Figure 6.09 SEM at 5000 times magnification of (a) Hercules AS-4 12K material sized 
with 0.5 wt% K17 PVP by sizing apparatus (b) Commercially available Courtaulds 
material sized with 0.5 wt% K17 PVP. 
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a) 

b)   
Figure 6.10 SEM of Hercules AS-4 12K material sized with 0.5 wt% K17 PVP by sizing 

apparatus. (a) 1000 times magnification (b) 5000 times magnification. 
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very similar to the Courtaulds sample (Figures 6.08 and 6.09). From these SEM tests 

conducted on the AS-4 material, it does appear that the apparatus satisfies Criterion (2) 

for quality at least in the case of AS-4 fiber. The commercially sized K30 PVP Zoltek 

48K material was also used as a comparison to determine whether Criterion (3) was 

satisfied. The sizing was measured via burnoff to be present at an approximate 0.4 wt% 

level (Note: The burnoff procedure was developed for AS-4 12K material sized with K17 

PVP, not the Panex material sized with K30 PVP). A similar set of fiber was generated by 

the apparatus (Table 6.06). The micrographs (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) clearly show that no 

fiber/fiber adhesion exists for either materials. The Panex 48K sample does appear to have 

residual PVP material clinging to the fiber surface which was not observed in our sized 

sample. These photographs are representative of the entire sample viewed under the 

SEM. From these SEM test conducted on the Panex 48K sample, it is apparent that the 

sizing apparatus satisfies Criterion (2) for quality in both fiber cases. 

6.3 Verification of Criterion (3) for Quality 

Criterion (3) for quality states that the average sizing level does not vary 

significantly in any direction on the fiber surface. The two best techniques for determining 

whether criterion (3) has been satisfied are SEM and ESCA. 

The SEM results presented previously demonstrated that the fiber sized by the 

apparatus showed similar uniformity of deposition as compared to the commercially 

available material. All areas of our Zoltek sized fiber seem to be covered with polymer. 
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Table 6.06 Zoltek Panex 48K sized by the apparatus for comparison with commercially 

sized Zoltek Panex 48K material. Note: Zoltek commercially sized material has = 0.4 
wt% K30 PVP. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Item 

Sizing Bath Concentration 0.52 wt% 

Sizing Material K30 PVP 

Sizing Amount 0.4 wt% + 0.03 wt% 

Line Speed 1.8 feet per minute 

Line Tension 8.0 pounds 

Dryer Temperature 350°C     
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a) 

b)   
Figure 6.11 SEM at 1000 times magnification of (a) Zoltek Panex 48K material sized by 

apparatus with 0.4 wt% K30 PVP (b) Commercially available Zoltek Panex 48K material 

sized with 0.4 wt% K30 PVP. 
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a) 

b)   
Figure 6.12 SEM at 5000 times magnification of (a) Zoltek Panex 48K material sized by 

apparatus with 0.4 wt% K30 PVP (b) Commercially available Zoltek Panex 48K material 

sized with 0.4 wt% K30 PVP. 
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Both 12K samples, our Hercules AS-4 and the Courtaulds material, did not show any sign 

of coverage. Their are two plausible explanations for this phenomena. First, the 12K fiber 

in both cases was so well covered with the lower molecular weight K17 PVP material that 

the sizing could not be distinguished from the normal fiber geometry. Second, the fiber in 

both cases does not have polymer on it. Since it was proven previously by the burnoff 

technique that sizing was present on both samples, the latter reason is not valid. Since it is 

unlikely that fiber type should effect the morphology of the sizing deposition, it can be 

concluded that the K17 material coats the fiber more evenly and uniformly than the 

corresponding K30 material. 

ESCA was used to analyze the 12K fiber samples discussed previously and listed in 

Table 6.05. The ESCA results were inconclusive and did not provide any further 

information about sizing uniformity. The ESCA results for the 12K materials (Figure 6.13 

and Table 6.07) showed the surface nitrogen content for a particular 1mm x 1mm spot 

size. The Courtaulds material demonstrated a 7.76% surface nitrogen content compared 

to the 5.0% observed with our sized material. These results must be viewed with caution 

since only one 1mm x 1mm spot on each fiber was analyzed. There was no time to do a 

more detailed fiber surface study. It is unknown whether the spots tested are 

representative of the entire sample. The ESCA results for unsized Hercules AS-4 and 

pure K17 PVP powder are shown for comparison purposes (Figure 6.14 and Table 6.08). 

More ESCA needs to be conducted on various regions of the fiber samples to allow 

interpretation. The ESCA results did show that PVP was present on both 12K materials 
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Figure 6.13 ESCA results of Hercules AS-4 12K material sized by the apparatus and the 
Courtaulds material listed in Table 6.05. (a) Represents the Hercules AS 
Represents the Courtaulds material. 
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Table 6.07 ESCA results of Hercules AS-4 12K material sized by the apparatus and the 
Courtaulds material listed in Table 6.05. 

Print Exclude Display More AC to AC Exit 
AC Table AC Table Region Curve Softkeys Summary 

Atomic Concentration 
a User Settings Previous New b Element Name 
c¢ Mode Area Height qd Baseline Linear Integrated 
e Regions Cl oO1 Nl 

Atomic Concentration Table 
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Figure 6.14 ESCA results of unsized Hercules AS-4 12K and K17 PVP powder. (a) 

Represents the Hercules AS-4 material. (b) Represents the PVP. 
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Table 6.08 ESCA results of unsized Hercules AS-4 12K and the K17 PVP powder. 
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as was hypothesized previously. Based on the SEM results presented previously, the sized 

fiber produced by the apparatus do satisfy Criterion (3) for quality. The satisfaction of 

Criterion (3) was not as solidly proven as the other two criterion and work should be 

completed in the future to more concretely prove the criterion. 

In conclusion, the apparatus was shown to produce fiber that satisfied all three 

criteria for quality and the objectives set in Chapter 2 have been accomplished. In the next 

chapter, the conclusions, future work, and acknowledgments are presented. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter details the conclusions reached during this work. In addition, 

recommendations for future work are also discussed. This chapter is organized according 

to the following sections. 

e 7.1 Conclusions 

e 7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

e 7.2.1 Equipment Modifications 

e 7.2.2 Recommendations for Future Process Models 

e 7.2.3 Recommendations for Future Sizing Experiments 

7.1 Conclusions 

The objectives of this project were the following. 

1. Develop a sizing process for coating carbon fiber tow with aqueous water dispersible 
polymer interphase agents, focusing on PVP as a test system. 

2. Develop an analytical technique to precisely measure the sizing level of PVP present on 

the carbon fiber. 

3. Develop a quantitative process model, based on a statistical design technique, that 

shows the effects of critical process variables on the sizing level. 

4. Prove that the sizing apparatus produces fiber of equal to or greater quality than the 
fiber sized with PVP produced by Zoltek or Courtaulds Incorporated. 
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Objective (1) was addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. A sizing process was developed 

specifically for the use of aqueous water dispersible polymer interphase agents. The 

quality of the sized fiber was assessed by three criteria. Criterion (1) was that the average 

sizing level or weight percent on the final fiber can be readily controlled to achieve typical 

target values. Criterion (2) was that filament clumping as a result of adhesion between 

filaments is kept to a minimum. Criterion (3) was that the sizing process must produce 

fiber with a consistent level of polymer. The apparatus was designed to accommodate 

these three criteria for quality. The sizing process eliminated the problems associated with 

the high surface tension of the aqueous solutions and effectively eliminated fiber clumping. 

The drying section dried the fiber in a spread configuration which enhanced sizing 

homogeneity. The drying section was designed with great flexibility and should allow the 

future use of reactive sizing polymers and for electrodeposition of sizing agents. 

Objective (2) was addressed in Chapter 5. A sizing level determination technique 

for K17 PVP was developed that minimized measurement time and errors (standard 

deviation of 0.03 wt%). The technique developed was sizing burnoff in a nitrogen 

environment. Accurate sizing level determination was shown for the case of K17 PVP 

sizings on Hercules AS-4 12K. However, similar accuracy is expected for other sizing 

materials and other carbon fiber types as long as the burnoff cycle is adjusted. 

Objective (3) was addressed in Chapter 6. Of the process variables, only sizing 

bath concentration was shown to effect sizing level. The relationship between sizing level 
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and bath concentration was shown to be linear which indicated that moisture uptake was 

constant for a given fiber type. 

Objective (4) was addressed in Chapter 6. Fiber produced by the sizing apparatus 

was shown to satisfy the three criteria for quality when compared to the Zoltek or 

Courtaulds materials. The sizing level produced by the sizing process was shown to be 

controllable and consistent. The sized fibers produced by the apparatus were shown by 

SEM to be coated with a homogeneous layer of sizing as compared to the Zoltek and 

Courtaulds materials. The SEM analysis also showed that filament clumping was 

negligible. Handling characteristics of the fiber produced by the apparatus were similar to 

the commercially available materials. Finally, ESCA analysis on the sized materials yielded 

inconclusive results regarding average sizing homogeneity. 

With the objectives of this project being complete, the sizing process and the 

related analytical techniques can be utilized with different sizing materials so that optimal 

interphase agents can be discovered. The sizing process represents a well-defined and 

controllable process that can be utilized to effectively vary the amount of interphase agent 

present on carbon fibers. This provides a valuable tool to investigate the role of the 

interphase in fiber-reinforced composites. A prime objective of that investigation is to 

define the optimum interphase structure for a given material system and type of 

mechanical property. In the next section, recommendations for future work are 

discussed. 
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The recommendations can be separated into three different areas related to: (1) 

equipment modifications, (2) model modifications, and (3) additional sizing trials. These 

three areas are discussed in the following three subsections. 

7.2.1 Equipment Modifications 

The present sizing apparatus satisfies the objectives discussed previously but can 

be improved with some minor equipment modifications. In addition, modifications to the 

burnoff furnace can improve the technique. These modifications are discussed within this 

section. 

Sizing Measurement by Burnoff 

The first modification that should be implemented is the addition of a nitrogen flow 

meter to the burnoff furnace. At present, the flow is controlled by a pressure regulator 

and a needle valve. The flow is consistently maintained and replicated from one run to 

another by adjusting the pressure regulator while keeping the needle valve position fixed. 

A gas flowmeter that precisely monitors flow rate should be employed. This modification 

will improve the reproducibility of the burnoff method. 

Another modification to the burnoff equipment would be to replace the present 

burnoff chamber configuration. As discussed in Chapter 5, the burnoff chamber consists 

of a modified Kimax® gas washing bottle. This type of chamber limits the processing 
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temperatures allowable in the furnace to values below 515 °C. Since some sizing systems 

such as polyimides may need burnoff temperatures above 515 °C, a new chamber should 

be constructed. Only one sample can be analyzed at a time due to the limited space 

available in the gas washing bottle. A new chamber constructed of heat treated stainless 

steel and several burnoff compartments would allow higher burnoff temperatures and 

multiple sample runs. If multiple sample analysis were possible, then significant time could 

be saved. 

Fiber Unwinder 

As discussed in chapter 3, the unwinder delivers the tow in a continuously varying 

axial position. The guide bar box directs this tow into a constant axial positioning. The 

distance between the guide bar box and the unwinder needs to be increased to allow tow 

payout to be smoother and more consistent. The braking nip roll (the first nip roll) would 

operate more efficiently with this type of arrangement and less fiber breakage would 

occur. In addition, the increased distance would enable an air spreader to operate with 

less fiber breakage. An air spreader was built and tested for this apparatus, but it was not 

used because of the fiber breakage problem. If the distance were increased between the 

unwinder and the guide bar box, then the air spreader could effectively operate. This 

modification would involve the construction of a separate mount that would support the 

unwinder. The mount could then be placed remote from the main sizing plate and 

improved efficiency would be observed. 
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Braking Nip Roller 

The braking nip roller in its present configuration has a tendency to break the 

fibers. The maximum tension attainable in the system is lowered because of this breakage 

problem. The major source of fiber breakage in the sizing process is the braking nip roll. 

The nip roller can be removed if sufficient friction were developed on the roller attached 

to the magnetic particle brake. This would involve the coating of this roller with a rough 

ceramic surface. If the friction were still not large enough to prevent slip without the nip 

roller, then the fibers could be wrapped around the ceramic surface any number of times to 

increase the contact area. If wrapping were required, then modifications to the roller 

would need to be implemented that would enable this wrapping. With these modifications, 

higher system tensions could be achieved and the major source of fiber breakage in the 

system could be eliminated. 

Dryer Section 

The dryer section can also be improved with some slight modifications. Several 

infrared thermocouples need to be installed into the dryer section. These would enable 

precise measurement of the surface temperature of the fibers at various positions in the 

drying tower. This would be essential when reactive sizing system are utilized. In 

addition, the dryer model developed in chapter 4 needs these surface temperatures to 

validate its predictions. 
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The rollers in the dryer section are 1” diameter stainless steel. The surface of these 

rollers is rough and unpolished. This low diameter and unpolished surface results in 

occasional wrapping of the fiber over the roller. When this occurs, the process must be 

stopped and the dryer section disassembled. After cleaning and rethreading the dryer, the 

section is reassembled and the process restarted. The down time associated with this 

operation is approximately 3 hours. This problem can be eliminated by replacing the 

existing rollers with chrome plated stainless steel rollers having a diameter of 2”. The 

other aspects of the roller design could remain the same. This modification would be 

rather expensive and may not be worth the money when one considers the rarity of the 

wrapping occurrence. 

The second infrared heating panel needs to be controlled on a separate PID 

controller as discussed in chapter 4. This would enable the second IR panel to operate at 

temperatures different than the first, providing more capability to program a controlled 

time-temperature schedule for the fiber in the dryer. 

Rewinder 

The current Leesona winder does not effectively wind the carbon fiber produced 

by the sizing apparatus. Excessive fiber breakage occurs due to the present thread guide 

that is not suitable for carbon fiber and due to the winding pattern. It would be highly 

desirable to directly lay-up the sized fiber into a unidirectional, multiply structure with 

minimal fiber breakage. This would greatly improve reproducibility of composites and 
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would speed up the fabrication process. Future researchers need to determine the best 

most economical way to modify the winders to produce this fabric. 

7.2.2 Recommendations for Future Process Models 

The purpose of this section is to recommend future modifications needed for the 

dryer model developed in chapter 4. The present model can be used for qualitative 

predictions only. Several modifications must be implemented before the model can be 

used to quantitatively predict temperature and moisture profiles in dryer section. 

The film theory discussed in Chapter 4 is only applicable to situations where the 

flux is controlled by film resistance. Above the boiling point of water, there is not 

resistance to mass transfer in the film. As such, the mass flux is not controlled by equation 

(4.19). The FORTRAN code presently utilizes equation (4.19) even when the 

temperature of the fiber is above the boiling point of water. At boiling, the rate of 

evaporation will be controlled by the rate at which energy can penetrate the fiber. The 

code should be modified to account for this oversight. 

The mass and heat transfer coefficient correlation (equations (4.20), (4.24), and 

(4.25)) utilized by the model were not rigorously accurate for the drying situation present. 

In addition, an average heat and mass transfer coefficient was used for the entire drying 

tower which will not provided quantitatively accurate predictions. The transfer 

coefficients at each point in the dryer need to be determined and fit to an empirical 

relation. It is doubtful that a more appropriate correlation could be found in the literature. 
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Therefore, correlations specific to our particular situation need to be determined through 

experimentation. This experimentation would only be possible if the IR thermocouples are 

present in the dryer so that surface temperatures can be determined. 

The liquid/vapor equilibrium data for aqueous solutions of PVP need to be 

substituted for the Antoine equation approximations in the model. The PVP will 

definitely create negative deviations from Raoult’s law that must be accounted for in any 

model utilized for quantitative predictions. 

At present, the model does not account for the stainless steel rollers present in the 

drying tower. The effect of these rollers on the transfer relations must be implemented 

before accurate simulation can proceed. 

Another modification that might be useful to future researches would be to convert 

the one-dimensional analysis into a two or three dimensional analysis. The increased 

dimensions would complicate the numerical analysis since finite difference or finite 

element techniques would then have to be implemented to solve the transfer relations. 

With a multi-dimensional simulation, the effects of fiber wetting and diffusion inside the 

tow could be included. Approximations of sizing thickness as a function of the spatial 

coordinates could be realized. These could then be given to the mechanics researchers for 

input into their micro-mechanical model predictions. 
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7.2.3 Recommendations for Future Sizing Experiments 

Several sets of experiments need to be conducted to further validate and quantify 

the sizing process. The discussion of these recommendations are presented in this section. 

The burnoff procedure developed in Chapter 5 was validated for Hercules AS-4 

12K material with a K17 PVP sizing. The experiments need to be conducted on the other 

main fiber type, Zoltek Panex 48K. In addition, other molecular weights of PVP used in 

sizing need to be tested. If different sizing materials such as polyimides are utilized, then 

the burnoff cycle needs to be modified and validated. The quantification of the sizing 

process was completed with Hercules AS-4 12K and K17 PVP. The conclusions reached 

need to be validated with different fiber and sizing materials. 

As was discussed in chapter 6, no experiments on sizing variability as a function of 

long processing times has been conducted. These experiments need to be completed to 

determine the point at which the sizing solution should be changed due to contamination 

by water-soluble compounds being washed off the fiber as it enters the bath as well as 

carbon fiber fragments. Variability of sizing deposition as function of short processing 

times (less than 45 minutes) has been shown to be negligible. 
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Appendix 
List of Equipment Manufacturers 

Inner race bearing for bulk system rollers 
Description: Inner race for roller bearing 
Manufacturer: McGill Company 
Part Number: MI-16 
Supplier: Dixie Bearings 
Location: Roanoke, VA 

Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Quter bearing for bulk system rollers 
Description: Outer bearing for roller bearing 

Manufacturer: McGill Company 
Part Number: MR-20 

Supplier: Dixie Bearings 
Location: Roanoke, VA 

Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Lo li for measuring system tension 
Description: Platform load cell 
Manufacturer: Omega Engineering 
Part Number: LCA 20 
Supplier: Omega Engineering 
Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Magnetic Particle Brake 
Description: Magnetic Particle Brake 
Manufacturer: Ogura 
Part Number: OPB 30N 

Supplier: Kanematsu 
Location: N.A. 
Phone number: See Thomas Register 

Polyurethane coating on Nip rollers 

Description: 60-70 shore “A” light green polyurethane coating 
Manufacturer: Kastalon Inc. 
Part Number: N.A. 

Supplier: Kastalon Inc. 
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Location: Alsip, 0 
Phone number: See Thomas Register 

60:1 Reduction Gear used on puller motor 
Description: Right angle 60:1 worm gear speed reducer 
Manufacturer: Toledo Gear Company 
Supplier Part Number: 6474K49 
Supplier: McMaster Carr 

Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

1/2 HP Electric Motor used on puller 
Description: 1/2 HP TENV DC motor 
Manufacturer: Leesona Corp. 

Supplier Part Number: 6215K34 

Supplier: McMaster Carr 
Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Temperature Controller on main panel 

Description: PID autoprogram temperature controller 
Manufacturer: Omega Engineering 
Part Number: CN 9121A 
Supplier: Omega Engineering 
Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Solid State Relays used by controllers to control IR heating panels 

Description: 45 amp solid state relay 
Manufacturer: Omega Engineering 
Part Number: SSR45 
Supplier: Omega Engineering 
Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Motor s ontroller for 1/2 HP DC motor u uller 
Description: DC motor controller 
Manufacturer: Electrol Co. Inc. 
Supplier Part Number: 7536K66 

Supplier: McMaster Carr 

Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Sleeve bearings used in IR drying tower 
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Description: Rulon sleeve bearings 
Manufacturer: N.A. 
Supplier Part Number: 6371K302 

Supplier: McMaster Carr 

Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

Hot air blower on drying tower 

Description: 18 amp hot air blower 
Manufacturer: Master Flow 
Part Number: AH-751 
Supplier: McMaster Carr of Grainger 
Location: Nationwide 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

IR heating panels used in drying tower 

Description: IR heating panels 

Manufacturer: Watlow 
Part Number: 1180 120 volt with welded thermocouples and wiring box (6”X24”) 
Supplier: Capital Heater and Control 
Location: Raleigh, NC 
Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 

All m in the apparatu 
Description: Metal used in apparatus 
Manufacturer: N. A. 

Part Number: N. A. 

Supplier: Williams House of Metals 
Location: Nationwide 

Phone number: See Dept. of Chem. Engineering vendor list 
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